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Lot 234 Moet Shard: $280,000 | 2020 Sale Topper
Vendor: Shard Farm Standardbreds

Shard Farm Standardbreds Ltd

proudly present their 2021 NZ Premier Sales Draft

Lot 226: Cryen Shard

Lot 330: Kruz Shard

Bay Filly
Vincent – Shards Of Myross

Bay Colt
Rock N Roll Heaven – Dolce Denario

4

Dam related
to Let it Ride & this
colt is by the same
sire, first foal, real
2YO type, great
natured!

4

Solidly built filly,
loves people
and excellent
conformation!

Lot 277: Dalton Shard

Lot 388: Maddison Shard

Bay Colt
Always B Miki – All Time Glory

Bay Filly
Art Major – Lady Gaga

4

4

Athletic colt,
stunning presence,
great walk, straight
and correct!

This filly is related
to Moet Shard (last
year’s sales topper)
lovely correct,
athletic filly!

Lot 314: Dawson Shard

Lot 220: Rocky Shard

Bay Colt
Sweet Lou – Crackabeach

Bay Colt
A Rocknroll Dance – Shards Echo

4

4

This colt is
correct, straight &
a well conformed
yearling!

For enquiries and inspections:
Phone Debbie Smith on 027 258 4687

Southern Bred Southern Reared

This guy is a huge
striding colt, a terrific
mover who is
straight and
correct!

For enquiries and inspections:
Phone Debbie Smith on 027 258 4687

Southern Bred Southern Reared
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Majestic Son
– Aleana
Bay Filly
Daughter of 3 time Trotting
Stallion of the year out a 6 win
Armbro Invasion mare who is
a half to Ordeal Cup winner
Musgrove.
Nice type, strong filly.

Lot 323:
Sweet Lou
– Delightful Tactics
Bay Filly
Daughter of world champion
pacer out of a lightly raced BD
mare. Closely related to the
highly touted BD Joe.
Really big, strong, athletic and
good looking filly.

Lot 332:
Sweet Lou
– Dudinka’s Angel
Brown Filly
Daughter of Sweet Lou from
a wonderful fillies family.
Dam already producer of two
winners incl stakes performed
Delightful Dude.
Beautiful natured animal and
a nice type.

Preparer: Brent McIntyre
Macca Lodge, Gore
(03) 202-5506 or 027 752 2284

Colin Hair
NZSBA Chairman
What a year we have had. To think it
was only 6 months ago that we were in a
Covid-19 lockdown, with no horse racing,
and certainly not contemplating offering
yearlings for sale. That we have returned
to a situation that feels almost “normal” is
remarkable.
Harness racing is certainly in good heart and it is
very pleasing to see the turnover at the various
meetings over the Christmas / New Year period.
While this strong performance does not directly
benefit the harness code, as HRNZ funding from the
TAB is based on a previously agreed distribution
amount, it will result in an improved trading
performance for the TAB, enabling them to improve
their financial position.
The breeding season is rapidly drawing to a close.
I congratute all of those breeders, who despite the
uncertain times still had the courage to commit to
breeding their mares.
For vendors at these yearling sales, good luck in the
ring. The sales will be held in a different environment
with no attendance on site from the usually strong
Australian buying bench. This year more than ever
requires vendors to ensure that they publicise
their yearlings as widely as possible. It will also be
interesting to see if there is any impact on buying
demand as a result of the recent changes in the
training ranks.

BREEDING MATTERS JANUARY 2021

When I sat down to write this article I looked back
on what I wrote a year ago. One paragraph I wrote
then still resonates with me today:

Deciding to breed horses is a path fraught
with many challenges and difficulties. It is
a long and windy path, and you require
preservation and faith. You need to have
the courage of your convictions that the
decision to breed and your choice of a
stallion for your mare is the correct one.
There are many bumps on the path but
the rewards make it all worthwhile. The
feeling that comes from seeing the result
of your decision take their first suckle from
its mother is hard to describe, and then the
feeling that comes when they step out on
a racecourse, and of course the immense
satisfaction and feeling of pride if you
achieve the ultimate and your “baby” is first
past the post.
This, along with the statement attributable to Sir Roy
McKenzie, I think captures the magic and the passion
that Breeders bring to the breeding of horses.

In the breeding and racing game you need
to believe in dreams. Some dreams come
true. Happy dreams.
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Tardina Stud Sales Draft
Bred by Tony and Anne Parker

Executive Manager’s
Update.
Every vendor deserves to be congratulated regardless of
the outcome.
Two years of bills, sweat and tears come down to 90
seconds in the ring.

LOT 34: UP TO SCRATCH

LOT 93: NOD ANDA WINK

PEAK – SWEETIE Bay Colt

FATHER PATRICK – DUTCH ANNIE Bay Colt

Some will be rewarded handsomely; others not so, and
often through no fault of their own.

Second foal and first colt out of Sweetie who has already
produced a winning half sister, Wanna Snuggle. A lovely athletic
colt with a willing attitude.

Energetic nicely conformed colt from the proven Miss Whiplash
line. A winning cross.

I know from experience that this is a volatile game of
roulette.
About the only thing in the breeding game you can
control is who the parents are and how you follow nature
with nurture.

Brad Reid
Executive Manager
How was your Christmas break and festive period? You
get much of a break?
For anyone involved with horses, the above question(s)is
the grounds for becoming a viral Tui billboard.
The only livestock I’ve tended too over the festive
period are family members grazing and liaising over a
Christmas lunch, and visiting Classical’s lovely American
Idea colt at Gael Murray’s.
Since undertaking this very publication five years ago, I
have a much better appreciation for the rigors involved
in yearling preparation.
I feel like the post-Christmas grinch at times ringing
vendors and preparers and asking them if they have
taken their photos. Deep down I know the last thing that
any of them are thinking about is some poxy publication
and it’s print deadline.
That’s why I want to extend a massive thank you to all
the vendors and preparers out there. Not just those that
advertised and supported this magazine, but every one
of you I get the chance to speak with.
Thank you for taking the time to make a breeding
decision some two years ago which saw your mares get
in foal.
Thank you for making the long-term financial
commitment to this industry in rearing a mare and foal
through to weaning and ultimately the sales.
And thank you for contributing the talent pool of budding
superstars of this sport.

Beyond that, we are reliant on a number of variables
and a hell of a lot of good luck. And that’s just getting a
yearling to Sales Day in one piece!
While I would love to see every vendor succeed, the
reality is that many will be hoping to simply balance the
chequebook.
The overall success of a sale should not be measured on
a handful of high-priced lots, but by the strength of the
middle market.
Win, lose or draw, the majority of vendors will be back in
12 months’ time to do it all again.
That my friends is true optimism and ultimately why we
produce this publication annually.

LOT 48: KISS AND RUN
WHAT THE HILL – YAGUNNAKISSMEORNOT Brown Filly
Strong first foal out of the NZ record setting mare
Yagunnakissmeornot. Your opportunity to buy into this well
performing French-American trotting line.

LOT 70: DARE DEVIL
SWEET LOU – BISHOPS BLESSING Bay Colt
Stunning and correct colt out of Bishops Blessing who has
produced multiple Group 1 horses. Another must see if you are
chasing the early money.

LOT 99: BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
MUSCLE MASS – EMMA HAMILTON Bay Colt
This colt has a lovely reaching trot and a great attitude out of a
NZ Oaks winner.

LOT 126: BLAZE A TRAIL
HE'S WATCHING – MAY FLY Bay Colt
First colt out of Mayfly whose progeny has been busily winning
races internationally incl. the full sister Hereslookingatyou (1:54.6).

LOT 132: A PRETTY PENNY
SWEET LOU – MY LITTLE PRINCESS Bay Filly
A good looking full sister to Mighty Looee (1:54.6) with a super
nature from a strong black type family.

LOT 3: MORERE
SWEET LOU – OPOUTAMA Bay Colt
An exciting first foal out of well performing mare Opoutama.
A well grown correct colt, must see.

The 100 page publication you are reading is not only a
vehicle to promote individual lots and vendors, but to
celebrate the sales and the quality New Zealand breed
as a whole.
It is our contribution back to the breeders and vendors
who continue to provide the greater racing public with
their future enjoyment.
Personally, I remain extremely optimistic about what is to
unfold in a few weeks’ time.
The sales are a nursery for unearthing juvenile talent
and provide the greatest resource in the Southern
Hemisphere for finding future champions. The demand
for our product is only exceeded by the results they
continue to deliver on the world stage!
I hope you enjoy our biggest Breeding Matters to date,
something that would not be possible without the support
of the studs, advertisers, vendors and wider industry.
Thank you.
I wish everyone involved all the best and look forward to
catching up with as many of you as possible.
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Tardina Farms is a nursery for champion Standardbred Pacers and Trotters. We are home to multiple
Group 1 winning and record holding pacers including Chase Auckland, Auckland Reactor, Sharp and
Telford, Devil Dodger, The Devils Own and The Parade. We are also the nursery for several stakes
performed trotters including Wanna Play, Yagunnakissmeornot & Sex On Fire. Don’t miss out on
your opportunity to race a Tardina bred champion from our 2021 draft!

For inspections contact Tony Parker 0274 965 313 www.tardina.com

Woodlands duo to debut in 2021
Brad Reid
On the back of a 2020 sale that saw North
Island powerhouse Woodlands Stud NZ sell
34 yearlings at an average of $48,485, they
arrive at the 2021 edition with even more
firepower.
Thirty eight finely tuned budding athletes catalogued
to head to Karaka in search of new owners.
If history tells us anything, it’s that very few if any will
struggle in that quest.
Woodlands Stud doesn’t just have a history of
meeting the market, it has an uncanny ability for
smashing records as well.
They became the first vendors in the history of New
Zealand standardbred yearling sales to sell not one,
but two, $200,000 yearlings.
With astonishing figures such as those, last year saw
a New Zealand record seven $200,000 lots sold. It is
hard to be anything but optimistic as we approach
the 2021 version of the sales.

purchasers confidence when inspecting and buying
from our draft,” he said.
Grierson was quick to credit his fantastic staff, which
numbers around 13 on the ground year-round, for
the fashion in which the yearlings are wintered.
Presenting a draft that captures the eye doesn’t take
place a month out from the sales as many would
know!
“Full credit to the fact that when you are preparing
a yearling, it’s a whole year’s exercise. It’s not a case
of pulling them out of the paddock in January and
expecting to get something at the other end. The
staff work all through the year to make sure these
yearlings are right.
“The staff have spent a lot of time making sure they
wintered well, they had farriers regularly. All the
attention to detail has been met and we have a
great draft of horses to sell in a few weeks time,” said
Grierson.
The staff member responsible for overseeing the
farm operations is Stud Manager, Tony Grayling.

“Lot 4 is the yearling I am selling,” he said.
“He’s a Sweet Lou colt out of a Western Terror halfsister to Willow in Our Melody. Kelly Blakemore and
myself have gone halves in it. The first foal from
the mare was a Bettor’s Delight filly called Gossip
Girl who was purchased by Barry Purdon for good
money and has already qualified as a two-year-old.
“There are a lot of Sweet Lou’s in the sale, so he has
got a bit of competition, but the early signs from the
mare are positive,” said Grayling.
So too from the sire.
While his success with progeny of the wonder mare
Adore Me (Darling Me & Sweet On Me) have stolen
most of the headlines down under, the son of Yankee
Cruiser has slowly been building a CV that indicates
the best is yet to come for the boy they call Lou.
His son Aladdin was the winner of the Listed Harness
Million Final for 3YO Colts and Geldings.

The experienced horseman barely knows what day it
is this time of year but you get the sense he wouldn’t
have it any other way!

Spirit Of St Louis & Fabrizio have dipped their toes
in the water of the Open Class ranks over the spring
while progressive types like Marathon Man and
his daughter Sweet Belle to name a few are both
showing a lot of potential.

“The parade day at the stud went really well,” said
Woodlands principal Andrew Grierson.

“This time of year it is pretty hard with the crossover
because we are not completely finished with the
breeding season,” said Grayling.

You can largely put a line through last year’s twoyear-old statistics given a third of the season was
washed out thanks to Covid.

“The horses were very well behaved, there was a lot
of interest and from the feedback received we have
a really good balanced draft of horses that look very
well,” he said.

“We manage it well and have a great bunch of staff
but it does get a bit awkward. We don’t start getting
the yearlings in for the final push until January 5th so
it all happens pretty quick” he said.

“I have to remind people when telling me we have a
wonderful draft that they can’t lose sight of the fact
either that we breed 150 plus mares. These are 38
yearlings that we have selected from a large foal
crop as being the crème de le crème to go forward
as yearlings based on pedigrees and type.

They say patience is a virtue and that cliché would
have been well and truly tested for Grayling and
his staff when undergoing the photography and
videoing of the 38 yearlings in their draft.

In saying that, Sweet Lou sired three individual twoyear-old winners and they included the Group Two
winner, She’s No Lady, a filly that Woodlands Stud
own and race in partnership with their successful
syndicate base.

The recent yearling parades which took place in the
North Island seem to vindicate said optimism with
numbers on the tour vastly exceeding those in recent
years.

“As a result of that we have some really beautiful
horses by our freshman sires that haven’t just been
thrown into the mix. They are in our draft because
they are sensational looking yearlings with black
type to boot and that should give horsemen and
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Grayling is not just handling and preparing yearlings
for the stud as this year sees him head to Karaka with
one of his own. A nice type from a well related family
with the mother already leaving juvenile qualifiers
from her first foal. Sounds like a recipe for success?

Three two-year-old winners might not sound overly
impressive, but it was good enough for fourth place
in the siring tables.
He was the sire of 19 three-year-old winners which
was good enough for fifth, but when factoring in
foals to winners, Sweet Lou finished with a better
percentage (29%) then all of the major players and
was second only behind the all-conquering Bettor’s
Delight (34%).

BREEDING MATTERS JANUARY 2021

Woodlands Yearling Parade Day

In North America, Sweet Lou has followed a
similar trend whereby his two-year-old stats are
outmatched marginally by those of his three-yearolds.
He has been headlined in North America by his World
Champion daughter Warrawee Ubeaut (Apaches
Fame), the winner of $1.7 million in stakes and the
fastest 2YO pacer of all time with a 1:48.3 mile credit
in 2018. She broke the world, track and stakes record
when winning the Jugette in 2019 at Delaware and
was also two- and three-year-old filly of the year on
the back of dominant age group seasons.
Sweet Lou’s best son in North America is the 1:47.2
pacer and three-time Group One winner in Dancin
Lou (Camsbest). The winner of the Breeders Crown
at three is $9000 in stakes shy from becoming a
millionaire himself.
For the last two seasons in a row, Lou has finished
fourth in three-year-old earnings behind the usual
suspects in Bettor’s Delight, Somebeachsomewhere
and Captaintreacherous.
For a stallion in the infancy of his career, you don’t
end up in that sort of company without having some
x factor and the best looks yet to come as his stock
mature and develop, much like the sire himself on
the track.
As indicated by Grayling, those after stock by the
sire are spoilt for choice with over 40 lots available
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“He’s a big chance, they look the part, have great
manners and are athletic types and people like them
which is half the battle. Now we just have to cross our
fingers that they can run which I am sure they will.

small group of trotting mares we really do need to
maximise our foal crop out of them because they
are the mainstay of trotting going forward,” said
Grierson.

“We have some stand out colts from
Downbytheseaside,” said Grierson enthusiastically.

What The Hill had nine offerings at the 2020 All Age
Sale and they sold at an average of $5,655.

Downbytheseaside is headlined by three offerings in
Auckland and seven in Christchurch and on the back
of his All Age Sales results where he averaged just
under $7,000 from 35 weanlings has every chance of
a big debut in the ring.

His 2021 debut is going to be extremely exciting when
you look at the maternal strength of his offerings in
both Islands.

Another world champion from the Woodlands
Stud stallion roster making his sales debut is the
millionaire What The Hill.
Woodlands Yearling Parade Day

in Christchurch to go with the 28 going under the
hammer in Auckland.
A sire with everything before him is the World
Champion son of Somebeachsomewhere,
Downbytheseaside.
His first crop of yearlings make their way to the 2021
sale on the back of some strong North American
results which has seen the stallion with yet another
full and closed book that boasts some champion
consorts and maternal families.
Across the Lexington and Ohio select sales,
Downbytheseaside sold 8 six figure yearlings with
the highest priced sale being the filly, Sea Lioness for
$200,000 at Lexington.
Consigned by Spring Haven Farm as agent, Sea
Lionness is out of Lionness Hanover, making this
Downbytheseaside filly a half-sister to Art Major
mare Roaring To Go ($431,999) and McArdle mare
Queen Of The Pride ($774,231).  
The highest-priced Downbytheseaside colt was
Bythemissal, who went for $135,000 also at the
Lexington sale. Bythemissal is the first foal out of the
Western Terror mare Dismissal ($106,615, 1:51), and
the second dam is Her Mattjesty ($391,889).
Downbytheseaside had a further 25 yearlings sell in
the $50,000 - $99,999 bracket with an average of
$45,220 from 82 yearlings sold.
“They had a fantastic sale up North and there
is lot of talk up there that he might be the next
Somebeachsomewhere at stud, that is what is being
discussed.
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There is no denying the likes of Pegasus Spur and
what he did for the New Zealand trotting market
siring the likes of millionaire and now resident
Woodlands stallion, Speeding Spur. What The Hill on
paper is set to take that to the next level and has a
lot of the dots connecting in his quest to do so.
By all accounts What The Hill is stamping his progeny
with rock star looks and feedback by those in the
know would suggest a strong sale looms.
“That’s what Cam Bray of New Zealand Bloodstock
is telling me, out of all the horses he saw by a
particular sire the What The Hills were standouts,”
said Grierson.
The Breeders Crown winner and 3YO Trotter of the
Year in 2017 has been well supported by breeders
since shuttling down under, with books of 82 (2019)
and 94 (2020), accounting for well over 10% of the
trotting mare population.
Being a son of the greatest trotting stallion of the
millennium in Muscle Hill he was always going to
attract attention. His siring line strength is matched
by maternal gold being out of a full a full sister to
champion sire Majestic Son.

At Auckland he has yearlings out of Luby Ann, dam
of Group One winners Luby Lou and Tickle Me Pink,
both of whom are by the sire of What The Hill.

“We have a full brother to My Hard Copy from
Readallaboutit and there is only one other in the
North Island sale,” said Grierson.
“He is doing a fantastic job in New Zealand and
around the world and I think that has been reflected
by the fact we have bred a lot more mares to him
this year, not just ourselves but in general across the
board.
“People are critical that we sent him to Australia but
it’s pretty hard to argue with the logical facts when
you consider the numbers he has been doing across
the ditch compared to here in New Zealand.

He also has offerings by the likes of
Yagunnakissmeornot, Classic Armbro (dam of G2
winner Tailored Elegance), Fear Factor, Landora’s
Pearl and Madam Spur to name a few.

“He has always been a super sire over the last
decade, you just need to look at the fact he is hardly
every out of the top five or six sires in North America
and as we know he can leave an absolute top horse,”
he said.

In Christchurch he is headlined by yearlings out of
Group One winner Donegal Bettorgretch and the
super producer Lavra Noblesse, the dam of Master &
Majestic Lavros.

Clearly there is a lot to be excited about for
Woodlands Stud, with the cherry on top being
another whopping draft for siring king Bettor’s
Delight.

From sires with it all before them to a sire going
through a bit of a renaissance, American Ideal finds
himself heading to the 2021 Sales with a stack of
momentum.

His actions speak louder than any words ever
will and he looks destined for another record
topping draft having last year sold 42 yearlings in
Christchurch at an average of $80,857 and 31 in
Karaka at an average of $68,226.

The deeds of Copy That have well and truly put him
back on the map in the eyes of the New Zealand
racing public and a timely Group One from the
Stonewall Stud filly, Enjoy Me, on New Year’s Eve
is one but a few of his progeny kicking goals in our
backyard.
For a sire who has kicked as many goals globally
as American Ideal, the New Zealand market has
for whatever reason continually overlooked his
accomplishments.

Providing trotting breeders with another fresh/
chilled option was just what the doctor ordered for a
mare population that has been almost backed into
a corner of frozen semen consorts over the last ten
years.

Breeders and vendors have been burned at the
Yearling Sales with progeny of the champion son
of Western Ideal and as a result, commercially his
books have suffered in recent years seeing only 20
mares served in 2020. After serving only 42 mares in
2019, the decision was made to stand the champion
sire in Victoria where he is fully booked by Australian
breeders at an increased fee of $10,000.

“A few years ago a lot of trotting mares that weren’t
being bred due to complications with frozen semen
and they were being left empty until the following
breeding season.

His smattering of support locally sees American
Ideal head to the 2021 Yearling Sale with only a
handful of yearlings. Two at Auckland and seven in
Christchurch.

“Having a chilled option gives you a better chance
of an early foal thanks to increased fertility. With a

“We wish we had a few more,” laughed Grayling.
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He is undoubtedly the headline act for a sale that is
likely to be buoyed by the spending habits of New
Zealanders who are void of many entertainment
options at present with International travel a no go.
This has been reflected somewhat in our
turnover figures locally which continue to exceed
expectations.
Not to be understated is the hiatus of Mark and
Natalie, with many senior horseman feeling like there
is no better time to be rolling the dice and having a
crack at the top end of the market.
“I get a lot of cues from New Zealand Bloodstock
who are telling me that there is a huge amount
of interest from the Australian buying bench. The
New Zealand buyers who are out there are strong,
stables like Stonewall Stud have indicated that they
are going to be prominent and will be coming back
stronger than ever,” said Grierson.
“The horses we sell in New Zealand are of an
enormous quality and there is always a demand
for them. We breed a lot of horses and don’t have a
problem selling the lot of them.”
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Two colts from the first crop of DOWNBYTHESEASIDE

We are proud to present our consignment of 38 quality yearlings
for the 2021 New Zealand Bloodstock National Standardbred
Yearling Sale being held at Karaka on Sunday 14th February 2021

LOT 131

Six standout lots from the debut crop of trotting sire

The draft includes:
Eighteen outstanding yearlings from up and coming sire

LOT 88

SWEET LOU

LOT 53
LOT 8

LOT 23

Eleven impressive lots by the King

WHAT THE HILL

LOT 74

And also one well-related colt by sire

AMERICAN IDEAL

BETTOR’S DELIGHT

LOT 11
The full draft, their photos and pedigrees can be viewed at www.woodlandsstud.co.nz

LOT 95

LOT 102

-Private viewings are encouraged, contact Tony Grayling on 021 618 830

Feeding weanlings to yearlings
MANAGEMENT AFTER WEANING
The nutritional management of a weanling will
depend a lot on the commercial end point of the
horse. Horses being prepared for sales as yearlings
will require more intensive management than those
that are to be left in the paddock until breaking-in.
Both sets of horses will require a good balanced diet
and steady growth but maintaining good growth
rates are of key importance for sales horses. It
will be necessary for sales horses to have a well
developed top line also.
Steady growth is most desirable, foals and weanlings
with steady growth are less likely to develop DOD
(Developmental Orthopaedic Disease) than those
with significant fluctuations in growth rates. Many
farms will monitor growth rates closely weighing
horses on a regular basis.
Horses that carry excess body condition are also
more likely to develop DOD than lighter individuals.
Weanlings require:
Adequate calorie intake for growth. Pasture
diets alone will often not provide the calorie level
necessary to achieve the required growth rates and
therefore it is necessary to provide supplementary
feed.
Supplementary feed should have adequate protein
levels, a complete feed formulated for weanlings
should be a minimum of 14% protein. The feed
should have adequate levels of the amino acid Lysine
which is required for proper growth.
Balanced vitamin and mineral intake. It is important
that the Calcium: Phosphorous ratio in all horse diets
is balanced however in particular in the weanling
diet. A good quality premixed feed will have a
balanced Ca:P ratio. If making your own ration this
will be a major consideration with grain being very
high in Phosphorous and low in Calcium.
Trace mineral supplementation is very important
in the young growing horse due to the significant
growth they are undertaking. In particular Copper,
Selenium, Zinc and Manganese. Again using a
quality brand of feed formulated for the young
growing horse should provide an adequate intake of
these key nutrients when fed at the recommended
intake.
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Low-GI feeds for young horses. The feeding of low
glycaemic feeds for foals through to yearlings have
become very popular in recent years. A low-GI feed
means the feed is lower in starch than conventional
grain based diets and as a result the calories
are coming primarily from fibre and fat sources.
Research has indicated that feeding these Low-GI
feeds (Dunstan Breed and Grow) will be of benefit
in trying to reduce the incidence of OCD due to
maintaining stable blood glucose with fluctuations in
blood glucose having a negative effect on cartilage
development.
TYPES OF FEEDS
If choosing to make your own feeds it will be very
important to ensure all nutrient requirements of the
young horse are being met.
If utilising a prepared feed ensure you use a product
that is formulated for the young horse. There are
many forms of premixed feeds and the form that you
choose will depend on the individual and the other
components within the ration.
Concentrates – These are very low intake
supplements fed at approximately 500grams they
will provide a concentrate source of key vitamins and
minerals. They can be fed on their own when severe
calorie restriction is required in a young growing
horse, however more likely for a young horse they
would be fed in conjunction with a grain based diet
to ensure adequate lysine, vitamins and minerals are
provided.
Semi- Concentrates – These products are fed
at an intake between the concentrates and full
feeds, usually around 1-1.5kg daily (Dunstan Fibre
Balancer). These products are very useful when it is
necessary to reduce the overall energy level of the
diet due to excess weight gains but it is not desirable
to reduce vitamin and mineral intake.
Full Feeds – Full feeds are formulated to be fed
at approximately 3kg daily (minimum of 2.5kg) to
ensure vitamin and mineral requirements are being
met by the supplementary feed. Dunstan has two
full feed options for the weanling, Dunstan Weanling
(a lightly molassed muesli utilising extruded grains)
or Dunstan Breed and Grow (a low glycemic nut).
If this level of hard feed is not required to maintain
body condition or growth rates then use a semiconcentrate as indicated above.

Breckon draft a decade in the making
Jonny Turner

WORLDCLASS FAMILIES
Elite Performers

Breckon Farms will present what Ken Breckon
describes as its best-ever selection of yearlings
at NZB Standardbred’s National Yearling Sales at
Karaka this year.

“Of course having King Of Swing doing the job over
in Australia is great,” Breckon said.

Lining up their dream team has been the result of a
drive from Ken and Karen Breckon and their staff to
consistently improve their operation since taking over
the then Yarndley Farms in 2007.

“And with Bettor Twist doing the job here it’s on both
sides of the Tasman.”

The result is a standout batch of 36 yearlings that will
go under the hammer on February 14.
“I think it is the best draft we have ever had,” Ken
Breckon said.
PartyOn

Twist and Twirl

Megaera

Tickle Me Pink

“It’s been 10 years in the making, probably 13 since
we have had the farm.”

Elle Mac

“One of the boys at the Auckland Trotting Club said
the same thing.”
“Jamie MacKinnon said I think you have taken the lid
off the jewellery box.”
Goodlookinggirl

Luby Lou

High Gait

King of Swing

Willow

Katy Perry

Regal Volo

I Can Doosit

Cash N Flow

Luby Ann

Merinai

Linda Lovegrace

Karaka 2021

36 worldclass yearlings.
Videos online now
Final photos, weights & health declarations online from 5th February

To arrange an on farm visit - Nigel Fahy 0275 831 005
The draft will be on site at Karaka for viewing from 12thFebruary

BreckonFarms.co.nz

“The pedigrees themselves are fantastic and the
great thing is the mares themselves have thrown
these great yearlings.”
The quickest of glances at the pedigrees of the
Breckon Farms draft will show pages filled with black
type.
Group 1 performers underpin the quality of this
year’s yearlings.
“I think the incredible thing here – and it shows how
we have lifted the bar – of the 36 horses we have
in the sale 33 of them either have a group 1 winning
dam or group 1 winning grand dam,” Breckon said.
The Breckon Farms draft is headlined by the
descendants of Impish’s daughter Giveitawhirlgirl,
who have been running hot on race tracks across
Australasia.
Five yearlings from Giveitawhirlgirl’s daughters
Reachforthehill, Sandu Ballet, Spin To Win, Twist N
Twirl, and Double Twist will be offered.
Twist N Twirl’s son King Of Swing and daughter
Bettor Twist’s form have been providing the best kind
of advertisement for the family which is set to be hot
property.
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“He was horse of the year over there.”

“It couldn’t be any better.”
“Then we have got Mach Dan from the same line
doing a great job in Australia, as well.”
A half-brother to Bettor Twist and King Of Swing,
by A Rocknroll Dance from Twist And Twirl, could be
described as one of the curiously bred yearlings in
this year’s sale.
In breeding star mare Twist And Twirl to a mid-tier
stallion like A Rocknroll Dance, Breckon was clearly
looking to again cash in on the cross of Rocknroll
Hanover and Artsplace blood that produced King Of
Swing.
“The early intention was to have Art Major across
Twist And Twirl, but it was when he went dry,”
Breckon said.
“So, that is when we switched to A Rocknroll Dance.”
“It means he is a three-quarter blood [relation] to
King Of Swing.”
“He is an outstanding individual.”
“He is very laid back, he has a great temperament
and he is a lovely looking horse.”
Breckon is not just a fan of the Rocknroll HanoverArtplace cross because it suits Twist And Twirl.
He hopes buyers keep the faith in it because of the
outstanding products it has produced.
“Some of our guys may have forgotten but the
golden cross over in Australia for many years was
Rocknroll Hanover over an Artsplace mare.”
“You look back at history and there are some great
horses that have come out of that cross.
“And you still see it today.”
“Any Artsplace mare that has some Rocknroll
Hanover blood across it will provide a very, very
good horse.”
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Another feature of the Breckon Farms draft is that it
is made up of just five Bettor’s Delight yearlings.

buyers a rare chance to buy into the family of former
Derby-winning filly Luby Lou.

Producing such a quality draft without having to
rely on the superstar sire of the sales ring has come
largely through circumstance.

“We have never offered anything from Luby Ann and
we have got a What The Hill filly in the sale.”

“We are starting to get a few Bettor’s Delight mares
and we have added a few new ones in that have
come out of racing,” Breckon said.
“Next year we have eight Bettor’s Delight colts, so it is
just the way it swings.”
The Breckon Farms draft features eight What The Hill
yearlings and 12 Art Majors.
What The Hill looks to be in for a strong debut at the
National Yearling Sales and Breckon Farms has set to
play a big part of that.
“Our trotters are really, really strong,” Breckon said.
“You have to take your hat off to Woodlands.”
“Andrew Grierson might have pulled the right string
again because What The Hill is definitely stamped his
class and his look.”
“There wouldn’t be a bad one amongst them, they
are all fantastic individuals.”
“If you go back Muscles Yankee always had wonky
legs.”
“Muscle Hill was a bit the same but a little bit better.”
“Then you look at this fellow and he seems to have
thrown that out the window.”
“The legs on his foals are remarkably straight.”
“I am pretty excited about him.”
One of those What The Hill yearlings is from Regal
Volo, making him a half-brother to the promising
Regal Attire, raced by Breckon Farms.
“Regal Attire looks like he could be anything.”
“It was just unfortunate that in his two-year-old
season he had a bone chip.”
“He is back now. We gelded him he, unfortunately
was getting a bit excited about the girls.”

“She is an outstanding individual.”
“She put on a bit of a show for the sales tour, she is
very light on her feet, so she was bouncing around
everywhere.”
The Breckon Farms trotting draft is further
strengthened by three yearlings by Father Patrick
and one by Majestic Son.
The Majestic Son colt is from a half-sister
to Breckon’s champion trotter Icandoosit in
Yankeedoosie.
Breckon Farms will offer one colt by Father Patrick
from the Muscles Yankee mare Cyberspace, as well
as two fillies.
One of the Father Patrick fillies is from a daughter
of Regal Volo, the dam of Twentyten, High Gait and
Regal Attire.
The other is from the Muscles Yankee mare,
Broadband.
Though the Breckon draft has a comparatively small
number of Bettor’s Delight yearlings there is certainly
quality among them.
They include the full brother, but a contrasting type,
to On A Roll, from Onlyforyou.
“Poi – Matt Bowden – actually made the comment
that it would be the closest thing he has seen to
Lazarus,” Breckon said.
“He is jet black, he is an absolutely outstanding
Bettor’s Delight colt.”

Jonny Turner
Prospective buyers are queuing up to
check out Southern Bred Southern Reared
Yearlings as the group aims to deliver its
third consecutive sales topping yearling.
A bumper crop of bluebloods are being
prepared by the members of the Otago
and Southland based operation in the hope
they can match the standout results that
have seen them produce the top-priced
yearlings in the pacing section of the
Christchurch sale for the past two years.
The Southern Bred Southern Reared (SBSR) Yearling
Sales tour is not only famous for its equine stocks, but
also for its hospitality.
Interest is so high this year that it could turn in to a
convoy rather than a bus tour.

“We might need a minivan behind the bus
because there is that much interest,” SBSR
chair Mark Smith said.

“We had a week to ring everybody and when we all
put our numbers in it was up to 53 or 54 and we have
still got people ringing us.”

Breckon Farms’ only other Bettor’s Delight colt is
from the Impish family, from Reachforthetill.

“Of course there have been a few withdrawals, but
we are looking at mid-sixties, which is a lot of horses
to be viewed on our tour.”

Breckon Farms’ What The Hill line up also offers

Fillies from High Society Girl and Kelly Maguire also
feature in the Karaka sale book.

“I was only talking to Steven McRae last week and
Spreydon Lodge is looking at buying fillies.”
“That is encouraging that people have buying lists
because in other years a lot of buying has been done
on spec.”
SBSR has been proactive in meeting the challenges
of selling horses in the midst of a global pandemic.
With travel restrictions set to have overseas buyers
bidding from afar, SBSR has tried to provide
them with an up-close look at their prospective
purchases.”
“We have done a lot more with our photos and
videoing,” Smith said.

“Our videos are a lot more detailed because with
COVID a lot of people interested in the sales will be
sending agents to bid for them.”

“When the entries went out we started off with 71
yearlings,” Smith said.

They include a daughter of Goodlookinggirl, who is a
half sister to Elle Mac.

“Their budget has gone from half a million to a
million.”

“They usually um and ah and say they will get back
to us in a week or two.”

“But he is up early and he should get a bit of
attention.”

“And I think this yearling is a better-looking horse on
type.”

“We have heard that Stonewall Stud are going to buy
a million dollars worth of horses.”

“We have done a lot more with photos of legs and
hocks and side-on shots.”

The momentum around this year’s NZB
Standardbred National Yearling Sales started right
from the time the SBSR group called for entries.

“He is looking great.”

The feedback Smith and his SBSR committee have
got recently suggests the interest in their yearlings
will be backed up by bids.

“We rang up our regulars every year and they said
yes straight away.”

“He is lot 2, we would have loved to have him half or
three-quarters of the way down the book.”

The northern operation will roll out three fillies by the
champion sire.
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SBSR to turn up the heat yet again

“Breeders down here have put the hammer down
and said we will keep breeding because obviously
they see a lot of positives out there.”
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“So we have had to provide them with as much
detail as we can with our videoing.”
Sponsoring race nights at Addington has been a key
part of the SBSR sales build-up for several years.
The group expanded its horizons this year and
recently hosted a race night at Alexandra Park.
The evening not only helped showcase this year’s
stock but also showed the strength of the SBSR
brand and how well recognised it was across the
country.

“We just shake our heads because this
group has just got so much bigger and
stronger,” Smith said.
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“We have a really strong brand now.”
“For the last five or six years we have done
Addington and that has always been
successful.”
“We had a meeting five or six months ago and we
said let’s do Auckland.”
“We did sponsor a couple of races during the
Interdominion series, but no one could get up there
because we were too busy.”
“We thought if we were going to sponsor the night
let’s get a room and invite owners and syndicates
along.”

“The feedback we got from owners and
trainers in the winner’s circle was really
positive all night.”
“Our pinup phrase at the moment is ‘where
amazing dreams begin’ because Amazing
Dream is doing such a good job at the
moment.”
This year’s sales preparation has not all been plain
sailing for SBSR.
The group’s members have faced the challenge
of preparing their yearlings to be in immaculate
condition in the midst of a wet and wild Southern
summer.
Like their SBSR counterparts, Smith and wife Debbie
and their staff at Shard Farm have worked hard to
counteract the effect the wet weather has had.
“Three or four weeks ago they weren’t losing their
coats but I just think it was the weather,” Smith said.
“Preparing horses in our so-called summer has been
very stressful.”
“But if you look at the photos they have come up
amazing.”
“It has been a lot of hard work.”
“There are no superstars there, but they are a really
nice bunch of horses.”

Shard Farm has been a huge reason in why SBSR
has hit the headlines and topped the pacing section
of the last two pacing sales in Christchurch.
In 2019 their Bettor’s Delight colt from Pemberton
Shard tied for top honours when sold for $170,000
alongside a Bettor’s Delight colt from Beaudiene
Maja Babe sold by Beaudiene Breeding’s Dave and
Dawn Kennedy.

Where ‘AMAZING DREAMS’ begin…

Last year a Bettor’s Delight filly from Pemberton
Shard backed up her older brother’s feat when
selling for $280,000.
This year Shard Farm has 11 yearlings set to go under
the hammer in Christchurch.
Smith rates an Art Major filly from Christian Cullen
mare Lady Gaga at the top of that list.

“She would be the pick of them.”
“She is a very well-bred filly and when she
was born she was straight and correct.”
“She is a lovely, big strong filly.”
Shard Farm is among the massive number of 13
different drafts that will be offered in Christchurch
under the SBSR banner.
Among them is a seller making his standardbred
sales debut.
But he is certainly no novice when it comes to the
sales ring.
Brian Anderton of famed thoroughbred nursery
White Robe Lodge will offer a Rock N Roll Heaven
Colt from former his stakes performer New Years Jay.
This year SBSR yearlings will also be made up of
drafts from Havtime Breeding, Denario Breeding,
Steve Baucke’s draft, White Stables, Michelle Caig
Breeding, Price Bloodstock, Shard Farm, Macca
Lodge, Braeview Breeding, Arden Lodge, and
Graeme and Ann Mee’s draft.

AMAZING DREAM – Winner of 7 Group 1s, including Great Northern Derby & Auckland Cup

SBSR presents its 2021 draft of 70 yearlings at the

NZB Standardbred Yearling Sale
Christchurch, 15 -17 February

Go to nzbstandardbred.co.nz for digital catalogue
‘Search’ SBSR in Christchurch menu to view the SBSR draft

SBSR Yearling Tour
8-9 February

Contact Mark Smith 027 436 8144 for details
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GLENBROOK PARK presents
Lot 196: ON TOP OF THE WORLD

You will be
On Top Of The World
when you take this
Art Major – Princess Of Diamonds
bay filly home to the barn!
Lot 196, a Bay Filly, is a daughter of champion sire Art Major who has left a bounty of classic winning
race fillies and mares.
Her dam is Princess of Diamonds, a qualified daughter of Christian Cullen and a half sister to eight race
winners including Group 1 Chariots of Fire winner, Beefy T.
As a producer she has left three race winners and soon to be four with full sister Seventh Heaven
showing plenty of promise for Regan Todd.
Closely related to top mare Havtime (1.50. Fastest mare in the world over 2,200-2,400 metres).

A powerful filly with a great temperament. A striking looking individual.
For inspections contact Graeme Mee: 027 489 6562

Southern Bred Southern Reared

www.alabar.co.nz

09 232 1800

Miki ticking all the boxes for Alabar
Brad Reid
Alabar New Zealand principal, Graeme Henley
has been to more yearling sales then he possibly
cares to count. But the man at the helm of the
arm overseeing some of the most exciting stallion
prospects of the new decade has a bit of a spring in
his step as he heads to Karaka in 2021.
He isn’t just excited about what is in his own
backyard, but in both islands.
And that is because the pacing sensation he and the
team at Alabar worked so hard to secure has gone
and done the job in his first season on the track in
North America.
Always B Miki reached cult status in North America
on the back of his deeds as a racehorse where he is
still the equal fastest pacer of all time.
Three years removed from his retirement, the
champion son of Always A Virgin is now making his
name as the source of excitement machines of his
own.
“He was always going to make a good start up
there because he was a superstar on the racetrack.
When superstars on the racetrack go to stud in North
America, they get every opportunity,” said Henley.
“The big breeders supported him with their mares
and the big buyers purchased them at the yearling
sales where they sold phenomenally well, making
him the leading first season sire in the ring,” he said.
It is one thing to dominate in the ring off the back
of a storied career and a cult status that was as
imposing as some of his colts, but Miki was never
going to be a one trick pony.
“After selling so well there is a lot of expectation, but
his stock raced accordingly. He had a sensational
year with his two-year-old’s in 2020 and was easily
the leading first season sire.”
Always B Miki finished third in the leading money
winning sires table with $2,355,918 in progeny
earnings from 62 starters in 2020, with only
Captaintreacherous and Somebeachsomewhere
ahead of him.
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The latter will not be a problem in 2021 with only a
handful of ‘Beaches’ foaled in 2019 via frozen semen
following his untimely death, which should see Miki
and his son Captaintreacherous square off for top
two-year-old honours.

Perfect Sting with a 10 for 10 record in his first season
on the track with the blueblood setting a season
record for two-year-olds with a time of 1:49.2 at
the Red Mile in Lexington. Only 11 two-year-olds in
history have gone faster.

Given Always B Miki was only $500,000 behind
Captaintreacherous, who was the 2019 leading
money winning sire of two-year old’s in 2019, it
should be an interesting battle.

He had season earnings of $534,300 which were
topped only by fellow Miki freshmen, Southwind
Gendry ($583,069) in the male division.

Hot on their heels in 2020 was fellow freshmen sire
Betting Line however Always B Miki was just under a
million in stakes ahead of the son of Bettor’s Delight
with around 25 less starters.
“The horseman loved them and felt they really
have some bottom to them, and they thought they
were horses that would just keep on improving, “
continued Henley.
“They loved their attitude and felt they saved their
best for the racetrack. Many commented that they
were just nice, comfortable track workers but when
they went out on race day, the switch really went on
and away they went.”
“Most people would say he had the best two, twoyear-old colts in North America last season and a
many would say he had the best three. “
Perfect Sting who has a three-quarter brother in
blood offered at the Yearling Sales in Christchurch
was aptly named and accounted for a near perfect
season in claiming two-year-old male pacer of the
year at the Dan Patch awards recently.
The use of the word ‘near’ may be a little harsh,
however while unbeaten, the son of Always B Miki
out of the world champion mare Shebestingin dead
heated in his pari-mutuel debut at the Meadowlands
in July. He also dead heated in his final race for
the season in the Breeders Crown final, where the
judges call took longer than the race itself with the
duo having hit the wire in 1:50.2.
He was the earlier winner of the Kentucky Sires
Stakes final, the Bluegrass and the International
Stallion Stakes with the Breeders Crown elimination
and final rounding out a superb resume. It left

The success of his two best sons reinforced what
Henley and the camp at Alabar have always
believed that Always B Miki will be a super cross for
the gluttony of Bettor’s Delight mares now at stud in
Australasia.
Perfect Sting is out of the world champion daughter
of Bettor’s Delight in Shebestingin while Southwind
Gendry is out a Cam’s Card Shark mare in Gamblers
Passion which should give breeders and buyers
some confidence when looking at progeny bred on a
Cam Fella line cross.
“Southwind Gendry had a phenomenal season
and aside from him there was another two-yearold called Always A Miki who won the Governor’s
Cup which is the big late season classic when the
other two had shut up shop, so a great season” said
Henley.
“He also left some nice fillies like Grace Hill. I spoke
to Dexter and Nifty Norman who trained her and
they just loved her. She probably came to the end of
it in the last couple of months of the season, but she
certainly showed a lot of ability and had a lot of size
about her so I would imagine she would come back
as a great three year old, they certainly think she will
anyway,” said Henley.
Grace Hill’s (Western Terror) jewel in the crown in
2020 was winning the listed Liberty Bell at Harrahs
Philadelphia and finished the year with a record of
four wins from seven starts, $210,947 in earnings and
a best time of 1:51.0.
She was bested in earnings by fellow Miki daughter
JK Alwaysbalady (Art Major) who took $218,782 in
stakes and matched Grace Hill’s best time of 1:51.0.
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“Miki was a really good Sires Stakes two-year old
but as a three year old he came out and was a
phenomenal horse and as a four and five year old he
was pretty much unbeatable.
“Grace Hill was a big tall filly and Southwind Gendry
and particularly Perfect Sting have a bit of size about
them so you would definitely think they would follow
the lead of their sire and improve with age. We have
had a lot of his foals on farm and seen a lot of his
yearlings and they are tall horses generally, but they
are athletic and certainly not awkward as young
foals, they get up and run around pretty quickly and
you would think whatever they do as two-year-olds
they will improve on, and I am sure those results will
filter down here as well.
“His good horses to starters was phenomenal. You
would kind of read into that that the ones that were
precocious enough to race as two-year-olds were
very good and because he did not have a huge
number of two-year-olds line up that there would
be a lot of others that just need that bit of extra time
that will come out as very good three year olds.
“It’s looking very good for him, his book is already
full and closed in North America for 2021 before they
even started serving. Its already looking very good
for him. Hopefully that reflects in how they sell at the
sales this year. I think they will: the feedback from the
trainers is that they like the ones they’ve got and they
want more of them,” said Henley.
Arguably the best judges of horse flesh, particularly
when speccing at the yearling sales is concerned are
the All Stars principals in Mark and Natalie.
Alabar and Henley experienced a fairy-tale ride
when soliciting the champion trainers to select a
yearling by Auckland Reactor in his sales debut,
which in turn provided Henley and his Alabar
syndicate with the spoils of a Sires Stakes final with
Chase Auckland.
The same approach was taken last year in giving the
pair the green light to identify a couple of Always B
Miki yearlings from the sales and the early results
are encouraging.
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“We bought two in association with Nevele R Stud.
We said to Mark and Natalie we were really keen to
buy some Miki colts and that if they found anything
they liked that we would buy it. They found two they
were very happy with and we bought some other
partners into those horses. They were broken in and
then pre trained by the All Stars and they are now
trained by Hayden Cullen.”
“One of them is Franco Indie: he went back into
work the other day and they expect him to be a late
season two-year-old. The other colt, Onedin Miki,
had a wee bit of a setback so he will be an early
three year old. Mark and Natalie both really like
them and think they both have a future and I am
really looking forward to seeing them step out on the
track over the next six months,” said Henley.
The future is bright and while North American results
do not always translate to down under success, it
would be hard to imagine the sire not kicking goals
in the Southern Hemisphere on the back of strong
support from both breeders and trainers. Henley isn’t
getting ahead of himself however.
“You are always looking forward to the future and
you see a few false dawns with stallions. It doesn’t
take a lot sometimes - you just need a winner at the
right time and he is away. We have to rein ourselves
back in at times to not get ahead of ourselves but
it does look like the stars are aligning for Miki. We
haven’t stood a horse that has done what he has
done with his first crop in North America, at least
since Art Major and moonbeams above anything
else we have been involved with,” he said.
How does that stack up with the likes of an Art
Major?
“He had a very good first crop with Santanna
Blue being the richest two-year-old but
Somebeachsomewhere was the glamour juvenile of
that year. With Miki siring all three two-year-old colts
that received votes in the end of year voting, he may
well be something special,” said Henley.
The North American sales are a huge contrast from
our own in the sense that first season sires do not get
the same support from our horseman who typically
prefer to see results on the track.
Miki did not have the benefit of his two-year-olds
having raced in North America prior to his sales
debut in New Zealand and this was reflected a
little bit by his averages of $19,150 from 10 sold at
Auckland and $27,900 from 10 sold at Christchurch
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with his top lot being the $65,000 purchase
of Onedin Miki by the Alabar / Nevele R led
partnership.
Compare that with his averages of $71,321 from 56
lots sold (13 $100,000+ lots) in his debut at Lexington
in 2019 and you get the picture.
No sire has been able to match the deeds of Art
Major and Bettor’s Delights in the ring or on the
racetrack over the last decade, save for say the likes
of Mach Three to some degree, but by and large
their dominance has been unrivalled. New Zealand
breeders and horseman are waiting for a stallion to
put up his hoof as the heir apparent and in Miki they
might find their greatest prospect to do so.
Armed with results and feedback from North
America and locally with horseman becoming
familiar with his stock, will we see a better sale for
the world champion son of Always A Virgin?
There are 15 lots by Always B Miki in the Christchurch
sale with nine more at Auckland with Alabar
consigning four of his North Island progeny in their
own draft of five yearlings to go under the hammer.
“They are all nice horses and all four of them are
out of really nice race mares. We have Lot 9 who is
out of Princess Arts who is an Art Major mare. He is
not a huge horse, just a good average size. But he is
a really nice horse out of a good family, and we do
really like the cross of Miki out of an Art Major mare,”
he said.
“We have Lot 54 who is out of Yankee Dream. He
again is just an average size, but he is a nice horse
out a mare who was a really good race mare and
has already left a good horse in Bettorstartdreaming.
“Lot 82 is out of another Art Major mare in Cougar
Bromac who was a good mare winning nine races
and it’s a good family. A couple of her progeny have
not had a lot of luck having to be put down through
injuries, but we sold a weanling out of the mare a
couple of years ago to Emilio Rosati for really good
money.
“You never like to play favourites but on type I really
like Lot 114 who is out of Lady Dancer, he’s a big
horse but everything is in proportion and it’s another
really good family.
“I think they all should sell pretty well because I think
all of the big buyers will be looking at the Miki’s and
hopefully, they like what they see,” he said.

Another stallion on the Alabar roster with a bright
future is Vincent the son of Art Major.
Despite being robbed of his destiny as the heir
apparent to Lazarus in the Australasian pacing
ranks, he has made an immediate impact at stud
without having progeny of racing age!
How so? Simply in how this magnificent
standardbred is stamping his progeny.
He heads to the 2021 Yearling Sales on the back of
solid books at stud with New Zealand breeders alone
supporting him in spades. Vincent served 148 mares
in his first season and this was followed up with 110
mares last breeding season. He has again served
over 100 mares in New Zealand this season and was
fully booked at the 150 mare limit in Australia.
He also has the virtue of having sold nine weanlings
at the All Age Sale online in May last year at an
average of $14,333 which is a fantastic result for all
concerned with the horse. Given very few were able
to physically inspect the draft with Covid protocols
wreaking havoc, it says a lot about the types he is
leaving with most relying on photos as a guide to
their purchases.
“Vincent is just a lovely horse with a terrific
temperament, he is probably even more laid back
than his dad. Art Major is pretty laid back most of the
time, but this guy is really kind and really intelligent.
He has the strong shoulder from his dad, and you
could probably argue he is better put together then
him. He is just as good a looking standardbred
as you will see, he is a beautiful animal and Mark
Purdon could not speak more highly of him and his
ability.
“We had a great result selling his weanlings last
year and they all just sold on type. They were out of
some nice mares. When we did the videos, we saw
that they were all just strong bodied types and really
fluent movers and they sold accordingly. He has a
big chance of being the next big thing among the
colonial sires and even competing against the shuttle
stallions.
“I know the reports from the people who have
handled the Vincent’s and broken them in have said
they are really nice smooth gaited horses and I really
hope they sell well and go to the good horseman, so
he gets every chance because he really deserves it.
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An interesting watch on the stock of Vincent this
year will be the activity of prominent Australian
purchasers Jean & Bill Feiss. The couple are well
known to support the stock of horses they have
had an association with, whether it be foals from
a champion mare or in this case, progeny of a
champion entire.
“Jean just loves her horses and when she has been
associated with a horse, she has a genuine love
for them. She has remained really interested in the
career of Vincent post racing, and although he raced
in her husband’s name, Jean just loved the horse
and has been out here several times when travel
permitted to see the foals. She has been out to the
Victoria farm recently just to visit the horse!
“She bought two really nice weanling fillies from
us at the All Age Sales and Jean is a great judge.
Getting them into the ownership of people like Jean is
vital because they will not lack for anything and go to
the best horse people where they are well managed.
We really have our fingers crossed that big buyers
are looking at them because we are sure they will
like what they see,” he said.
While there is little doubt that Vincent will leave an
imprint on our industry, he has it all before him to
take the throne from his champion father.
The evergreen Art Major is still serving commercial
crops at the ripe old age of 22 and why wouldn’t
he? He continues to produce classic performers with
high speed and stamina, and this is reflected in his
continued and storied success at the sales.
Art Major averaged $55,214 from 21 yearlings sold
at Christchurch selling a colt out of good race mare
Katy Perry for $160,000 while at Karaka he averaged
$47,941 from 17 sold lots with Spanish Armada’s first
yearling fetching his highest price of $105,000.
“He’s got a big draft again, I think he has 71 between
the two sales, but over the years he has been a
tremendously commercial sire and a lot of vendors
have done well breeding to and selling yearlings by
Art Major.
“He has been a phenomenal sire and hopefully
people are rewarded again. He is obviously a sire
who is coming to the end of it, so there will not be a
lot of big crops coming through by him in the future,
but he continues to be a yearling vendors friend
because they have done very well from him,” said
Henley.
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QUALITY COLTS BY SIRES OF THE
FUTURE SELLING AT KARAKA

FLYING FIRST CLASS
NZB Airfreight provide a first class service with frequent
and regular flights that reach all corners of the globe
including Australia, USA and more. You name the place,
we’ll get your horse there!

Book your horse’s flight with NZB Airfreight
www.nzb.co.nz | sharon.mcdowell@nzb.co.nz | +64 9 298 0055

9 - Miki Dickinson (Always B Miki – Princess Arts)

54 - Miki Rourke (Always B Miki – Yankee Dream)

58- Vinsanity (Vincent – Alta Flamenco)

A sharp colt out of a black type producing 7 NZ
win, Gr2 placed daughter of Art Major.

An athletic half-brother to Bettorstartdreaming
(1:54.8). Dam is a Gr1 winner of over $200,000

An outstanding colt who is the first foal from a halfsister to 6 in 2:00 incl Alta Maestro (1:53, $195,000)

GROUP ONE INSURERS
NZB Insurance has an established history of protecting
the interests of major racing and breeding establishments
domestically and globally. From foals to stallions, we can
protect all of your racing and breeding investments.

www.alabar.co.nz

82 - Luka Doncic (Always B Miki – Cougar Bromac)

114 - Miki Bennett (Always B Miki – Lady Dancer)

A strong colt from a 1:57.4 Art Major mare that
won 9 races in NZ. Grandam Congo Breeze
(1:52.8) win, Gr2 placed daughter of Art Major.

A powerful colt out of a Christian Cullen mare
that won 7 incl 2 Nevele R Heats. Half-brother to
smart filly Come Dance With Me (1:54.4)

Contact the NZB Insurance team today
www.nzb.co.nz | mark.lock@nzb.co.nz | +64 9 298 0055
09 232 1800

NZB AIRFREIGHT & NZB INSURANCE ARE BOTH PROUD SPONSORS OF THE
STANDARDBRED BREEDING AND RACING INDUSTRY

HOLLIS & ROBERTSON EQUINE SERVICES
are proud to present their

OUTSTANDING COLLECTION OF 2021 YEARLINGS
from the best sires available and from some of

NEW ZEALAND'S BEST PERFORMED MARES
LOT 18

Bettor’s Delight – Saddle Ridge Brown Colt
Son of Bettor’s Delight out of North American Artsplace mare. ½ to 5 winners.

LOT 33

Bettor’s Delight – Sossusvlei Bay Colt
Bettor’s Delight colt from Black Watch fam out of Art Major ½ sister to 7 winners.

LOT 37

Captaintreacherous – Tandias Bromac Bay Colt
Colt by boom sire out of 14 win G1 placed mare from deep maternal family.

LOT 44

Always B Miki – Veste Bay Colt
by fastest pacer of all time from G1 winning & producing Cullen mare! Nice recipe.

LOT 51

Bettor’s Delight – Vivacious Madonna Bay Colt
Son of Bettor’s Delight out of race winning Art Major half to two G1 winners.

LOT 69

Bettor’s Delight – Beaudiene Bad Babe Black Filly
From tough G1 winning mare who has left stakes performed full brother.

LOT 74

Betting Line – Carpenters Daughter Brown Colt
Son of exciting Betting Line from G1 winning & stakes performed Artsplace mare.

LOT 77

Bettor’s Delight – Christanna Bay Filly
First foal from 4 win Rocknroll Hanover daughter of champion Lauraella. Blue blood!

LOT 81

Art Major – Cordelia Bay Colt
Son of Art Major out of 2 win stakes producing daughter of Bettor’s Delight.

LOT 85

Majestic Son – Cyclone L Ko Bay Filly
First foal from MUSCLE HILL daughter of one of NZ’s best trotting families.

LOT 100

Captaintreacherous – Go One Bettor Bay Colt
Cracking colt by boom sire out of BD daughter of champion mare One Dream.

LOT 103

Art Major – Gold Elite Bay Colt
Son of Art Major out of 6 win full sister to champion pacer, Gold Ace.

LOT 111

Art Major – Hu Hu Bay Colt
Colt out of stakes producing daughter of Christian Cullen, dam of 4 winners.

LOT 116

Bettor’s Delight – Lauraella Brown Filly
Huge opportunity to buy into black type fam. Daughter of champion mare Lauraella.

LOT 122

Bettor’s Delight – Major Reality Bay Filly

Hollis & Robertson have their best draft yet
Garrick Knight
A watershed year on the track looks like
continuing off the track for Pukekohe
partners, Logan Hollis and Shane
Robertson.
The pair are working tirelessly at present, preparing
a 15-strong consignment for the upcoming Karaka
yearling sale, on top of training their team of
racehorses.
Time to themselves is a luxury they can’t afford at
present, reckons Hollis.
“We just don’t get any time off at all because we
don’t have any staff,” he said.
“Normally we have two staff that come over from
Australia to help us through the yearling sales as a
kind of working holiday, but of course they can’t get
here this year.
“As well as the yearlings we have six horses ready to
race and others coming up, so it’s long hours every
day at the moment.”
But with an elite bunch of yearlings and Groupquality horses like Luke John and Christianshavtime,
plus the best strike rate of any trainers in the North
Island (10 wins, 11 placings from 34 starters), they
don’t need any motivation to get out of bed in the
morning.

“We are having a super year with the
racehorses and have a couple targeting
Group races, which is uncharted territory for
us, so we are really looking forward to the
next few months.
“Maybe we can take a week off each after the sales
are over – that will be our first break in over a year –
but a lot will depend on whether we can get staff.”
Hollis and Robertson have established themselves
as respected and reliable yearling preparers in the
north and this year they may well have reached their
peak.

First foal from G1 winning Art Major half-sister to G1 winners Sniper & Machete.

“It’s probably the best catalogue we’ve had
thanks to Sandy Yarndley coming on board
with six yearlings so it’s all guns a blazing.”
Among Yarndley’s half-dozen is Invisible, an Always
B Miki half-brother to this season’s Group 1 Sires
Stakes Series Final winner, It’s All About Faith.
“On paper he’s probably one of the better bred ones
we’ve got and he’s a nice horse physically, too.”
Hollis was pushed to single out a few that he
expected to headline their consignment but wouldn’t,
either out of loyalty to all the breeders supporting
them or out of the genuine belief that the 15 are
mostly as good as each other.
“There are probably 11 there that I would say I really
like whereas in previous years it might have only
been five or six.
“Because there are so many nice mares on their
pages and the stallions are all top of the line.”
Hollis and Robertson are also doing three for
longtime Australian supporter Harvey Kaplan
and three for reclusive Southland breeder Todd
Anderson.
Among them are pin-hooked colts for both
Kaplan (Art Major-Gold Elite) and Anderson
(Captaintreacherous-Go One Bettor).
Kaplan is also offering the first foal of Group
1-winning mare Major Reality, who is a half-sister to
Ultimate Machete and Ultimate Sniper.
Named Bettor Than Mum, the Bettor’s Delight filly
carries very high expectations for breeder and
preparers.
“She’s a quality filly that we expect to sell very well.”
Anderson is offering a full sister by Bettor’s Delight to
Barry Purdon and Scott Phelan’s exciting pacer, Bad
To The Bone.
Named Midnight Babe, she will be on the shortlist of
most heavy hitters, too.
Hollis says that over time they have perfected their
yearling preparation formula to a three-month cycle
which is slightly longer than it used to be.

Contact: Hollis & Robertson Equine Services
27C Royal Doulton Drive, Pukekohe • Ph 027 555 6426 or 021 478 287
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McCarthy trio the last hurrah for Myrtle
“We’ve found it can take two or three weeks for
them all to settle in and get used tothings and that’s
especially so this year given we have 10 colts.
“The sale is only a fortnight from next weekend so we
are getting pretty close now and we are really happy
with how everything has gone this year.
“It’s about getting all the little bits and pieces done
like the photos which this year took a lot longer.
“With no Australians here we have taken photos of
the legs for the website which took about 45 minutes
per horse.
“So doing 15 of them, it was a long day.
“And we had the big parade day last week for most
of the buyers and a few individual trainers have
called in on their own as well.”
Hollis was at pains to give credit to the media-shy
Robertson, who he says does “99 percent of the work
with the yearlings and deserves most of the credit”.
“He grew up around horses and came from an
eventing background. He also used to work for Blyth
Tait so he knows a lot about conditioning horses.”
The pair have been together around about 17 years
and they’ve toiled away, often out of the spotlight, for
most of those years, happy to get by in an industry
they love.
The rewards of that hard labour are now being well
and truly realized with their breakout year on the
track and come February 14, their names will likely
be firmly in lights at the Karaka sales complex.
“We’re proud of what we have achieved but it
wouldn’t have been without the loyalty of our clients
both on the training and yearling sides of things.
“As preparers, Harvey has been with us since the
very year we did them.
“Phil Fleming has been very loyal to us, as has Jay
Abernethy, Bruce Carter and Todd Anderson.
“All we strive for is to do the job to the best of our
ability and get the best dollars we can for our
clients.”

Matt Markhan

Lot 246:

Brown Colt

Always B Miki
– Traceys Delight
Son of a world champion pacer out
of a BD mare who hails from the
powerful Tact family. A cracking
colt, good tough looking yearling
and very athletic.

Lot 343:

Bay Colt

Captaintreacherous
– Flying
Son of boom sire and world
champion out of a lightly raced
Art Major mare tracing back to
Maikona. Well-proportioned and
compact colt with great attitude.

Lot 353:

Brown Colt

It’s a 50-year-old tale of breeding horses for the
enjoyment of it, while hopefully making a dollar
or two at the same time, and it’s also the tale of
a remarkable lady who has seen multitudes of
generations of standardbreds walk off and onto her
farm over the decades.
But don’t tell Myrtle McCarthy that her story is one
worth telling - she doesn’t believe it to be so.
90 this year, Mrs McCarthy will offer three lots at
the New Zealand Bloodstock National Yearling Sale
in Christchurch, continuing a long and prosperous
association with the breeding game that’s produced
plenty of highs along the way.

Sweet Lou
– Glenburn Joy

“I’m just a bit of a small fish really – there’s nothing
too special about what I do,” she understated.

First foal from a two win American
Ideal mare who is a half to four
winners incl 1.51 pacer and recent
G3 winner, Boots Electric. Real
athletic colt and nice type.
Looks like he will run early.

“I’ve been lucky, I’ve been able to breed some nice
horses and there’s been the odd good one along the
way, but there are so many people out there like me.”

Lot 421:

Bay Colt

Sweet Lou
– My Blue Heaven
First foal from Rock N Roll
Heaven mare tracing from a
family of champions. Third dam a
Broodmare of Excellence winner
and producer of Mainland/Titan
Banner. Outstanding colt with
plenty of presence.

Preparer: Brent McIntyre
Macca Lodge, Gore
(03) 202-5506 or 027 752 2284
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The small North Otago rural area of
Teschemakers, south of Oamaru, may not
gain infamy in the glittering lights of the
breeding world – but there’s one particular
story from that neck of the woods that is
more than deserving of being told.

From a breeding point of view, it’s probably no
wonder that Mrs McCarthy has had such a long and
successful career in the industry. She comes from
exceptional bloodlines herself – some might even
argue as good, if not better, than the horse’s she’s
been selling for all these years.
Her father, the late Jim Dalgety was infamous in
breeding circles, operating Belmedia Stud near
Kakanui, while her younger brother, also Jim Dalgety
– will need little or no introduction to readers as
one of the most noted horseman in Canterbury, and
father to champion trainer, Cran.
Sister, Nola Robinson too was a prolific breeder
while her daughter Pauline and son-in-law, Mark
O’Connor are breeding mainstays in the Southland
area, famous for the Denario moniker which their
breed carries.
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And there’s even more to impress about on her late
husband, John’s side of the family too.
His father Peter McCarthy – a handy breeder
himself – was instrumental in the establishment of
the Oamaru Trotting Club alongside a good friend in
Mick Hannon, for whom the time-honoured Hannon
Memorial was created.
So, it’s safe to say that there’s a fair bit on Mrs
McCarthy’s breeding page too.
“It’s a horrible disease, this horse disease,” she
laughed.
“You just can’t get away from it, but I love it – it’s
given me so many wonderful moments in my life and
I’ve met so many wonderful people too.”
Mrs McCarthy’s story really began when she sold a
filly – named Bonny Belmedia – at the yearling sales.
The filly went on to win multiple races in Australia
and ticked up one of the fastest miles of the time with
a 1:58 next to her name.
“That doesn’t seem fast in this day and age, but back
then it was really quick – I think that was around
1985.”
Things have snowballed from there and in the years
that have followed there’s always been a couple of
lots offered at the sales with the words Breeder: Mrs
M E McCarthy next to their name.
There have been plenty of good performers along
the way too. Black Loch won the 1997 Sapling Stakes
at Ashburton in the hands of Colin DeFilippi for
Rex Keats but everything has been usurped by one
pacing machine, Shez All Rock.
The first foal of Mach Three mare, Irish Loch – Shez
All Rock came about after the dam was purchased
from Mrs McCarthy for $11,500 at the 2011 Yearling
Sales.
She went to Australia but never raced and was bred
to Rock N Roll Heaven – the resulting foal was Shez
All Rock who was later purchased for a reported $2.2
million to ex-pat Kiwi, Chris Ryder in America. She
would join the Mark Purdon and Natalie Rasmussen
stable winning the New Zealand Oaks and also the
3yo Diamond at the Harness Jewels.
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DENARIO BREEDING
OFFERS
“That was really special to be able to sit back and
watch it unfold. She was a wonderful filly who did a
fantastic job, and I got such a thrill out watching her
race.”
In more recent times, winners from the farm have
included Silent Major, who has now been exported
to Australia, Back In Black and within the last month
the promising Mabalene, an American Ideal filly who
won at Nelson for Brent White.
Keeping a tab on the progeny can be a bit of a task
at times, but it’s one Mrs McCarthy enjoys while she
still keeps active on her 60 acres which also plays
home to a few cattle as well.
These day’s the preparing side of the operation is left
to Aliesa Hardwick – who has helped out for the past
13 years, Mrs McCarthy said.
“When my husband died, Aliesa came and gave me
a hand and she’s just so good with the horses.
“She’s a natural horsewoman and has spent plenty
of time over the years learning things and has done
a great job for me.”
Having forgotten more Yearling Sales than most
people have been too, Mrs McCarthy has had to
adapt to the times and different challenges that
have always come with selling yearlings – but has
embraced each one and kept up to the mark.
Another notable mark has been her willingness
each year to give her broodmares the best possible
chance of success by sending them to select stallions.
“I like to try and make sure they get the best possible
chance, to me it always looks better on the page to
have a yearling by a stallion with a bit of presence,
so it’s something I try and make sure.
“Jim (Dalgety) has always been good with advice too,
so I’ve been lucky – but then again, all the advice I
get from people has been helpful and there’s always
someone willing to help.”
Becoming a part of the Southern Bred Southern
Reared Group has been of huge help with a group
of like-minded people from the same part of the

country and setting up with them at the sales is
always a real privilege, Mrs McCarthy said.
But the story is, as stories always seem to do, coming
to an end.
And sadly, this year, when the three lots offered go
through the ring in Christchurch, Mrs McCarthy
won’t be there to watch the hammer (hopefully) fall
down.

TWO OUTSTANDING
FILLY OPPORTUNITIES

LOT 230: LULU DENARIO Sweet Lou – Southern Delight filly
• A yearling delivering stunning good looks and
the potent Sweet Lou over Bettor’s Delight cross
(Aladdin, Darling Me, She’s No Lady, Thee Old
Bomb, I’m A Gigolo, Virgil, Sweet On Me)

Age is catching up a little bit – and at nearly 90, Mrs
McCarthy isn’t quite as nimble on the feet as she
once was and the thought of being around horses
and not perhaps being able to react quick enough
will see her watching on from home.

• From the useful mare Southern Delight who
raced only 9 times for 3 wins + 4 places
• Dam has left the smart 2 year old winner
Expresso Denario and a 2YO filly who is showing
great promise for the Dunn stable

“I’m getting a little bit like a couple of my old
broodmares, I guess you could say, but that’s OK.
“I’ll still get the same enjoyment out of it that I always
have, although it’s always wonderful to be there and
see them go through the ring.”
And with the dams of two of this year’s yearlings, no
longer around the farm – there’s every high chance
that this could be the last year that Mrs McCarthy
offers yearlings too.
Hi Life Franco, who has a Rock N Roll Heaven Filly
(LOT 365) entered this year has been sold and sadly,
Tuapeka Christa, who has an Art Major colt (LOT 250)
this year, died last year as did her A Rocknroll Dance
filly.
That leaves 21-year-old mare, Lady Loch in the
paddock at home, but she hasn’t got a foal at foot,
nor has she been served this season.
“Unless one of the horses doesn’t sell and comes
home, that might be it for me, I think.
“Then again, you just never know in this game, do
you?”
Irrelevant of the fact, and despite Mrs McCarthy’s
personal opinion, here’s hoping there’s a few more
chapters to be told in this wonderful story.

• Family links to the unbeaten New Age Man and
has produced many quality race mares such
as Averils Quest (9 wins), Fizzi Lizzi (8 wins),
Shezacullen (10 wins) and Shezaball (8 wins).

A leggy
filly with
“X Factor”
looks !

LOT 261: WANTA DENARIO Art Major – Wantapieceofme filly
You will struggle to find
a hotter USA background pedigree
in the 2021 catalogue!
• ½ sister to yearling’s dam has left the unbeaten
Perfect Sting (10 wins/$534,000/1.49.4) who
was recently named the Dan Patch 2020 US 2
Year Old Pacing Colt Of The Year
• Wantapieceofme is a ½ sister to Shebestingin
(1.47.0 & $759,000), Hop Sing (1.48.6 &
$972,000) and Bono Bests (1.49.6 & $532,000)
• Dam has left the exciting 3 year old winner
Apieceoflou who claimed a NZ Sires Stakes Heat
in 1.56.0 and subsequently scored impressively
by 15.6 metres in his first Australian race start
on 28/12/20
• Vendors have retained Wantapieceofme’s
2YO filly Hey Miki Denario who is pleasing
her trainer Brett Gray – being by Always B
Miki makes her a ¾ sister to Perfect Sting.

Secure a
tremendous
racing and
breeding
!
proposition

For inspection contact Mark O’Connor 0272 560 407
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Southern Bred Southern Reared

Tilsley filly provides timely win
Studholme Bloodstock Yearling Draft 2021
Lot 136: Bay Colt

Lot 291: Bay Colt

Dam a stakes performed Love You mare and 1/2 to 2 Group
1 winners.

1/2 to 3 winners & from family of Roman Conqueror & On
The Cards.

Brad Reid
They say that in life, timing is everything.

Vincent – Barbary Lane

For North Island breeder Neville Tilsley last Friday
night (January 22nd) that could not have been truer.

Lot 148: Bay Filly

Lot 298: Bay Colt

Daughter of boom sire out of Group 1 winning Sundon mare.

Captaintreacherous – Bettor Go

The Auckland Trotting Club steward was on track to
watch the filly he co-bred and co-owns win the first
two-year-old fillies pacing race of the new season.

Dam producer of Listed winner Willie Go West & 1/2 to dual
Group 1 winner Turkana.

Father Patrick – Bree

Lot 312: Bay Colt

Artisan is her name, and Tilsley bred the filly
in partnership with Brian West from their good
producing mare in Under The Odds.

Lot 179: Bay Colt

Dam a Group 3 winning stakes performer & producer of
talented Pur Dan.

Father Patrick – Paramount Queen

Father Patrick – Superbowlcheerleader

Lot 159: Bay Colt

Half bro to Listed winner Get Lucky out of Sundon 1/2 to Stig.

Father Patrick – Margaritaville

Dam a half to broodmare of year and closely related to I
Can Doosit.

Art Major – Collectable

Lot 355: Bay Colt

Art Major – Hear The Cheers

Lot 184: Bay Colt

Colt out of race winning Village Jasper 1/2 to Group 3 winner
Collectable.

First colt from Mach Three 1/2 to Group 1 winner Major Trojan.

Lot 362: Bay Colt

Sweet Lou – Odds And Ends

Lot 197: Bay Colt

Sweet Lou – Quote Me

First colt from Group 1 producing Bettor’s Delight dam of
Beyond Words.

Lot 215: Bay Colt

Art Major – Secret Lotion

Son of AM out of a 3 win 1/2 sister to dual Group 1 winner
Secret Potion.

Lot 224: Brown Colt

Bettor's Delight – Simply Devine

Dam producer of 100% starters to winners including Start
Dreaming.

Lot 232: Bay Colt

Bettor's Delight – Start Dreaming

Colt out of 3 x Group 1 placed and Group 2 winning daughter
of American Ideal.

“It was fantastic, we have a great team of stewards
on race night and with the swag of Southern Bred
Southern Reared representatives it made for a
special evening.
“They all know how hard any sort of win is really and
what goes into it, so to enjoy that in the company of
my peers and friends it was really great,” he said.

Lot 369: Bay Colt

That decision has well and truly been vindicated by
the gritty win of his Art Major filly.
Better yet, Tilsley and West have a full brother to
Artisan headed to the yearling sales in a few weeks’
time, Lot 257.

“I went to a Breeders meeting at Addington in the
80’s and made the mistake of saying something
towards the end of the meeting.

“I haven’t seen him since Cup Time and he looked
great to me then, but Brian who is preparing him
rates him up with the top of his draft,” said Tilsley.

“I ended up being cornered by Peter O’Rourke,
Trevor Beaton and Graeme Iggo. Next thing I was on
the committee of the CSBA where I was treasurer for
a number of years. Somewhere along that journey I
met Brian.

Bettor's Delight – Iconic Legend

1st foal from American Ideal 1/2 to 2 million dollar earner
Bit of a Legend.

Lot 375: Bay Colt

Vincent – I'm So Lucky

1st foal from Roll With Joe daughter of dual Group 1 winner
Turkana.

Lot 392: Bay Colt

Captaintreacherous – Lily Lancome

By boom sire out of BD 1/2 sister to Group 1 & Group 3
winner Lancome.

Lot 400: Bay Colt

The colt is extremely well related with not only his
sister Artisan a late update to the sales page, he also
has another full brother in the ill-fated WA Derby
winner Major Trojan.

Full to Group 1 winner Major Trojan, Group 3 winner The Odd
Lover & 2YO winner Artisan.

Lot 422: Bay Colt

Lot 267: Bay Colt

BD full to 4 winners, one a Group 2 winner & two of whom
Group 1 placed.

From the Under Cover Lover fam and dam 1/2 to 5 winners.

Out of a race winning Mach Three 1/2 to Bettor Trix. 2nd dam
1/2 to Scuse Me.

The friendship of Tilsley and West is one that spans
over three decades and was born out of the mutual
interest in breeding standardbreds.
Tilsley can’t recall exactly when the pair first met,
but credits his time on the Canterbury Standardbred
Breeders where he spent a number of years as
treasurer as being likely responsible for how they
crossed paths.

Out of CC mare & producer of God Send/Forbid. 3rd dam
Maureens Dream.

“Michael and Nathan Purdon saw something in him
that others didn’t see and I was happy to sell him to
them, not because they were Purdons, but because
they were young guys trying to make a go of things
in the industry.

Sweet Lou – Wat A Woman

“The WA Derby win had convinced me to keep
Artisan, but having the top trainer out west rating
her brother as the best he’s had was a great
endorsement for my decision. I just saw her as my
fun breeding mare for my senior years,”he said.

Tilsley rolled the dice 18 months ago and decided
to purchase West out of his half share as a bit of a
breeding project of his own.

“He was passed in at the sales after failing to meet
his reserve,” said Tilsley of Major Trojan.

Art Major – Under The Odds

“I met Gary at the Auckland Cup meeting a year
ago. He told me he rated Major Trojan as the best
horse he has had anything to do with. I was just
gobsmacked when you consider the horses he has
had through his hands.

Vincent – Hurricane Dancer

Art Major – Love The Odds

Lot 257: Bay Colt

“We sold him for $25,000 and he was sold for
massive money to clients of Gary Hall. He was just
monstrous in winning the West Australian Derby but
not long after was found by Gary in a paddock with
a broken leg and had to be put down.

Bettor's Delight – My Style

All yearlings proudly supplemented by Hanley Formula

“It was just an easy friendship; he’s been great to be
involved with. We usually reach an easy consensus
and if we don’t, we just talk it through and reach an
agreement, we never have any arguments.
“We have bred together for a long time now, 25 years
probably.
“The first broodmare we bred from in partnership
was called Franciscan (1992 New York
Motoring - Assisi) and we were in with Dougal Steel.
Shortly after we bought Franciscan, her half-brother
Roman Gladiator started on his winning ways so we
sort of landed on our feet from her.

For inspections contact Brian West: 027 286 6988
www.studholmebloodstock.co.nz
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WHITE STABLES proudly presents its draft for the 2021 NZB Standardbred Yearling Sale in Christchurch

YOU HAVE TO INSPECT THESE SHOW STOPPERS ONLINE AND IN THE FLESH!
Lot 135 I One Over Da Line
Majestic Son – One Over Kenny

Ever the salesman, West immediately offered Tilsley
a half share and the rest was history as they say.
The irony for the West and Tilsley partnership is that
although in the twilight of their breeding careers with
both parties looking to wind back a touch on their
commitments long term, both are experiencing some
of their biggest thrills of late.

Bay Colt
Champion sire over a champion race mare
and producer who has already left a Group
One winner and exciting stallion on this
same cross. Need we say more? Lot 135
is a really balanced type of yearling who is
great to handle. A fast learner with a good
attitude to everything thrown at him.

Lot 181 I Moment Of What
What The Hill – Moment Of Sun

West has obviously experienced the thrill of having
co-bred Lazarus and won the national Breeder of
the Year title. He has also just sold promising mare
Beyond Words for a hefty sum to North American
interests having won the Queen of Hearts in
December.

Artisan

“She left some good winners, the best was a horse
called Roman Conqueror (2004 Christian Cullen)
who raced until he was about 13 in the States and
won a lot of stake money.”
“Franciscan’s first foal was an In The Pocket mare
called Funontherun and from her Brian and I bred six
foals, all of whom were winners,” he said.
They included the smart sons of Bettor’s Delight in
On The Razzle and On The Cards with the latter
having just been sold to do his future racing in North
America where by virtue of being a January foal, gets
to repeat his five year old season.
A Bettor’s Delight filly from Fun On The Run was
responsible for a relationship that saw Artisan
winning in the colours of Barry Purdon & Scott
Phelan.
“On The Town was the only filly from Fun On The Run
and that’s how I got involved with Barry and Katrina
as we sent her North to race after her three year old
season with Cran Dalgety. That was the beginnings
of my great relationship with them,” he said.
Tilsley gives full credit to West for the success they
are having with the progeny from Under The Odds.

For Tilsley who breeds from ‘only’ four mares, the
thrills of winning with his filly Artisan have yet to
really sink in.
“This all really just happened in the last couple of
weeks because Barry and Scott don’t push them
along as two year old’s, just take them along slowly
and she has just kept stepping up.
“She went to the workouts two weeks ago and went
nice enough going 2:07.3 for the mile.

Bay Colt
First foal from smart six win Sundon mare
from a storied trotting branch of the New
Zealand studbook. Looks like his father
and gets across the ground beautifully,
don’t take our word for it, watch his video
online! Has a super temperament.

Lot 221 I Sweet Woodbine

Sweet Lou – Shezacheapy

Bay Filly
Second foal from speedy two win Royal
Mattjesty mare from solid maternal family
which includes Group One Sires Stakes
3YO Final winner, Megatrend.
A big filly but very well balanced and well
proportioned, a lot like her mother and a
pleasure to do anything with.

“She then went to the trials a week ago where she
went 2:03.5 and a week later on race night she has
gone 1:59.1.

Lot 306 I Ubid Ubuy

Bettor’s Delight – Catalina Banner
Bay Filly
First foal from lightly raced Cullen mare
with a champion maternal pedigree. Bred
on the golden cross. Typical Bettor’s, laid
back and relaxed yearling filly who while
diminutive in frame is growing all the time.

“People keep saying are you excited, are you
excited? I think the better description for how I’m
feeling is numb,” he exclaimed.
“It’s a huge thrill and even if she doesn’t do anything
else, she has stamped herself, I think. Scott said she
is a true professional and to be able to say that of a
two-year-old is pretty good stuff.
“I’d also really like to give Jeff Whittaker credit
because she was broken in by him and he said
quite a while back that he thought we were going
to have some fun with this filly. So how good is his
judgement?
“He deserves a lot of the credit for setting her up for
the future fun we are now experiencing,” he said.

Lot 342 I Mightyflyin Superstar
Art Major – Fleet’s Pocket

Bay Colt
What else can you say about the mighty
producer, Fleets Pocket. Art Major colt
with a one dam pedigree page. Half to six
six-figure earners. There is just something
about this colt that makes you take notice,
a lovely yearling and has a lot of X factor
about him.

Lot 363 I Always In Action

West secured the Bettor’s Delight daughter of Under
Cover Lover from Ian Dobson’s dispersal sale, to
which Tilsely recalls telling West he had gotten the
steal of the sale.
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Always B Miki – Heart Stealer

Bay Colt
First colt from a Bettor’s Delight daughter
of the stakes performed Fight Fire With
Fire. Pedigree is littered with black type!
He’s a very athletic type who will just get
up and run, looks like a definite two-yearold on type that can’t wait to be broken in.

Inspections welcomed, contact Julie or Tim: 027 220 8358

Southern Bred Southern Reared

A draft that is White hot
Matt Markham
Breeding is all about finding that perfect
match - the one that is made in heaven.
It’s a modus operandi that can stretch through a
number of facets of the breeding industry, including
when it comes to preparing yearlings for the annual
sales.
And this year, after dipping their toes in the water
in recent years, Winton’s Tim White and wife, Julie
Baynes-White are ready to dive in headfirst and
are hopeful of coming up with the perfect recipe for
success.
Already there’s been a taste-test of what they are
capable of with the duo two years ago preparing
outstanding three-year-old, American Dealer,
promising pacer Luke John and good trotter
Outamyway.

“That was a good year, a little bit of a
surprise – but a great year for us,” Tim said.
“I actually took a share in American Dealer
initially, I liked him that much that I told Ray
Green if he was syndicating him I was keen
to be involved, I thought that much of him.”
That was at a time when White was still dabbling
in the training ranks – but he’s officially hung the
colours up and is now focusing on shoeing and the
yearlings.

“The yearlings are great: it’s just three or
four months of the year. But, it’s an exciting
time from the moment they arrive on the
property until the day they leave.
“You get to know them and all their little
quirks and get to help develop them into the
best versions of themselves that they can be
by the time they go into the ring.
“So we’re really excited by it and looking
forward to hopefully growing from here.”
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Their method to success is quite simple. Julie is the
one doing the hard work. She calls on her years of
experience in equestrian circles and dabbling into
thoroughbred yearling preparation to ensure their
six charges for the Christchurch sale this year are in
peak condition and do everything possible to draw
the attention of a potential bidder.

“So much of what we do with the show
horses can be related to preparing
yearlings, which I’ve found really helps me.”
Tim’s role, by self-admission, is a little more laid back
– but equally as important.
He’s the self-proclaimed ‘PR Man’ of the operation,
using his years in the harness racing industry to build
relationships in an effort to attract new business and
to try and bring in potential purchasers.
They might laugh about it, but it’s a game plan with
plenty of merit and one which should stand them in
good stead. White is well known around the country
and made a good mark as a trainer particularly
with the very good pacer, Motu Crusader before he
was sold to Australian interests and he believes that
getting to know people during his time training was
important when it came to the yearlings.

“I’d like to think I’ve got to know a lot people
along the way, from both my time in and
around the South Island and also during
the five or so years I spent up in the North
Island.
“It certainly has its advantages when you
want to go and talk to someone about one
of your horses if you know them well enough
to wander up and have a chat.”
The pair are big on the feeding side of their regime
and ensuring the condition of their horses is at an
absolute optimum when it comes to sales time.
Couple that with the good Southland grass and fresh
air and it’s a recipe for success no matter what way
you look at it.

“We’re really lucky down here, it’s a great
place for horses to develop – horses
from down in these parts are as good as
anywhere in the country,” Jo said.

“I think it was after we’d sold American
Dealer, it’s a privilege to have their horses
here for both us really, we’re incredibly
lucky.”

This year, they’re excited by the six lots they are
putting on the truck to bring to Christchurch.
There’s one of their own – a Sweet Lou filly from
Shezacheapy who White purchased as a foal still on
the mother at a Mixed Aged Sale.

The husband and wife duo also have a What The
Hill colt from talented trotting mare, Moment Of
Sun who won six for Colin and Gordon Lee. They are
preparing him for Brian Church and Betty Lee.

“She had a bit of ability, she ran second to
Gentle Western at her first start and they
ran a really quick time, but then lost a lot of
her confidence.
“She’s a nice wee filly and I think she’ll do a
good job.”
There’s also two in the consignment for Lex and the
late Heather Williams, including a full brother to One
Over Da Moon and a half-brother to outstanding
trotter Ultimate Stride.

“He’s an outstanding colt,” Jo said.
“He’s really well turned out and looks like
he’ll just get up and run, so there’s high
hopes there.”
The colt is the first horse through the ring in
Christchurch and will be certain to grab the attention
of a number of buyers.
There’s also a colt by Art Major from the Williams’
other outstanding producer, Fleet’s Pocket – a full
brother to both Mighty Flying Major and the Sires’
Stakes Final placed, Mighty Flying Art.
Fleet’s Pocket progeny fills all but a full page in the
book and features a huge number of black type
winners with 11 foals to the races for 11 winners.
The call from Lex to prepare his yearlings came from
out of the blue after he approached them a few
years ago at the sales.
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Also on the books is a Bettor’s Delight filly from
Catalina Banner for Barry Taylor who is a close
relative to New Zealand Cup winner, Mainland
Banner.
Taylor was an owner who came from out of the blue
after he was pointed in the White’s direction by Dave
Kennedy and both agreed it had been a pleasure to
prepare one for him.

“She’s a lovely filly who we’ve got a bit of
time for.”
Rounding out the sextet is an Always B Miki colt
from Heart Stealer who is a daughter of outstanding
mare, Fight Fire With Fire. They are preparing him
for Bill and Pauline Bain who raced Jewel’s winner,
Pembrook’s Delight, and Gollan Farming Ltd.
Both stressed how great it was that they were able to
be a part of the Southern Bred and Southern Reared
group as the exposure garnered from just being a
part of the parades was huge.
“It’s just getting bigger and better every year and we
are quite lucky that we get to be a part of that, we’ve
got no doubt it helps when it comes to selling,” Jo
said.
And while hopes are high for a big sale this year for
the pair – the promise of what might lie ahead is
even more exciting. But for now, the focus is on the
six horses they’ve got at home at the moment and
trying to maximise the return for both the owners
of those six horses, including themselves, and their
White Stables brand for the future.
Which with their clear determination, passion and
drive should be lucrative.
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Discover the
BETAVET Buildabone - Strength from the inside out
BUILDABONE is a revolutionary safe, natural marine
neutraceutical supplement for horses. Derived from
unique calcareous marine algae ( Lithothamnion),
BUILDABONE has several vital properties including
maximised calcium retention increasing bone
strength and supplying a highly bioavailable mineral
source. BUILDABONE provides nutritional support for
bone growth and bone turnover, mineral deposition
and maturation leading to superior bone strength
in growing young stock. Ideal for horses in training,
mares in foal, young bloodstock and horses in
rehabilitation and/or recovering from bone surgery.
This well rounded formulation is balanced to support
bones, soft tissue – ligaments and tendons, joints and
joint flexibility- providing key nutrients to support
and nourish.
Using a mineral rich algal source as our base
we have added some key nutrients in measured
amounts to bolster the natural essential minerals
form the sea.
Lithothamnion species is found in just three locations
in the world, including the south-west coast of
Ireland and Iceland. During its growth phase, these
algae absorb essential minerals from the sea.
The algae then break down naturally and settle
on the sea bed. The calcified skeletal remains are
harvested, washed, dried and milled to produce
a product that is rich in calcium, magnesium and
74 other trace minerals including zinc, iron and
selenium.
Lithothamnium provides a rich source of calcium
that rivals limestone in terms of content and innate
bioavailability. Unlike limestone, the calcium
carbonate found in lithothamnium is naturally
present as three crystalline forms of calcite,
aragonite and vaterite. This together with the
honeycomb like structure ensures that the minerals
are released in a controlled and optimum way.
Independent studies carried out in the USA using a
lithothamnium based supplement showed improved
calcium retention and maintained bone strength.
Enhanced calcium bioavailability and lower
circulating levels of parathyroid hormone resulted in
maximised bone density.
Slow Release - Lithothamnium has a unique natural
honeycomb structure which provides a surface
area in excess of 10 square metres per gram. This
porous structure allows the digestive system to
break it down slowly, releasing valuable bioavailable
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minerals over an extended period of time for uptake
by the skeletal tissue.
Buffering Actions - Helps to protect the gastric
mucosa from the effects of continued exposure to
stomach acids which may reduce the incidence of
ulceration in horses under stress.
Calcium bioavailability - BuildaBone provides a rich
source of calcium that rivals limestone in terms of
content and innate bioavailability. Unlike limestone,
the calcium carbonate found in BUILDABONE
is naturally present as three crystalline forms of
calcite, aragonite and vaterite. This together with the
honeycomb like structure ensures that the minerals
are released in a controlled and optimum way.
Chelated Copper Zinc and Manganese - These
trace minerals have been added because of their
recognised role on bone mineralization and bone
development.
Magnesium Silicon and Strontium - A natural
bioavailable source of these minerals nutritionally
promote bone turnover and strength.
The prebiotic source Fructooligosaccharides (FOS)
are composed of short fructose chains. They are
a type of carbohydrate called oligosaccharides.
Fructooligosaccharides are subtly sweet and
low-calorie. They are nondigestible, so they don’t
have an effect on blood sugar levels. FOS may
also have multiple health benefits. Because they
are not digestible, FOS travels intact through the
small intestine to the colon (large intestine), where
they support the growth of healthy bacteria in
the digestive tract. They are an important added
ingredient in prebiotic supplements for hind gut
bioavailability.
Scientifically Proven - Dr Brian Nielson, Department
of Animal Science, Michigan State University, has
reported (American Society of Animal Science 2008)
that the use of *Aquacid TM in the diet of Arabian
yearlings had a significant effect on increasing bone
turnover. Bone is constantly being broken down and
replaced, a necessary process to maintain a healthy
skeleton as this increases the opportunity to repair
damaged bone before a problem becomes clinical.
The scientific study confirms anecdotal evidence
from the field where *Aquacid TM has been used
over a period of years on studs where incidence of
DOD and other stress related bone injuries were
previously reported. Aquacid is a Lithothamnion
complex that is similar to BetaVet BuildaBone.

link

Thinking about Yearling Prep for next season?
Discover
to have your yearlings looking their best
when entering the sales ring as well as well as supporting bone
and digestive health.
PREPARE

Peak Condition and Stress Moderation

Scientifically formulated herbal wellbeing formulation
designed to help nourish and support the whole body including
the nervous system, immune system, digestive system, adrenals
and liver.
• For balanced behaviour with a marked improvement in attitude
for the parade ring.
• Peak conditioning for yearling preparations for sales, superior
coat and muscle tone.
• General health, vitality and appetite tonic.

BUILDABONE

Strength From The Inside Out
Derived from unique calcareous marine algae
(lithothamnion), Buildabone has several vital properties
including maximised calcium retention increasing bone
strength and supplying a highly bioavailable mineral source.
Buildabone provides nutritional support for bone growth
and bone turnover, mineral deposition and maturation
leading to superior bone strength in growing young stock.
• Maximised calcium retention and bone strength
• Highly bioavailable mineral source including calcium
magnesium copper zinc and manganese.
• Unique honeycomb structure ensuring slow release of
minerals.
• Long lasting buffering action to help reduce the risk of gastric
irritation. Also contains prebiotic FOS for optimal gut flora.
BRECKON FARM: “We have used a variety of products from the BetaVet range and are really pleased
with the results produced. Every product that we have used has done exactly what it claims to do.
BetaVet products are very palatable, even for the fussiest of eaters. Kylie is always on the end of
the phone, or happy to pop in, to give us advice or guidance on their products.”

www.betavet.co.nz

Contact Sales Manager
Kylie Unsworth
022 078 4958
sales@betavet.co.nz
Find us facebook: BetaVet
Find us on Instagram: betavetnz
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Michelle Caig proudly presents 3 fine colts
& one filly for the 2021 Yearling Sales

Caig quartet ready to shine at sales

Lot 165:

Apeg

Expect Successful Southland breeder, Michelle Caig,
to make an even bigger splash at this year’s National
Standardbred Yearling Sale in Christchurch.
The Winton-based health-care worker recently adopted
the quality over quantiity theory, culling her breeding
mares from 11 to four.
Caig will have three colts and one filly presented at the
February 15-17 Sale run by New Zealand Bloodstock.
She is hoping Lot 165 - a Pegasus Spur – City Lane (Lindy
Lane) bay colt; Lot 228 - a Rock N Roll Heaven – Sonjador
(Christian Cullen) bay filly; Lot 269 - an Art Major – Zoe’s
Charm (Life Sign) bay colt; or Lot 307 - a Sweet Lou –
Chloe Finn (Grinfromeartoear) bay colt, can surpass her
personal best $90,000 received at the 2019 Sale.
Two years ago, Emilio Rosati from Sydney paid $90,000
for Leaf Stride, a Love You - Sun Mist (Sundon - Merinai)
chestnut gelding. He’s won two of his four starts for
Oamaru trainer Phil Williamson.
But Sun Mist won’t be providing Caig with her Sales topper
this year.
“I sold the horse that would have been at the Sale privately
as a weanling. He’s a lovely Pegasus Spur colt named
Flying Without Wings. Sun Mist was served by What The Hill
in late December,” Caig said.
Sun Mist is one of the four mares retained by Caig. The
other three are Sun Mist’s eighth foal (of 15) - the 2015
Majestic Son mare, Shes Like The Wind.
Then there’s City Lane - the 2000 seven-win Lindy Lane
- Exotic Charm mare; and Sonjador - the 2006 Christian
Cullen - Zoe’s Charm mare.
“This will be the last Sale for Zoe’s Charm and Chloe Finn,
so I’m hopeful they will return a nice price.
“Zoe’s Charm has sadly passed away. She was a 2002 Life
Sign mare out of the good mare, Bella Regazza, who left
real good types like Giovanetto (18 wins and $371,625) and
of course the millionaire pacer, Holmes D G (32 wins and
$1.9m).
“Chloe Finn (2007 Grinfromeartoear mare) isn’t with us
anyone more either. She left four foals and the one in the
Sale is named Louie Lou I. That colt’s granddam is Chloe
Hanover (By Holmes Hanover) and we all know how good
she was.
“She won 11 races and almost $100,000 and it’s only a
matter of time before one of her family really makes his or
her mark,” Caig said.
“I’m more than happy with the three trotting and one
pacing mares I’ve retained,” she added.
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Caig has made her name for herself with her mares over
the years.

Pegasus Spur
x City Lane

“I got $60,000 for Dreamsinthemist at the 2018 Sale, and
I’ve had a few in the $30,000 bracket, so I’m hoping the
internet buyers will realise what I’ve got this year.

Lovely colt from a
family of Group One
performers that just
live to trot!

“I got about $30,000 for Jack Star (2012 American Ideal
colt) at the 2014 Sales. He’s a half-brother to the Art Major
colt going through next month’s Sales (Lot 269). His name
is A Major Starr.
“I’d love to keep all four of them and race them, but I just
can’t afford to race horses in this climate. It’s just too tough
and I’ve taken some hits with racehorses in the past,” Caig
said.

Lot 228:

Harper
Rae

“I’m strictly a boutique breeder these days. I know
someone out there is going to get a very good deal no
matter which one they buy because they are all very well
bred,” she insisted.

Rock N Roll Heaven
x Sonjador
This lovely filly has
speed written all over
her, Sonjador has just
begun her breeding
career, get in early!

Here’s what Caig had to say about her four 2021 yearlings
bound for the Sales:
Lot 165: “He’s a very cool and correct colt who trots around
like he’s Speeding Spur and personally I think he’s the best
foal that City Lane has produced for me.”

Lot 269:

Lot 228: “She’s strong and also very speedy. The Rock N
Roll Heavens’ can be a bit cranky at times, but not this one.
I really like her. She is so beautiful and very correct.”

A Major
Starr

Lot 269: “He’s a big bummed large colt His family is
screaming out to produce a good one and this could be
him. He’s an outstanding specimen and it’s always hard
to go past an Art Major yearling that gleams the x-factor.
Some trainer is going to end up with a very nice colt here.”

Art Major
x Zoe’s Charm
It’s hard to go past
a quality Art Major
colt from a family of
Champions. Starr is a
big strong boy.

Lot 307: “He looks to be a real tough animal and is bound
to develop into the most beautiful colt. He was a bit
naughty early on – rotten even – but he’s turned the corner
and has come a long way quick. He is a very healthy
specimen. People have already commented on him and
the others when they came and saw our draft. All four have
received positive comments and I’m hopeful this internet
bidding will work in our favour.
“I’ve won several best presented awards at past Sales.
Now I want to go a Sales topper,” Caig said.
So how did a woman who was not born into a harness
racing family become one of Southland’s most promising
breeders?
“I used to buy and sell show ponies which later led
to breeding them. I sold my best pony to pay my first
standardbred service fee. I soon learnt it isn’t so much the
sale price that’s important - it’s the profit margin.
“I got into breeding initially through Dave and Dawn
Kennedy. I bred a Beach Towel through them, but Merinai’s
first foal was my first love. That of course was Sun
Mist,” Caig said.

Lot 307:

Louie
Lou I

Photos: Chelsea Faithful Photography

Duane Ranger

Sweet Lou
x Chloe Finn
I say WOW about
this colt! Chloe
has had 2 to race
for 2 winners, she
can’t do any better
than that!

Enquiries & inspections contact Michelle Caig on 027 436 8752
Follow me on Facebook: Michelle Caig Breeding

Southern Bred Southern Reared

CAPTAINTREACHEROUS
p,2,1:49.2; 3,1:47.1 ($3,148,657)
(Somebeachsomewhere – Wordly Treasure – Artsplace)

Bay Horse 16 Hands

What is driving new speed records?
Brett Sturman | Harness Racing Update
Almost exactly four years ago, I wrote how recently
attained speed records at that time by Always B Miki
and Sebastian K were so fast that they might never be
matched. While I was wrong on that front, that column did
conclude that there would be an acceleration of fast miles
that only a select group of horses had achieved prior.
When Sebastian K set his 1:49 world record mile on the trot
in 2014, only Enough Talk had posted a sub 1:50 trotting
mile and his record of 1:49.2 came on the one-turn Colonial
Downs. But since that January 2017 column, there have
been 10 sub-1:50 trotting miles. And six of those 10 came
from fillies! In that same span, Homicide Hunter posted a
new all-time mark in 1:48.4.
Pacers tell a similar story. Two years ago, the modestlybred Lather Up equaled Always B Miki’s 1:46 mark on
the pace, and other horses to go in 1:46 and change just
recently includes McWicked, Dr J Hanover, Cattlewash and
the fastest pacing mare ever, Shartin N.

Australasia’s Leading First Crop Sire in 2020
62 2YO Starters – 46 2YO Winners – $954,347 Earnings

TOUGH TILLY

ITS ALL ABOUT FAITH

CAPTAINTREACHEROUS – Beninjurd – Art Major
2020 (GR1) $130,000 Vicbred Final 2YO Filly Champion

CAPTAINTREACHEROUS – Veste – Christian Cullen
Winner $138,000 NZ Sires Stakes (GR1) 3YO C&G Final

p,1:54.9-’20 ($151,140)

p,1:55.3-’20 ($171,104)

In North America, from First 3 Crops to Race,
Sire of 343 Foals, 275 Starters, 220 Winners, 174 in 1:55, 31 in 1:50,
55 Winners of $100,000 and Progeny Earnings of $25 Million

EmpirE

STALLIONS (NZ) Ltd

Contact: Donna Egan
(Phone) +61 5796 2122
(Free Call) 0800 402 512
Email: info@empirestallions.com.au

www.empirestallions.com

Where the speed improvements are even more profound is
when looking at 2-year-olds. Of the 29 fastest 2-year-old
trotters in history, 19 of those have come just since 2018.
From this list, all top records were taken from 2013 onward.
For 2-year-old pacers, 14 of the best 27 freshman pacing
miles ever have come since 2018. Only three 2-yearold’s have ever paced sub 1:50, and those three also all
occurred since 2018. And two of those three were fillies.
Through his training career of nearly 4,000 wins and
over $65 million in purses earned, Mark Ford has seen
dramatic shifts on different fronts which he attributes to
the increased speed marks.
“It’s a three-pronged approach,” Ford said, and it begins
with the breeding. “The horses are so much better now
than they were. It’s a more refined breed and horses are
just better. It used to be where they were a slower breed,
there were a lot more bloodlines and different sires. But
now over the years it’s become more refined. The horses
now are much better gaited, better looking and they go
faster.”

“And then there’s the catch driver today. Even since I
started, there are now 10 drivers at every track that are
young, athletic, competitive and they don’t hold back.
Quarters in :26 are very regular where 20 years ago it
would have been eye-popping. With the horses being
better gaited and more athletic, they can pace fast but
they can also carry their speed so much further. You put
those two together and you get much faster times.”
In a way, Ford’s Hall of Fame trainee Gallo Blue Chip was
the last from a prior generation of speed. When Gallo Blue
Chip won the Meadowlands Pace as a 3-year-old in 2000,
he did so in a time of 1:50.4. Since then, no Meadowlands
Pace ever went above 1:49.4 and likely will never do so
again. By today’s standards, 1:50.4 may not even get too
far in a top race for 2-year-olds.
When asked what he felt that advances in nutrition and
medication had on the advancement of speed, Ford felt
that impact was negligible. “A good horse is a good horse.
You might see some horses go a freakish mile, but I think
medication has less to do with than anything else.
“Years ago – and not even that many years ago – you’d
take a (yearling) colt and be line-driving them for a week
before you could even hook him. And then it’d be another
2 weeks before you’d get the hobbles on and you’d train
and train to hopefully have them him in 3:00. Today, I just
watched a pair of colts train in 2:15 before Thanksgiving
at Goshen. It’s unbelievable how fast they come to their
speed. Now it’s common for 2-year-old trotters to win their
first or second qualifiers in 1:55, where 20 years ago that
would have been a world record in the fall.
“You take the entire perfect storm and you have trainers
that train for more speed, and I’m convinced that it’s just a
faster, better product, a better racehorse.”

On top of that, Ford explained, is the evolution of
equipment and the modern catch driver. “We used to have
old wooden Jerald bikes that were sturdy, but these new
metal bikes are far more dynamic. There’s a better brand
of equipment, better harnesses, and the equipment is
much different than it used to be.
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North American 3YO Colt Pacer of the Year

BETTING
LINE
p,2,1:51.4; 3,1:47.2f ($2,238,518)

(Bettor’s Delight – Heather’s Western – Western Hanover)

Brown Horse 15.3 Hands

TYX
TABLES

LOT 347: FRISKY STYX
HE’S WATCHING – FREE AS A BIRD / BAY COLT
Son of the pocket rocket He’s Watching out of well related two
win In The Pocket Mare who is the dam of four winners. Very
sporty, conformation – A plus. 2 year old material.

proudly present their
2021 NZ Premier Sales Draft
LOT 235: MIKI STYX
ALWAYS B MIKI – STYX SLEEKNFLEET / BAY FILLY
Daughter of exciting sire and champion pacer Always B Miki out
of a Cullen daughter from the famed Black Watch family. Tall,
well proportioned, powerful!

LOT 286: MACH MAJOR
ART MAJOR – ASK ME MACH / BAY FILLY
Daughter of the champion sire Art Major out of a 1:52.2 three
racewinner Ask Me Mach (Mach Three). Correct, typical Art
Major. Lovely type!

Vendor: Peter Rennie

LOT 260: GYPSY STYX

S

ional
t
a
s
en
1st U.S. Crop of 2YO’s Raced in 2020

96 2YO Starters from 119 Foals!
46 Winners & $1.4 Million in Earnings!

ROCK N ROLL HEAVEN – WALK THIS WAY / BAY COLT
Son of X Factor stallion out of a seven win Fake Left mare who
is the dam of four individual winners including the G1 placed
Dixie Styx. Excellent conformation. (Skinned leg jumping gate,
Vet Cert. – A.O.K.)

LOT 248: ROCK THE SOCK
ROCK N ROLL HEAVEN – TRIPLE SEC / BAY COLT

Impressive 24 in 1:55 and Faster at 2!
ABUCKABETT HANOVER p,2,1:50.3
BETTOR NOT TALK p,2,1:51.2
RIFLEMAN p,2,1:51.2
WINNER IS COMING p,2,1:51.3
DEAN B HANOVER p,2,1:52.1
FULSOME p,2,1:52.1
BET MINE p,2,1:52.3
BET NINTEEN p,2,1:52.3

EmpirE

STALLIONS (NZ) Ltd

DARBY HANOVER (M) p,2,1:52.4
TWIN B EDGE p,2,1:52.4
CAVIART LOTUS p,2,1:53.1
LINEDRIVE HANOVER p,2,1:53.2
BRAEMAR p,2,1:53.3
SOUTHWIND XENA (M) p,2,1:53.3
LET ‘ER BUCK (M) p,2,1:53.4
ANDRES HANOVER p,2,1:54

EXTRILLA HANOVER (M) p,2,1:54
TARKIO p,2,1:54
INDRA HANOVER (M) p,2,1:54.1
MANHOLMES p,2,1:54.2
BATTERUP HANOVER p,2,1:54.3
NATCHEZ BELLE (M) p,2,1:54.3
SIR GENE G HANOVER p,2,1:54.3
AMAZING BET p,2,1:55

Contact: Donna Egan
(Phone) +61 5796 2122
(Free Call) 0800 402 512
Email: info@empirestallions.com.au

www.empirestallions.com

Colt bred on the golden cross of RNR Heaven x Mach Three.
Half to four wnrs incl the multiple G2 & G3 winner, Triple Play
(1:51.0). Excellent conformation. Very willing, 2 year old type.

Vendor: D. McEntee

Inspection Welcome
Phone: Penny Boyle 027 769 3756
Neil Rich 027 451 4323

The Little Girls (and Guys)
John Mooney

South Island.
JOHN & JILL HARTNELL
SAM PAYNE

“The breeding came about because I saw the Bella
Jones (Christian Cullen – Gotta Go Bubbles) for sale
and thought that it would be great opportunity for
me to start breeding a few horses of my own.” said
Sam.
“The mare was in foal to her first foal a colt by Terror
To Love, now called Get Kraken. He was born rather
weak and never really did well as a young foal but as
he got older he got more and more classy.
“Now he is a very nice strong colt. He went to a
workout back in October just for a look around and
run a nice time of 2.04 half in 59. I then gave him a
wee freshen up and bought him back up and he has
since been to a qualifying trial and won that really
nicely. He is for sale, says Sam.

Unnamed (Lot 145, filly)
Majestic Son – Shutterup

“This filly, Sweet Tizzie Lou, was much the same as
Get Kraken. Born on the weaker side but now has
developed into a big strong athletic filly with perfect
conformation,” said Sam.
The Gameson’s (Jamie’s words) describe her as ‘a
typical Sweet Lou type, very good looking, great
shoulder and hindquarters and movement – just
oozes class.”
“Getting back to the mare I bought her on blood as
her family goes back to a lot of class horses. The fact
that she is a Cullen mare as everyone knows he is
doing a great job as a broodmare sire.
“I also have a lovely Majestic Son filly in the sale
out of a good trotting family just to name one
(Sovereignty) which I purchased from the weanling
sale. She is a speedy looking filly with great length
and conformation.
The Gameson opinion “a lovely correct trotter, just a
nice size, good barrel and a speedy looking girl.”
“Both these fillies are hopefully only the start of many
more yearlings I will be putting through the sales.

“John and Jill Hartnell’s foray into breeding this colt
started with the purchase of Surprising (Gee Whiz
II – Graceland) around 2010. They breed three
from her being Kowhai Whiz, nine wins 17 places,
Kowhai Sunrise, three wins and three places, and
Kowhai Monarch three wins in NZ and multiple stake
earnings in Australia where he is still racing very
successfully under their ownership with earnings
topping $145,000.
The Hartnell’s raced Kowhai Sunrise for three wins,
and on Mark Jones advice, she was retired to the
broodmare paddock with a date to Peak that
resulted in Kowhai Sundown who is currently racing
with three wins in the bank, and a lot of potential
to come. Her next foal another cracking colt died
young.

KOWHAI SUNSET (Lot 173, colt)
Peak – Kowhai Surprise
“It’s a real privilege to work with standardbreds.
There is nothing better than sitting behind trotters in
fast work, but you have to have patience and do a
lot of miles in the cart. Until recently I would do the
conditioning work before they would go off to Mark
Jones; but work commitments have swallowed up my
spare time at present.
“I strongly believe in looking after your stock, feeding
them well and finding the right stallion. Having the
horses at home allows me to do this. This approach
has been a philosophy behind our success since we
acquired Surprising, it has been a steep learning
curve I would have to say. I saw the potential in the
family as she left some nice types like The Drunken
Drummer and wanted to see what results we could
get.”
Kowhai Standardbreds was formed, with the
“Kowhai” coming from their holiday home address
Kowhai Grove, Akaroa - their horses are all named
accordingly.

A service to Creatine produced Kowhai Sunset. “I
saw that Mark Jones was quoted in a Frank Marrion
article last year that the colt was pretty nice and up
and coming, said John. The mare is back in foal to
Peak.
“I started to play around a bit with the horses
when I was just married. We didn’t have a lot of
discretionary money so this was a restriction. I
returned to breeding and racing around 2005 with
Michael Cunningham and a Pernod Eden mare
Nowhere To Go. Her best was Sundons Comet who
raced successfully in NZ and Australia.
Jill and John also have a Bettor’s mare Green Fingers
whose first foal by Sweet Lou is a 2yo filly, a very nice
type that has just gone back into work. The mare is
now in foal to Always B Miki.
“This colt has always been a nice big type, like his
brothers,” said John: something confirmed by Lisa
Daly saying ‘this good-looking colt is very athletic,
willing and a natural trotter.’
John’s involvement with harness racing extends to
the deputy chair NZMTC, a member of the Sires
Stakes Board and the HRNZ appointee to the RIU.

SWEEY TIZZIE LOU (Lot 296, filly)
Sweet Lou - Bella Jones
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PAUL PEARCE

“We bought Elegant As from the Cummings family
when Father Dan downsized. Dan thought we should
consider her as he didn’t think she was going to
make the grade as a race horse, but was well-bred
and suitable for us as a broodmare,” said Paul.

HAZEL VAN OPZEELAND

bred so many.” (From four crops the stallion has had
25 starters since 2018 HT has 11 winners and 14 wins.
He now stands at stud in Australia.)
“I have got three Highview Tommy yearlings that
have been broken-in and am keen to do a deal of
some kind if someone wanted to give me a ring” she
says cheekily.

She’s a half to Culpeka, and in the third dam you
have Machtu and Eloquent Mach. Broodmares
Seamoon and mother Maureen’s Dream are
also closely related, as are the family of Ultimate
Machete, Ultimate Sniper and Bonnie Joan.

North Island.

Elegant As’ dam Tuapeka Maddy is a Christian
Cullen with a very good breeding record of her own
with five to the races for four winners.

CRAIG AND SUZY NEWHOUSE

“Elegant As’ first foal was a filly born with a
circulation problem. We spent quite a lot trying to
save her but to no avail.”
This colt, Doctor Ash, is a very nice type and looks like
he will run early.

AMAZING TOM (Lot 244, colt)
Art Major – Tipsy Too

We bought Tipsy Too at the sales from the Breckon’s
as another potential broodmare. We tried her as a
racehorse with Wayne Adams, but she just needed
time, probably another six months. When we put it
all together, and given her pedigree, we just decided
call it a day and breed from her.
“First up she left Renegade Rose (Sweet Lou) who we
raced here and then in Australia with John McCarthy,
a good fella. She had a third to Bettor Enforce in a
recent Ladyship Pace, and her overall record is 17
starts for 13 times in the money.
Tipsy Too’s next foal is Miss Serenade
(Panpacificflight) who is back into work after having
time to mature.
Then there’s 2-year-old Major GNP (Art Major) which
Ken Barron bought last year at the sales. Talking
with Ken recently, he told me, ‘I can’t tell you it’s a
champion, but he has done everything we’ve wanted
it to.’ “With Ken you get an honest, straight answer,”
said Paul.
“Amazing Tom is a muscular horse, almost twoyear-old in appearance. Those who have looked at
him agree that he is strong and well-proportioned.
Hopefully, he’ll go on to match his 3/4 sister (Sheeza
GNP) in America who has won 15 and earned
$198,000 in stakes.”

DOCTOR ASH (Lot 336, colt)
Art Major – Elegant As
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Unnamed (Lot 368, colt)
Vincent – Imke B
One of the most delightful enthusiastic people you
could wish to speak to in this sport is Hazel van
Opzeeland. The energy bubbles to the top when
you talk to her about her horses, the sport and her
beloved Highview Tommy. Imke B is no exception.
“She was bred by the Les Girls Syndicate and I
bought her at the Auckland Yearling Sale. She was
retired early due to an injury, but she had quite a
good race record and her win was in the good time
of 1.55.8.” said Hazel.
“And then when you look at the family her mum
Lughnasadh (Artsplace) was a daughter of the great
Interchange and therefore a half-sister to Elsu. In
that part of the family are the names of two NZ Oaks
winners Copper Beach and her daughter De Lovely,”
said Hazel.
Imke B’s first two foals are by A Rocknroll Dance:
Lord Verde has qualified from Tony Herlihy’s barn
and the second a 2yo, Johnny B Goode, had been
coming along well with Debbie Flint of Ashley but has
been retired recently due to injury.

Vincentius (Lot 45, colt)
Vincent - Waverley Chapel
Craig Newhouse got involved in harness racing
with mates in the 1980s joining racing syndicates
based out of Kumeu. That was BK (“Before Kids”
Craig joked.) After kids, he and wife Suzy moved to
Northland.
Both retained an interest in the sport from those
early days. Craig loved researching pedigrees,
bloodlines and stallions, especially first year ones.
Suzy acquired a standardbred riding horse called
Bornonthewrongsideto (Sablevision – Small Talk).

“The colt is a good size with a lovely temperament,”
she said.

Being a bit bored and looking to get a bit more
involved their opportunity came when Waverly
Chapel (McArdle – Avant) appeared for sale online.
A few calls later they acquired the mare from Greg
Shirley who was selling on behalf of Ron Nation
(Chapel Holdings). Greg convinced them that she
deserved the chance as a broodmare.

Hazel’s great love is Highview Tommy which she part
owns with Woodlands Stud. “He will always be very
special to me and is a big part of the reason I have

The Newhouse’s breeding started when they kept
the filly Waverley Reactor (Auckland Reactor). “She’s
only small but she’s quite willing and with her back in

“As Imke is a Bettor’s I had to look around and I
decided to go to Vincent. He was a very good race
horse and good looking as well.”
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work with Mattias we are looking to race her,” said
Craig.
“Vincent was a racehorse that I much admired.
We saw him at Alabar’s weanling parade. He is a
magnificent looking animal. “Art Major was out
of our budget so why not his good-looking son, a
first season sire and a great racehorse known to
potential buyers. The result, this lovely colt.”
Waverly Chapel’s dam, Avant, has been a grand
producer with six foals to race and six winners.
Slick Chapel was sold into Perth and had 12 wins.
Commander Chapel found success in WA with 13
wins. Further back in the pedigree we find the very
smart Falcon Rise who won the Kaikoura Cup among
his 12 wins.
Craig marvels at the fact that we have access to
top North American sires. After missing to Vincent
last season it was only natural that they would go to
another first season sire in Captain Crunch this year.
Preparer Mattias Hjalmarsson describes the colt as
a “gentle giant, friendly with a great temperament,
really nice type.”

LYNDA, GREG, CLINTON, TODD & JOSH MELLSOP

After a successful juvenile career here in New
Zealand granddam Missy Matao went on to the
United States where she accumulated 12 wins. From
her nine foals six raced with five winners including
Manhattan Rusty (9 NZ and 21 US wins), the nine win
Clasina Maria and Strawberry Miss.
A sales purchase, the mare raced a brilliant crop
of fillies in the 2013 season that included Oh Baby,
Veste, Dancing Diamonds, Twist and Twirl, Cheer The
Lady and Elusive Chick. She achieved eight NZ and
five Australian career wins with a best time of 1.56.1.
The 4yo Group 1 Breeders Crown at Melton being a
highlight with a second in the Northern Oaks to Twist
and Twirl not far behind.
With success in Australia, at the top level, her
breeding career awaited.
The Mellsop’s raced the Bettor’s Delight filly Gibson
Girl for two wins. “She was really nice. Unfortunately
we did not see the best of her following a big crash
at Alexandra Park. Luckily she survived and we are
now breeding from her. She has a Sweet Lou colt.”
“We sold the next filly by Mach Three. She had to be
retired after an injury from one start. The next was
a big colt, Mach Hammer, who was sold to Australia
with a win and three places to his name as a 2 year
old.
“Linesman, he’s a nice big boy to be honest. He is
probably one of the nicest we have had. He is just a
bit of a dude. Nothing seems to faze him at all. He
was always interested in what we were doing. You
could pick his feet up and lead him around as a foal.
He is generally pretty cool and he wants to be with
you. At the moment he is really growing. I cannot
fault him myself. Just a neat horse to have around,”
says Lynda.

NICK & MARGARET FLEMING
Linesman (Lot 74, colt)
Betting Line – Carpenters Daughter

Desperate Times (Lot 90, filly)
A Rocknroll Dance – Diamond Lass

Lynda Mellsop’s dad, Noel Gibson, was deeply
involved in the sport as a trainer and so it was
natural her interest would continue with her family.
Her husband Greg and three sons form this small
racing and breeding venture.

An impulse buy at the weanling sales on gavelhouse.
com during lockdown has lead to Nick Fleming
preparing a yearling for the Auckland sale this year.
“I thought I’ve got 10 acres here I’m sitting at home, I
might as well have some fun with it”.

Lynda makes no secret of the fact that racing runs
deep. When she views the races of their very good
mare Carpenters Daughter (Artsplace – Missy
Matao – Falcon Seelster) “I still get emotional but
yeah no one can take that off you can they!” she
said.

The filly’s pedigree caught his eye as the second
foal out of a lightly raced winner, with a granddam
sporting the exceptional strike-rate of 11 foals for 11
winners, along with being a half-sister to mid-90s
millionaire pacer Desperate Comment.
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“The full-sister was passed in at the 2020 yearling
sale for $20,000, so I thought this is a weanling I
could afford and being offered by Breckon Farms,
she would come from a well-bred family.”
Part of the Taranaki based Fleming family, Nick has
had experience selling five other yearlings through
the sales, but these have all been in ownership with
his brothers and prepared by someone else.
“What I learnt from that is to be at the commercial
end of the market, you have got to have a Bettor’s
Delight to justify the costs involved in breeding and
having a yearling professionally prepared. This filly
is not by Bettor’s Delight, but in pin-hooking and
preparing her myself, she doesn’t need to go for top
dollar to hopefully still make the exercise worthwhile.”
he said.
While A Rocknroll Dance is not Bettor’s Delight, his
progeny are doing well in Australia in particular,
where he was sixth on both the 2yo & 3yo sires lists
for the season just ended. At the time of writing A
Rocknroll Dance was ninth on the NZ sires list, with 23
winners posted for the season to date.
“A Rocknroll Dance leaves speed when you look
at the likes of No Win No Feed, Tango Dancer and
Whereyabinboppin. With the dam of this filly a half
to Maid In Splendour, who had 3yo colt Pace N Pride
competing with the elite level out of the Purdon/
Rasmussen barn this season, there is no reason why
this filly shouldn’t go early.”

“At the time Chocolate Brownie was hitting his straps
from the Reid/Rogerson barn and being the same
female family I tried Continentalman which gave us
Hot Chocolate Tart.”
A 50:50 racing and breeding deal with Nicky
Chilcott’s barn saw the filly do most of her racing
up north with Grant only seeing her once or twice
but memorably coming third in the 2yo Jewels at
Ashburton. With nine wins, 27 placings the very
talented filly earned just over $100,000.
“Nicky fell in love with her. It is only recently she
came back to Christchurch and foaled a What the
Hill colt. Her first foal by Muscle Hill was sold while
on mum to stable clients. We kept a share. He was
coming along super as a 2yo but injured his shoulder
in the paddock.
After a long box rest Nicky reports that it seems he is
back hooning around the paddock.
“The filly is sassy like her mum, says Nicky. “

GRANT AND DI BECKETT WITH LYN CHILCOTT
Hot Jesse (Lot 108, filly)
Majestic Son – Hot Chocolate Tart
“I leased French Connection (Sundon – French
Accent) out of the Harness Weekly way back when
we started with Juverna. Roydon Lodge had a deal
going to breed two Monarchys, hence we leased
the mare. The two Monarchys did not go on as
racehorses,” said Grant Beckett.
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She is not big, but she is pretty full of beans. I have
had her here following a racehorse routine as I
wanted to sort of tame it down a bit. She was just full
of herself. She has been treated like a racehorse – in
the barn in the morning, out the paddock through
the day and coming in at night with the race team.
She has really calmed down. She’s got mum in her
that is for sure – but all the good ones have a bit of
spirit!”
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Blacktype Fount
Demonstrating immense courage and ability that
demolished their competition, kiwi-standardbreds excelled
during the 2019-20 season on both sides of the Tasman and
further afield. We’ll let the statistics tell the story.
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%

G1 SUCCESS IN AUSTRALIA

63

During the 2019-20 season, kiwi horses
claimed 51% of all eligible Group One
races in Australia (both gaits).

%

Jett Star (NZ) (Bettor’s Delight x Steel The Light)
2020 G1 Pearl Classic Final
Sale: 2019 Auckland Yearling Sale, NZ$30,000
Vendor: Woodlands Stud
Purchaser: Mr BM Mangos
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ELIGIBLE STAKES RACES

New Zealand-bred horses
claimed more than half of
all eligible stakes races in
Australia and New Zealand
combined last season.

%

UNRIVALLED IN VICTORIA

In Victoria, NZ standardbreds
claimed an impressive 63% of all
Group One eligible features.

1

#

LEADING SOURCE

6/8

Last season, New Zealand
was the leading source of
eligible Group One winners in
Western Australia, Victoria and
Queensland (both gaits).

MIRACLE MILES

Six of the last eight runnings of the
$1 million Miracle Mile Pace have
been won by New Zealand-bred
horses including 2020 winner King
of Swing (NZ) (Rocknroll Hanover).
www.nzbstandardbred.co.nz

Top marks for Class of 2019
Peter Wharton with additional reporting and stats from Brad Reid
With graduates including Group One winners It’s
All About Faith and American Dealer and Harness
Million Stars Krug, Aladdin, La Rosa and Outamyway,
the New Zealand Bloodstock National Standardbred
Yearling Sale has already established itself as the
best performing sale in the country.
This trend looks set to continue into the future with
a catalogue full of quality youngsters now available
online and in hard copy format.
The New Zealand Bloodstock National Standardbred
Yearling Sale, comprising 430 lots, will be held
at Karaka and then Christchurch from Saturday,
February 13 to Wednesday, February 17.
The headline act from NZB’s inaugural sale in
2019 is undoubtedly the Bettor’s Delight colt Krug
(Bettor’s Delight – Champagne Princess), the 2020
NZ 2YO Colt of the Year whose successes include the
$200,000 Harness Million (Listed), the Group One
$96,000 Young Guns and the Group Three Sapling
Stakes.
Bought for $155,000 at the Christchurch sale, Krug
has earned $253,420 from nine wins and three
placings in 14 starts.
American Dealer (American Ideal-Maddison’s
Delight) is unquestionably the bargain buy of
the 2019 round of sales. Bought for $23,000 at
Christchurch, the colt has garnered $177,105 so far
highlighted by wins in the Group One $128,000 Sires’
Stakes Final and the Group Two Alabar 3YO Classic.
It’s All About Faith (Captaintreacherous-Veste),
the winner of the Group One $138,000 Sires’ Stakes
3YO Final, is the third highest stakes earner from
the inaugural sale with $171,104. A $130,000 buy at
Karaka, the colt has notched five wins and seven
placings in 12 starts.
Next on the list is Aladdin (Sweet Lou-Pacing
Delight), the equal second highest priced lot at
$140,000 at Karaka and now the winner of $145,994.
The gelding has numbered the $200,000 Harness
Million among his three victories to date.
With a bankroll of $128,337, La Rosa (Bettor’s
Delight-Safedra) is clearly the highest stakes
earning filly among the sale graduates. A $100,000
buy at Karaka, La Rosa captured the $150,000
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Harness Million and was placed in the Group One
Sires’ Stakes Final and the Caduceus Club Fillies’
Classic.
Always An Angel (Art Major-Angel Of Destiny)
and Jett Star (Bettor’s Delight-Steel The Light),
both products of the Karaka auction at $55,000
and $30,000 respectively, were winners at Group
One level in Western Australia. Always An Angel
numbered the $100,000 Diamond Classic among
her five successes, while Jett Star won at his first five
appearances including the $100,000 Pearl Classic.
Town Echo (Art Major-Cordelia), who won the
Group Three Leonard Memorial, First Class (Bettor’s
Delight-Amaretto Bromac), winner of the Group
Three Kindergarten Stakes, and the Sires’ Stakes
Final and Harness Million placegetter B D Joe (Roll
With Joe-Tact Aunty) were all members of the ‘Class
of 2019’.
There are 91 graduates of the 2019 NZB
Standardbred Yearling Sales draft that have broken
maidens halfway through their three-year-old
seasons to date. It would also pay to be mindful that
this graduate class were robbed of a lot of major
classics and opportunities as their two-year-old
seasons were cut short due to the global pandemic.
Nevertheless they continue to emerge and when
you also consider less then 15% of every foal crop
race as two-year-olds, there is no denying that the
Yearling Sales continue to be the richest resource in
untapping classic juvenile talent.
Other notables include;
Shan Noble (Bettor’s Delight-Nearea Franco)
Sale Price: $76,000 | Stake Money: $67,876 | 2 Wins
& 6 Placings including 2nd Alabar Classic (G2) & 2nd
NZB Standardbred Harness Million 3YO Final (Listed)
Hot And Treacherous (CaptaintreacherousHothooves)
Sale Price: $76,000 | Stake Money: $38,988 | 4 Wins &
1 Placing
Passion And Power (Art Major-Sem’s Delight)
Sale Price: $52,500 | Stake Money: $41,515 | 3 Wins

Platinum Stride (Captaintreacherous-Southwind
Arden)
Sale Price: $52,500 | Stake Money: $44,710 | 2 Wins &
8 Placings including 3rd Cardigan Bay Stakes (G1) &
3rd Breeders Crown 2YO Silver (G3)
Mr Fantastic (Bettor’s Delight – Its All On)
Sale Price: $62,500 | Stake Money: $46,090 | 4 Wins &
2 Placings
Braeview Kelly (Bettor’s Delight – Idolise)
Sale Price: $27,500 | Stake Money: $47,224 | 4 Wins &
5 Placings
Vanquish Stride (Bettor’s Delight-Pemberton Shard)
Sale Price: $170,000 | Stake Money: $24,230 | 2 Wins &
5 Placings including 2nd Vic Tatlow Stakes (G2)
First Class (Bettor’s Delight – Amaretto Bromac)
Sale Price: $50,000 | Stake Money: $42,855 | 2 Wins
& 3 Placings including 2020 NZ Kindergarten Stakes
(G3), 2nd NZ Sapling Stakes (G3)
Dashing Major (Art Major – Inspiring Dash)
Sale Price: $37,000 | Stake Money: $23,175 | 1 Wins & 1
Placing including Diamond Creek Farm Classic (G3)
Avana (Bettor’s Delight – Adore To Our Dreams)
Sale Price: $16,000 | Stake Money: $34,295 | 2 Wins &
1 Placing including 3rd NZB Standardbred Harness
Million 2YO Fillies Final
Apieceoflou (Sweet Lou – Wantapieceofme)
Sale Price: $85,000 | Stake Money: $22,868 | 2 Wins &
4 Placings including 2020 NZ Sires Stakes 3YO Heat
Luke John (Mach Three – Zenardle)
Sale Price: $21,000 | Stake Money: $42,776 | 3 Wins
& 3 Placings including NZB Standardbred Harness
Million Consolation, 3rd Alabar Classic (G2)
Got You Covered (Art Major – Cartier)
Sale Price: $21,000 | Stake Money: $40,152 | 4 Wins &
8 Placings
American Lightning (American Ideal – Zest Philly)
Sale Price: $16,000 | Stake Money: $30,175| 5 Wins & 1
Placing including 3rd Kindergarten Stakes (G3)
Ragazzo Mach (Mach Three – Ragazza Bromac)
Sale Price: $60,000 | Stake Money: $30,175| 5 Wins &
1 Placing including 2nd Diamond Creek Farm Classic
(G3)
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Off N Gone (Somebeachsomewhere – Kabet)
Sale Price: $37,000 | Stake Money: $26,080 | 4 Wins
Sugar Street (Bettor’s Delight – Tuapeka Maddy)
Sale Price: $90,000 | Stake Money: $26,080 | 2 Wins &
5 placings in Perth
Bondi Shake (Somebeachsomewhere – Seven Point)
Sale Price: $28,000 | Stake Money: $26,080 | 2 Wins &
6 placings in Queensland
Arden’s Ace (Art Major – Venus Serena)
Sale Price: $90,000 | Stake Money: $20,075 | 2 Wins &
1 placing including 3rd Diamond Creek Farm Classic
(G3)
Jumpingjackmac (Mach Three – Jumpforjoy)
Sale Price: $36,000 | Stake Money: $20,075 | 2 Wins
from 3 Starts in WA
Castelo De Vide (Bettor’s Delight – Marvao Cam)
Sale Price: $26,000 | Stake Money: $15,150 | 1 Wins
from 3 Starts
El Chema (Bettor’s Delight – Spirit of Art)
Sale Price: $65,000 | Stake Money: $14,667 | 3 Wins at
2 & 2 placings in WA
In the trotters’ section, Outamyway (Love You-Do
It Your Way) took out the $75,000 Harness Million,
Kyvalley Hotspur (Muscle Hill-Love Ya Doosie) won
the Group Two Tatlow Memorial and was placed
in the Group Three Gavin Lang Trotting Mile and
Leaf Stride (Love You-Sun Mist) has won twice at
Addington in four starts.
Eurokash (Love You – Sunny Kash) was the winner
of 2YO Trotter of the Year honours and set a 2YO NZ
Record to boot.
Other race winning graduates of the 2019 trotting
ranks include Franco Jorik (Muscle Mass – Jacanti
Franco), I See Fire (Muscle Hill – Classic Armbro),
Regal Attire (Muscle Hill – Regal Volo), Wanna
Snuggle (Love You – Sweetie), Moutain Mass
(Muscle Mass – Mountain Woman), Son Of Patrick
(Father Patrick – Kylie Ree), Have No Fear (Father
Patrick – Without Fear).
With very few two-year-old classics for trotters in
New Zealand and the postponement of the 2020
Harness Jewels (only G1 for 2YO trotters in NZ), the
best is yet to come for the next wave of trotting
superstars.
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Dunvegan draft decades in the making
Joshua Smith
Jamie and Natalie Gameson have been
preparing yearlings under their Dunvegan
Lodge banner for the best part of two
decades and they are once again looking
forward to offering a quality draft through
the sales ring this year.
The couple have a strong line-up of graduates and
they are hoping to add to that list with a 14-strong
draft at New Zealand Bloodstock’s Yearling Sale at
Canterbury Agricultural Park next month.
“We have been preparing yearlings for about 20
years now,” Jamie Gameson said.
“I moved down to Christchurch when I was 19 and
I met Natalie and we might have prepared two or
three yearlings in our first year and then went on
from there.

“We have had a number of good graduates
over the years, including Badlands Bute,
Galleons Sunset – he won the Inter
Dominion Trotters Final, Natural Woman
went and won $500,000 in America, Mapua
Legend won the Sapling and a few other
races.”
Gameson said they have prepared some big drafts
over the years, but they are now quite comfortable
keeping it around the dozen mark.

“One year we ended up preparing 38 or 40
yearlings,” he said. “The Inter Dominions
were in Christchurch and we had an early
sale and a late sale.
“For a long time we were doing a dozen to
20 every year. We have been doing it long
enough now.
“It’s been a great way for us to make some new
clients and friends, and a great way for us to start as
trainers.”
Between training a team of 15 and preparing a
dozen or so yearlings, Gameson said it can lead to
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some long days for he and wife Natalie, who works
in the education department at Harness Racing New
Zealand.
The Gamesons are preparing two trotters this year,
both by leading sire Majestic Son.
The first to go through the sales ring is lot 138, the
Majestic son colt out of Princess Harbour. He will be
followed shortly after by lot 145, the Majestic son filly
out of Shutterup, a half-sister to dual Group One
winner Sovereignty.

“They are both by Majestic Son, and they
are real Majestic Sons,” Gameson said.
“They are not overly big, but very correct,
and quite speedy looking horses. They are
nice types.”

family of five-time Group One winner Gotta Go
Cullen.
“She is a lovely filly,” Gameson said. “She has got a
bit of size and is a really athletic filly. She is a lovely
moving filly and I would say she would have a few
people looking at her.”
Of the colts, Gameson has highlighted lot 334, the
He’s Watching colt, out of Eleanor Roosevelt, and lot
364, the Sweet Lou colt, out of Here We Go Again as
his draft’s leading contenders.
“The Eleanor Roosevelt colt is a nuggetty wee type
and just has something about him,” Gameson said.

“I am sure people will be looking at him and if he
was by one of the top two or three sires he would be
up there getting big money.
“He is a lovely type. An early looking horse, he’s
strong and pretty proud of himself.
“The Here We Go Again colt is a pretty cool colt, we
are happy with him. I think he is one of the most
athletic horses in the sale.

“He is quite a big, tall horse, but I like him
and I hope he goes to a really good home
so he makes the family for us.”

Gameson will also offer 12 pacing yearlings through
his draft and he said he is pleased with every single
one of them.
“I was saying to Natalie the other week that for the
20 years we have been preparing yearlings, some
of them (in the draft) might not be the best we have
had on paper, but if you took any of them home, as
a trainer, you would be happy because there isn’t
much to fault about any of them.
“They are all good types and overall, I am really
happy with our draft this year.”
While pleased with his draft, Gameson said there are
four standouts, headed by lot 247, the Betting Line
filly out of The Vicars Daughter, a half-sister to Group
One winners Stunin Cullen, Coburg, and It’s All About
Faith.
“She is pretty strong on paper and she backs it up in
the flesh,” Gameson said.
“She is a real standout looker. She has got a big
white blaze and a couple of white feet. She is a really
good-looking girl and she lives on the smell of an oily
rag, so I would say she will be an early type.
“She really captures the eye that filly.”
Gameson has also been taken with lot 296, the
Sweet Lou filly, out of Bella Jones, who is from the

Buyers & Breeders tak
e note!
This filly is not to be
missed!
On account of Peter Grant

Lot 243: Bay Filly
Glenledi Fox
Captaintreacherous
– Tiffany Bromac
Cracking filly by boom sire
Captaintreacherous, from
a qualified full sister to the
stakes performed Tatijana
Bromac!
2nd dam Tandias Bromac the
producer of numerous stakes
performed fillies and this one
has the looks and pedigree to
follow in the same footsteps.

Contact: Graeme & Ann Mee for inspections, 027 489 6562

Breeding experience will stand Woodham
in good stead
Frank Marrion
The richly-bred filly Off N Gone provided the star turn
at the Nelson meeting by winning impressively both
days.
She had no favours with the barrier draws but Tim
Williams drove her confidently and as if she was the
best, and so she comfortably proved.
This would have put new Harness Racing NZ CEO
Gary Woodham in a good frame of mind given the
uncertainty of the daughter of Somebeachsomewhere
coming back from a wind operation.
Woodham started his new job on Monday last week
although he has been ‘at work’ for some months,
trekking around the traps since his appointment to
introduce himself to clubs and committee people.
He has quickly familiarised himself with the many issues
facing the industry and now it is time to roll up the
sleeves with new Board chairman John Coulam and
head in a new and hopefully better direction now that
HRNZ has more responsibility for running the code.
Woodham has had a lot of success in recent years as a
part-owner of colts like Miracle Mile winner Spankem,
Cash N Flow, Another Masterpiece and South Coast
Arden, but he bred Off N Gone in partnership with good
friend Brent Williams and that on-going experience is
going to prove invaluable in his new position as well.
Woodham is a lot like most other industry participants
in that he was hooked at an early age by being at the
races, in his case by Robalan skying away with the 1974
New Zealand Cup.
“I bunked school that day with my brother and ran into
one of my teachers, but neither of us said another word
about that,” said Woodham.
“In those days us kids would also gather up all the
losing tickets and wait for the paper the next day to
check if any were any good.”
Woodham had an interest in his first horse at the age
of 18 and had his first big win as a member of the
syndicate which raced Pathfinder, a son of Locarno who
won the 1986 Superstars 4yo Championship for Robin
Butt.
There were others along the way, but Woodham got
decidedly more serious in 2011 when he went looking
for a filly at the yearling sales with an eye to a future
broodmare.
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“I sorted out half a dozen with the right sort of
pedigree and had Andrew Grierson look at them for
conformation and so forth, and he recommended
Kabet.”
She was a Bettor’s Delight filly from Spring Thaw, by
Falcon Seelster from Tuapeka Frost, by Vance Hanover
from Sakuntala.
At that point, Spring Thaw had produced a good mare
in Talaspring, a winner of six races here and 13 more in
Australia for stakes worth $194,000.
She won a G3 Ladyship Cup at Melton but died before
producing any foals.
Kabet was a little on the small side and Woodham
got her for $25,000, taking in former Christchurch
neighbour Williams along with Marty and Shirley
Cummings.
He was involved with the latter couple around the same
time racing the likes of Lovetodream and Jumbo Jet,
foals from the Cummings’ good mare Sue Dreamer.
Kabet proved to be a very smart filly and won a maiden
race as a two-year-old at Addington with Williams’ son
Tim driving right through as a junior.
The following November she won on Show Day and a
Sires Stakes heat at Addington.
She was out of luck in Auckland over Christmas but won
a Nevele R Fillies heat at Addington, beating Safedra,
and a mile at Winton in 1.56.

Buoyed by that success at the sales, Woodham was
back in 2014 and bought Cash N Flow in Auckland after
he’d been passed in with a reserve of $20,000.
“Initially I went 50/50 with Tim when he was doing a
bit of training in Southland, but then he moved to a
job with the All Stars and Mark bought his share, later
selling it to Warren Pengelly and Fred Tong.
“He has been easily my most successful purchase at the
sales.”
With his other top performers headed by Spankem,
Woodham has simply joined the party after they were
purchased by Phil Kennard or the All Stars.
Cash N Flow won a race for two-year-old maidens at
Addington and a week later finished fourth in the Sales
race won by Lazarus.

He is having a spell after two preps with the Dunns and
is a possibility to make a late two-year-old.
Kabet has produced two more fillies by Art Major with
the first in the upcoming sales, while she is now in foal
to Captain Crunch.
Off N Gone was tracking well when she won two races
at Addington in the spring as she headed towards the
Sales race for fillies in early October.
But her form went from just fair to bad to worse in her
next three races before it was discovered she had a
wind affliction and needed a soft palate operation.

But it had been an injury interrupted career and when
Cash N Flow departed for Australia at the end of his
five-year-old season, in July, 2018, he had raced just the
20 times for 10 wins and $127,000.

“She wasn’t making any noises after the Sales race,
but when she collapsed in a race at Rangiora six weeks
later, clearly something wasn’t right and a vet just
happened to be on hand.”

He has now won 32 races and $548,000 for Woodham,
Wong and Pengelly, proving the ‘monster of Menangle’
last year, with 12 straight wins, seven in under 1.50 and
the other five in 1.50.6 or better.

That was Sam Taylor and after a minor operation and a
few weeks to recover, Off N Gone was back in work and
set for Nelson, where her form was a relief as much as
anything.

Along the way, Kabet was also proving to be a very
good broodmare.

“She stayed with the Dunn team up there rather than
coming home by herself and everything is geared
towards having her cherry ripe for the Sales race at
Addington on February 12.”

Her first foal in the Mach Three filly Take A Bet had
three straight wins for Geoff Dunn as a three-year-old
before suffering the same tendon injury as her dam.

“That was a funny race for us as we also had Better
Than Money in it and she led and finished last, while
Kabet went from last to first.”

She was then sold as a broodmare to Alabar, who got
an Art Major filly this season.

She then suffered a tendon injury, with “a hole the size
of a 50 cent piece”, and was bred that year to Christian
Cullen, but missed.

Off N Gone was offered at the sales but was passed in
for $50,000 at a point when buyers had already gone
off the Somebeachsomewhere’s, as was another Art
Major colt in Over N Above last year.

He was also fourth in Lazarus’ Sires Stakes Final and
later won an Uncut Gems at four.

A few weeks later Kabet went a quite spectacular race
to win at Ascot Park, coming from last on the turn to
bolt in over 2700m.

Kabet was then sent out favourite for the Southland
Oaks but was out of luck in finishing fifth to Safedra,
while she had her last two races when unplaced in the
Fillies Final and fifth in the New Zealand Oaks, by won
by Adore Me.

He is also a good horse and is due back shortly after
having some knee and hock niggles.

“Alabar offered us a deal we couldn’t refuse and we
knew at that point that we probably had a better filly
from Kabet in Off N Gone.
In between Kabet had produced Above N Beyond,
an Art Major colt who went through the sales and
was bought by Robert Dunn’s good stable client Ross
Gordon for $80,000.
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So on the face of it, it would seem that Woodham’s
first venture into the realms of breeding has been a
relatively successful one.
He is breeding from a good mare and her first three
foals have been good horses, with one if not two a good
sale.
But of course there’s also a lot of costs along the way
and you need that sort of success just to keep one’s
head above the water.
In that respect the experience will stand Woodham in
good stead as he looks to tackle the many, varied and
mounting issues this industry is facing these days.
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Beaudiene Breeding
Beaudiene Breeding is pleased to present 7 stunning yearlings at the NZBS Christchurch 2021 Sales:

Radford’s brothers almost down to
the lucky last

Lot 140, 153, 272, 294, 349, 357, 340

Duane Ranger
Kaiapoi breeder, Neil Radford, only has one
standardbred up for grabs at next month’s National
Standardbred Yearling Sale in Christchurch, and he’s
an absolute pearler.
The 82-year-old and his brother Wally (86) will
present Lot 410, a fine looking brown Bettor’s Delight
- Lucky Pocket (by In The Pocket) colt named Sooner
The Bettor. Lucky Pocket is the 11th (of 12) foals out of
the late and brilliant 1986 Bo Scots Blue Chip mare,
Pleasant Franco.
Pleasant Franco produced pacing giants like the late
1997 Auckland Cup winner Kate’s First, the multiple
Group One champion and 1994 In The Pocket colt,
Christian Cullen, Oscar De La Hoya (by Jaguar Spur),
and Julius Caesar (By In The Pocket).
“Lucky Pocket was actually an In The Pocket embryo
transfer foal. She was the second last foal we bred
from Pleasant Franco in 2007. She died 11 years later
in December 2018,” Mr Radford (Neil) said.
He said that he and his older brother decided to pay
$200,000 for Christian Cullen’s mother after he was
cleaning up in all the Derbies in the mid-1990s.
“Wally told me Pleasant Franco was for sale and I
decided to go in with him. The first foal we bred from
her was the one after Oscar De Le Hoya.
The result was an unraced In The Pocket mare named
Dreamsaregold. Julius Caesar, who turned out to be a
fine sire himself, came next.”
He said Lucky Pocket had left seven foals - the last of
them an Art Major filly.
“She will go through next year’s Sales. I’ll just keep on
selling them. Sooner The Bettor (Lot 410) is her second
to last foal so far. She’s now back in foal to Bettor’s
Delight,” Mr Radford said.
In 2015 the Radfords’ received $120,000 for Sooner
The Better’s older full-brother, the 2015 bay colt, More
The Better – later named The More The Better in
Australia.
“He was 2-year-old Colt-of-the-Year and won 18
races and more than $750,000. He has been her best
so far,” said Mr Radford.

He was originally owned by his trainer Mark Purdon,
his father Roy Purdon (MBE), and their mate David
Levene (OBE).
The former New Zealand record holder’s big
wins included the New Zealand Sires Stakes 2yo
Final, the Harness Jewels 2yo Emerald, the Young
Guns Cardigan Bay Stakes, the Superstars 4&5yo
Championship, the Northern Southland Cup, the NZ
Yearling Sales 2yo Pace, the NZ Sires Stakes 3yo Final,
and the Easter Cup.
In Australia he nailed the Queensland Derby, the
Queensland Premiers Cup, and the Queensland
Provincial Derby.

Lot 140 Cochise

Family of Group 1 performers Belle Galleon, Stent and Arya

Phone David Kennedy (027 6881522) for inspection.

Breeder of Champions

“The colt after him went pretty good too. His name is
Major Lucky (by Art Major) and he’s still going okay in
Queensland,” Mr Radford said.
Major Lucky was owned by Mrs G J Kennard, P I
Kennard, G R Douglas, K J Riseley, P J Creighton, Mrs
M C Creighton and won one of his eight starts here
before being sold to Greg Brodie of Queensland in
May 2017.
He has since won another 11 races ($82,301) across the
Tasman and is still racing in Queensland. He finished
fifth at his last start at Redcliffe Paceway on January
21 and won on the Kilcoy grass on December 28.
So what does Mr Radford think of little bro – Lot 410?
“He’s a solid little colt and I get the inclination already
that he’s a very clever animal. He’s very correct and
I like his brain – but that’s to be expected with the
Bettor’s Delights. They all seem to know what they are
doing at an early age.
“When I’m around him, I can almost hear him thinking.
He seems very keen and I like that a lot,” Mr Radford
said.
“I’ve thrown all my eggs in one basket with this fella
and I’m quite hopeful to be honest – but in this day
and age with internet buying you can never really tell
can you,” he added.

Lot 349 Bettor Cheer

Full brother to Cheer the Lady, family of Group 1 winner Spanish Armada

Photos: Chelsea Faithful Photography

Kufra Farm presents: SOONER THE BETTOR
Never mind the Bettor’s Delight x Christian Cullen golden cross,
this colt is by the champion sire out of the Cullen maternal family!

Lot 410 Brown Colt

Bettor’s Delight
– Lucky Pocket

Dam already a producer of classics
winners with full brother More The
Better a 3 x Group One Winner of:
• NZ Sires Stakes 2YO Final
• Harness Jewels 2YO Emerald
• Young Guns Cardigan Bay Stakes
2nd Dam the 1997-98 Broodmare of
Excellence winner, Pleasant Franco.
Dam of:
• Champion pacer, sire and
broodmare sire Christian Cullen
• Dual group one winner and
champion race mare, Kate’s First.

Contact: Kufra Farm on 03 327 6890 for inspections and information on this standout prospect
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Take the stress out

of leading and loading your horse

Stress-Free Education for Young Horses
John Cooper, Load ‘N’ Tie

Made and manufactured in the Waikato the harness
has been designed by a local equine enthusiast to
ensure the safety of both horse and handler.
Consisting of two parts, the harness and lead tie
rope, the Load ‘N’ Tie system requires only one
person and is incredibly simple and easy to use. Also
suitable for breaking in horses, this quality product
significantly reduces the time and stress associated
with loading horses.
The Load ‘N’ Tie is set to revolutionise the equine
industry.
Watch this video to see how easy and safe it is to use:
https://youtu.be/b_-umZTv1ao
Proof of its value and practicality for educating
weanlings and yearlings is demonstrated through
its use at a number of leading farms, both
thoroughbred and standardbred.
Our customers can tell you themselves of the benefits
of Load ‘N’ Tie.
Ross Paynter, Cambridge Raceway
https://www.cambridgeraceway.co.nz/blog/
tag/10753/Ross+Paynter/
“I’ve found the Load ‘N’ Tie harness beneficial for
horses that are not great leaders while jogging off
a carthorse. It’s great to use when putting horses on
the frame the first few times and takes the pressure
off the neck and puts it on the bum. It’s also good
to tie up young horses that have not been tied up
before.”
Steve Telfer – Trainer, Stonewall Stud & Stables
https://stonewallstud.co.nz/
“When weaning and educating our young horses we
have found the Load ‘N’ Tie harness to be of great
benefit to us. It is easy to apply and when fitted
properly both safe and kind on the horses. I can
recommend this product to any one educating young
horses”.
Robert Dunn, Harness Racer
https://www.robertdunntrotting.co.nz/
“Load ‘N’ Tie’s harness system has made teaching
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young ones to run behind the sulky almost hassle
free for us now. We actually have two Load ‘N’ Ties so
we can train more than one horse at the same time.
With a Load ‘N’ Tie training is so much easier and
quicker now”.
Mark Chitty, BVSc, Haunui Farm
https://www.haunuifarm.co.nz/
“During the education of young thoroughbreds at
Haunui, we have found the Load ‘N’ Tie gear to be
an ideal tool for our staff. Whether it be in the early
weaning process of halter breaking and leading, or
educating horses who have shown a reluctance to
enter stables, washbays or floats – the Load ‘N’ Tie
gear has greatly assisted our staff in the education of
these horses.”
Rodney Schick, Windsor Park Stud
https://www.windsorparkstud.co.nz/
“We have been using the Load ‘N’ Tie adjustable
horse harness system during foal handling for two
seasons now. The ease of use is outstanding and
training new team members to use the system is
simple and straight forward. The adjustable straps
allow for easy fitting for any size foal/weanling
and resizing between the large number of horses
we need to get through in a session is quick and
uncomplicated.”
Mark Chittick, Waikato Stud
https://waikatostud.com/
“The Load ‘N’ Tie system is an essential part of our
foal handling process and is a great tool to help
teach young horses to lead whilst keeping our team
safe.”
Carin de Groot, Veterinarian, Totally Vets
https://www.totallyvets.co.nz/taumarunuiveterinarians.html
“In my professional opinion I believe that a Load
‘N’ Tie harness is a very useful tool for training and
controlling horses. When suitably fitted it applies safe
contact on the pressure points and greatly reduces
the normal risk of injury.”
Rebecca Wylie, Kaimanawa Stallion Challenge
Trainer and Quarter Horse Trainer and Clinician
“I can’t believe this hasn’t been invented before! It’s
incredibly simple and easy to use, and best of all it
takes all the stress away from loading, leading or
breaking in any horse. This is a life changing product
for horse and handler and I’ll be telling everyone I
know about it!.”

The Load ‘N’ Tie adjustable horse harness is a new system
which makes leading and loading your horse stress-free.
Made and manufactured in New Zealand, the harness has
been purposely designed by a local equine enthusiast to
ensure the safety of both horse and handler.
Available in four sizes and consisting of two parts, the harness
and lead tie rope, the Load ‘N’ Tie system requires only one
person and is incredibly simple and easy to use. Also suitable
for breaking in horses, the Load ‘N’ Tie is set to revolutionise
the equine industry.

“

When weaning and educating our young horses we have found the Load ’N’ Tie harness to be of great

“

The Load ‘N’ Tie adjustable horse harness is a new
system which contributes to making educating
weanlings and yearlings stress-free. Safety for you
and your staff is enhanced significantly.

benefit to us. It is easy to apply and when fitted properly, both safe and kind on the horses. I can recommend
this product to any one educating young horses.

STEVE TELFER – Trainer, Stonewall Stud & Stables

To watch product demonstrations or to order go to

www.loadntie.co.nz

Big breeding plans for Somerset Equestrian
Hayley Clarke
it to the race track it cemented my love for
breeding,” Mugford says.
It was a little over four years ago that Mugford
decided to breed her first foal and now she has
five young horses to bring on, all that she has bred
herself.

Ang Mungford with a cheeky weanling

Somerset Equestrian has always been
home to hacks, race horses, miniature
ponies and old gentle giants however
in more recent years the addition of
broodmares and foals has become very
apparent.
Set in the country town of Leeston, Anj Mugford has
dedicated a lot of time, money and effort into the
breeding sector of the industry. This season she has
five of her own mares in foal, in the hope to one day
breed her very own champion.
These mares include Magical Mills in foal to
Lochaburn, Fineansunny to Imperial Count, Don’t
Tell Ange (recently retired from racing) to Sky Major,
Courage Talks also to Sky Major and Beat The
Rhythm in foal to One Over Da Moon.

“My passion for breeding came when I fell
in love with a mare called Black Onyx. I got
given the opportunity to breed a foal from
her and sadly although the foal never made
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“I’m enjoying handling them and preparing
them to look good in the sale ring, hopefully
we can have a good few days come sales
time.”

“I love watching foals grow, being able to
handle them and knowing it was all from
me producing them.”

The three yearlings lining up include; a colt by
Creatine out of Beat The Rhythm (Little Drummer
Boy), a filly by Rocknrolldance out of Courage Talks
(Girls Got Rhythm) and a filly by Sweet Lou out of
Pocketfullofposies (Cheval Noir), purchased from the
2020 All Age Sale.

Recently Mugford has formed an association with
Classiebawn Stud where she foals their mares and
will handle the weaning of the foals as well.

Mugford is excited to see what the future holds for
Somerset Equestrian and hopes to be able to create
a successful breeding line along the way.

She has space to breed, foal and wean outside
mares and foals and offers breaking in services as
well as high quality grazing facilities.

“We’re just about fully set up here so I
encourage people to get in touch with me
early to book a spot, I’m always available
on my mobile and all of my contact details
are on my Facebook page, Somerset
Equestrian.”

“Jason Stratford contacted me asking if I
would foal his mares for him and it’s grown
from there, I do the social media for their
Facebook page too.”
“I’ve really enjoyed the experience and
opportunity to foal these mares and I
appreciate Jason putting his trust in me to
do so. They’ve had some really nice looking
fillies and colts so I’m looking forward to
seeing what the future holds for them.”
As well as the breeding aspect of Somerset
Equestrian, there is also the racing side. Mugford
likes to have a handful of horses in work and one or
two racing. She won her first race as a trainer and
driver on Night Lights at Motukarara in December
2019. She went on to sell the mare to Australia where
she is continuing to do a good job.
You would think all of this would be enough to keep
the 29-year-old busy however she also helps out
Bruce Negus and Katie Cox when time permits.
This year will be the first time Mugford has yearlings
in at the sales in February. Having had some
experience with yearling preparation whilst working
for Terry and Glenys Chmiel a few years back and
also having the occasional stint in the show ring with
her retired race horses, Mugford is excited to see her
first lot of yearlings hit the ring.

Somerset Racing Stables
& Equestrian

Lot 157

Creatine – Beat The Rythem
Brown Colt

.
.
.
s
t
n
prese

Lot 195

Sweet Lou – Pocketfullofposies
Black Filly

Lot 313

A Rocknroll Dance – Courage Talks
Brown Filly

Inspections
Welcome
Phone Anj
0274224229
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Kaplan hooked on his draft

LODGE◆◆

Garrick Knight

is proud to present its

2021 National Yearling Sale Christchurch Draft
Lot 214 Franco Sinatra (Captaintreacherous – San Rafaella colt)
By the world’s hottest young pacing sire from the maternal family of the 2020 US
3YO C&G Breeders Crown winner Sandbetweenmytoes. Dam won 10 and has already
left the multiple Group race placed Franco Santino.

Lot 222 Franco Sedaka (Art Major – Selena Franco colt)
By a champion juvenile sire, out of a superbly bred 4-win mare. Maternal family
of a two-time US Dan Patch Award winner and multiple Australasian Group race
performers.

Lot 237 Franco Sweeney (Vincent – Suzys Delight colt)
A half to the NZ Derby and Easter Cup winner Locharburn, as well as the Group 2
winner and Sires Stakes 3YO Final place-getter Cullenburn.

Lot 275 Franco Aurora (Vincent – After Party colt)
From the debut crop of a terrifically credentialled young sire, out of a full sister to the
Group 1 winner Democrat Party.

Lot 327 Franco Denver (Always B Miki – Dalness Xchange colt)
The first foal of a Group 1 placed mare, by 2020’s leading North American first season
sire and the sire of 2020 US 2YO Pacing Colt of the Year Perfect Sting.

Lot 374 Tasi Ahnau (Vincent – Jewelz colt)
From a winning half-sister to two $100,000+ performers, incl. an Inter Dominion Heat
place-getter. Family of current season Southern Supremacy winner Burnham Boy.

Lot 405 Franco Mecca (Rock N Roll Heaven – MacFire colt)
Out of an Oaks placed mare from a prolific family that includes the
multiple Group 1 winner Dr Susan, recent Harness Million Fillies
Final winner La Rosa and millionaire pacer Bettor’s Fire.

Lot 415 Franco Messi
(American Ideal – Motu Born To Sparkle colt)
The first colt out of a half/full sister to Group Race
winners Motu Crusader, Motu Meteor and Motu
Treasure. The pedigree page features
5 individual Group 1 performers.

Inspection
of yearlings
is welcome.

They can be viewed
at Nevele R Stud,
Springs Road, Prebbleton
Please phone Zane Gregg
on 0274 442 854 to arrange
a suitable time.

Harvey Kaplan is abreast of most facets of the
breeding industry but freely admits to having one
real weakness.

“The two in this year’s sale that I am pin-hooking are
by Captaintreacherous and Art Major and both are
out of Bettor’s Delight mares.

“I’m not embarrassed to admit that what I know
about horses, physically, is very little,” says the
successful Melbourne-based breeder and owner.

“That’s a big attraction for me, as is a depth of
pedigree.

“I really don’t know much at all but if two horses are
standing next to each other I can you which one is
taller than the other,” he quipped.

“Then you have the actual conformation and type,
which has to be perfect if you are paying good
money.”

Kaplan is a regular amongst the selling bench at
New Zealand’s yearling sales, which are just around
the corner once again.

It’s not just a case of buying at the weanling sales.
Kaplan has an extensive network of agents and
suppliers that regularly approach him privately with
weanlings to buy.

This year he’ll consign three in Auckland – “my top
lots” – and seven in Christchurch including four in the
trotters’ sale.

“They know I’m prepared to pay good money for the
right weanlings and for that reason I will get offered
a lot privately every year.”

Two of his lots were pin-hooked privately as
weanlings, something Kaplan takes great pride in
executing.

Kaplan’s best and worst result are centered around
the same horse – the now North America-based Let
It Ride.

Part of that process is having horsemen within
his network assess the confirmation and physical
attributes of a weanling before purchasing.

“Let It Ride was a pin-hook that didn’t net the results
I hoped for initially.

“I require a lot of guidance in that area and I
am very lucky over my journey so far that I have
developed a really good network, which includes my
preparers – Trent Yesberg in the south and Logan
Hollis in the north, both of whom I trust.”
Where Kaplan comes in, apart from being the money
man, is an astute eye assessing a pedigree page,
understanding buyer demands and trends and, most
importantly, risk assessment.
His background in wealth management gives him
a razor-sharp eye for this crucial aspect of pinhooking, too.
“It’s definitely not an exact science; I just push as
many variables in my favour as possible.
“I have had great success with some pin-hooks and
no success with others.
“Certainly, the stallion is the most important factor
because you’ve got to buy something that people will
want in a year’s time.

“I bought him for $24,000 as a weanling as a son of
Rock N Roll Heaven out of a Bettor’s Delight mare.
“Fast forward eight months and the ‘Heavens’ had a
knock on them that they took time and maybe didn’t
have the best attitudes.
“So he got knocked back down to me at the yearling
sales for $16,000.
“I wasn’t actually at that sale but I rang Michael
House and got him to go and have a look at the
horse and see if he liked him.
“He did, so I give him a 50% share on the spot with no
further bills to come my way.
“The plan was the Ready To Run Sale to be held in
Australia later that year but not long before that
came around, Michael rung and said he quite liked
the horse but didn’t think he was ready.
“He preferred to wait six to 12 months rather than put
him in the sale and get $20,000.

Photos and videos can be viewed at www.nzbstandardbred.co.nz
and www.spreydonlodge.co.nz from late January.
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“Well, he was spot on, because nine months later
he trialled very well and Tim Butt came along and
bought Michael’s share and part of mine“
Let It Ride is now one of America’s top open pacers
having won six from six since Butt sold him to North
America last year.
“He probably should have been up there two years
ago racing on Lasix,” said Kaplan.
Despite the Let It Ride pin-hook not initially working
out, Kaplan used the inside info from House and
went back to the well again, buying dam Love A
Gamble’s Sweet Lou weanling colt.
“I bought him, Double Or Nothing, for $10,000 and
sold him at the yearling sales for $100,000 to Lincoln
Farms. So, I’ve had the full swing of pin-hooking from
the same family.”
This year’s two pin-hooks are Klimt, an Art Major colt
out of a sister to Gold Ace in the Auckland catalogue
and Stubing, the Captaintreacherous son of Hot Of
The Press in Christchurch.
But it’s another yearling that has Kaplan most excited
– a Bettor’s Delight filly daughter of Group 1 winning
mare Major Reality.
Major Reality is an Art Major half-sister to the two
freakishly talented pacers Ultimate Machete and
Ultimate Sniper.
She is named Bettor Than Mum and goes under the
hammer late in the Auckland sale.
Kaplan had to shell out to buy Major Reality off the
track and is hoping to be duly compensated with this
first foal.
“You do not often get the option to buy in to a family
like that so of course I took it.
“She’s the first foal of an Art Major Group 1 winner
that earned more than $500,000.
“On top of that she is an early foal that I am told is
very correct, so it sounds like she ticks all the boxes.”
A couple of years ago, Kaplan acquired the Muscle
Hill filly Cyclone L Ko from one of New Zealand’s most
prodigious trotting families.

The decision to ship Cyclone Princess to New
Zealand to sell was an easy one and he hopes it pays
dividends.
“She’s a bigger filly and I don’t know that she will go
early, but there are very few producing Muscle Hill
mares out there so I expect she will be in demand.”
Kaplan, a South African national who moved
to Australia 33 years ago, has absolutely no
background in horse racing or farming.

Protect your
investment with
horse insurance

“I’m a city slicker through and through with no family
history in harness racing.
“I had a good client who used to talk about going to
Gloucester Park and told him to let me know when
he had a horse for me to buy in to.
“That was Emissary, and she ended up winning four
of her first five Australian starts after we bought her
from New Zealand.
“Naturally I thought, this is easy, and I’ve been
hooked ever since.”
While primarily a breeder, Kaplan has had many
treasured memories as an owner and lists stars such
as Bling It On, Baby Bling, Our Sixpence, Nike Franco
and Cruz Bromac amongst those he’s raced, though
he had sold out of the latter by the time he won the
2019 New Zealand Cup.

As experts in equine industry risks, our bloodstock insurance brokers
can advise you on how to best protect your valuable investment.

“I went through a period there where I won 10 or 11
Group 1 races in about 18 months. It was a special
time.”

We work for you not the insurance company so we put your interests first.
And if you need to make a claim we act as your advocate for a fair result.

He lists Baby Bling’s 2013 Miracle Mile win, Bling
It On’s 2019 Victoria Cup win (after coming out of
retirement) and Our Sixpence’s 2013 Ladyship Mile
as his three most memorable moments, unable to
split them.

Crombie Lockwood – proudly supporting the standardbred industry for
over 20 years.

He’s not really racing many at present, but does have
an up-and-coming three-year-old filly with Yesberg
called Pampelonne that there are high hopes for,
and a juvenile colt by Bling It On being trained by
Rickie Alchin in Sydney named Zacharoo.

Get your bloodstock
insurance sorted
Carlene Jones | 021 750 912

“I’m really looking forward to him making his debut
because he’s the first horse I’ve bred where I also
bred both his parents.”
CL754A

After a premature retirement from racing, he put her
in foal to Majestic Son in Australia and the result was
Cyclone Princess, a filly in the Auckland catalogue.

Kaplan has since sold Cyclone L Ko to Victorian
breeder Duncan McPherson “who was going around
trying to buy as many Muscle Hill mares as he could
and made me what was certainly a more than
reasonable offer”.
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bloodstock@crombielockwood.co.nz

Tuapeka Lodge presents:
Lot 193 | Sweet Star of Mine

LOT 315: CHICAGO BEAR

LOT 361: MANDINKA

Bettor’s Delight / Chicago Blues Colt

Bettor’s Delight / Hartofdixie Colt

Full Brother to Chicago Bull
and Perfect Stride

Family of Maxim, Magnificent Storm, Christen Me,
Dream About Me etc
FOLLOW

Sweet Lou – Petra’s Star / Bay Filly
Sweet Star of Mine is a well-named filly as she has a sweet and willing
disposition. With her pedigree, she has a great chance of fulfilling
the ‘star’ part of her name as well. Time will aid her greatly as she
is currently going through a growth spurt. She is very feminine and
correct and will fashion into a lovely filly as she
fills into her frame.
This daughter of world champion pacer Sweet
Lou is out the three win Christian Cullen mare
Petra’s Star. She is the producer of three
race winners which include the 28 win pacer,
Galactic Star, a multiple Group 2 & 3 winning
son of Bettor’s Delight who is also twice Group
One placed.

Lot 289 | Tuapeka Dan
Bettor’s Delight – Bonnie Joan / Bay Colt
Tuapeka Dan is an athletic colt with boundless energy, and a strong
personality. He looks very speedy and conveys presence.
This son of world champion sire Bettor’s Delight is the first foal from
the champion race filly & mare in Bonnie Joan.
Dam herself is by a world champion sire in
Somebeachsomewhere and this cross is sure
to produce some fireworks! Bonnie Joan was
the winner of 10 races including the Group 2
Premier Mares Championship and Southland
Oaks as well as the Group 3 Northern Breeders
Stakes. She was three times Group One placed
and broke two NZ records including the mares
all comers record for 2700m as a three-year-old.

PRICE
BLOODSTOCK

Phone Katrina Price (021369097) for inspection.

Both colts will be parading at the SBSR Tour on 8th February
Photos: Chelsea Faithful Photography

on FACEBOOK

Stephen & Carol Baucke proudly present
their 2021 Yearling Sale Draft



Lot 301 | Point Break
Bettor’s Delight – Break Dance / Bay Colt
Point Break is a lovely moving colt who gets across ground effortlessly.
He has proven very trainable.
This son of world champion sire Bettor’s Delight is the second foal
from the five win Art Major mare, Break Dance. While she never raced
the countries elite, this colt’s dam had some
serious zip and has a 1.53.3 credit to her name
to prove it! Dam is leaving cracking foals and
this guy is no exception. First foal was the
highest priced American Ideal at last year’s
sales and early reports are very promising for
his future as a racehorse.

Photos: Chelsea Faithful Photography

Watch their videos at www.tuapeka.com

Lot 187 | Sweet Mate

Lot 310 | My Race Ruler

Lot 401 | Perfect Miss

BAY COLT
Sweet Lou - Operative Asset

BROWN COLT
Rock N Roll Heaven - Citylight

BAY FILLY
Captaintreacherous - Loyal Arden

Son of world champion pacer from stakes
producing mare and family. A kind horse
with a lovely action, moves across the
paddock with athleticism and has a bit of
leg under him.

Son of X Factor sire from a five win
Christian Cullen mare who is off to a
flyer at stud. Compact type of yearling
who screams two year old on type with a
lovely nature to go with his looks.

Daughter of boom sire from one of the
best families in the stud book being
closely related to NZ Cup winner, Arden
Rooney. Nice filly on type, athletic and
has a bit of life about her.

Enquiries PhONE: 027 511 3946

Southern Bred Southern Reared

Blessed Are The Broodmares,
Our Group One Gems

Brad Reid & John Mooney

Brad Reid & John Mooney
In 1978 Dr Phyliss Love gave us a book
on everything about our friend the mare
with a title, as above. Those words reflect
the reverence breeders have for their
broodmares, especially those that reach
the top of our sport when racing and who
bred on.
Success in breeding is most often a combination of
thorough planning, specific goals, determination,
probably a pinch of luck but most importantly finding
that special broodmare.
The yearlings on these pages have a mum who won
at the Group One level. We know them. We know
their wins. We know who they raced.
As breeders most of us will say the mare is as
important as the stallion in producing quality
offspring. You can look at families over multiple
generations and you realise just how vitally
important the mare is to the resulting foal. Though
they say each parent provides about half of the
genetic make-up of the foal I have no doubt at
all that the mare has far more influence (genetic
and environmental, nature and nurture) over her
resulting foal than the stallion.
Racing success can be a powerful visible indicator
for the future.
Enjoy reading and celebrating these female Group
One dams
ONLYFORYOU
(2009 11 Br m Art Major - Destiny)
Career Earnings: $365,459
Group One: 2012 2YO Fillies Sires Stakes Final, 2012
2YO Diamond
Offering: Lot 2, Bettor’s Delight colt
RUNNING ON FAITH
(2003 17 Br m Soky’s Atom - Anakim)
Career Earnings: $326,890
Group One: 2007 Great Northern Oaks, 2007 3YO
Diamond
Offering: Lot 15, Sweet Lou colt
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TWIST AND TWIRL
(2008 12 B m Artsplace - Giveitawhirlgirl)
Career Earnings: $297,753
Group One: 2012 Great Northern Oaks, 2011 NZ Sires
Stakes Fillies Final
Offering: Lot 39, A Rocknroll Dance colt

LINDA LOVEGRACE
(2011 9 B m Bettor’s Delight - Linda Grace)
Career Earnings: $265,433
Group One: 2014 NZ Caduceus Classic 2YO Fillies
Final
Offering: Lot 118, Art Major filly

WILLOW
(2010 10 B m Bettor’s Delight - Listen To The Rhythm)
Career Earnings: $314,043
Group One: 2013 NZ Sires Stakes Fillies Final
Offering: Lot 42, Art Major colt

MAJOR REALITY
(2011 9 B m Art Major - Reality Check)
Career Earnings: $461,571
Group One: 2015 WA Pacing Oaks
Offering: Lot 122, Bettor’s Delight filly

VESTE
(2008 12 B m Christian Cullen - Coburg)
Career Earnings: $106,023
Group One: 2011 Caduceus Club 2YO Fillies Classic
Offering: Lot 44, Always B Miki colt

ONE OVER KENNY
(2001 19 Ch m Sundon - Frances Jay Bee)
Career Earnings: $1,098,007
Group One: 2005 Great Northern Trotting Derby,
2007 Australasian Trotters Champs, 2007 & 2009
Rowe Cup, 2007 & 2008 National Trot, 2009 NZ
Trotting Champs
Offering: Lot 135, Majestic Son colt

YANKEE DREAM
(2006 14 B m Dream Away(USA) - Acropolis(AUS))
Career Earnings: $277,214
Group One: 2009 Sires Stakes Fillies Final
Offering: Lot 54, Always B Miki colt
BEAUDIENE BAD BABE
(2005 15 Bl m Badlands Hanover - Beaudiene Babe)
Career Earnings: $404,898
Group One: 2010 4YO Diamond
Offering: Lot 69, Bettor’s Delight filly
CARPENTERS DAUGHTER
(2008 12 B m Artsplace - Missy Matao)
Career Earnings: $307,872
Group One: 2013 Breeders Crown 4YO Mares Final
Offering: Lot 74, Betting Line colt
IDEAL BELLE
(2010 10 B m American Ideal - Blistering Belle)
Career Earnings: $204,316
Group One: 2014 New Zealand Oaks
Offering: Lot 95, Bettor’s Delight colt
LAURAELLA
(2005 15 Br m Christian Cullen - Black Maire)
Career Earnings: $649,946
Group One: 2008 2YO Diamond, 2009 New Zealand
& Great Northern Oaks, 2009 Nevele R Fillies Final
Offering: Lot 116, Bettor’s Delight filly

QUITE A MOMENT
(2009 11 Br m Quite Easy(USA) - Juverna)
Career Earnings: $428,673
Group One: 2013 Breeders Crown 3YO Fillies Final,
2016 National Trot
Offering: Lot 139, Father Patrick colt
SUPERBOWLCHEERLEADER
(2008 12 B m Sundon - Brite Paula)
Career Earnings: $139,782
Group One: 2014 Anzac Cup
Offering: Lot 148, Father Patrick filly
DONEGAL BETTORGRETCH
(2012 8 B m Bettor’s Delight - Donegal Gretchen)
Career Earnings: $107,101
Group One: 2016 3YO Trotters Ruby
Offering: Lot 164, What The Hill filly
OPULENT
(2009 11 B m Christian Cullen - Imprint)
Career Earnings: $287,877
Group One: 2012 Caduceus Club 2YO Fillies Final
Offering: Lot 188, Bettor’s Delight colt
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PEMBROOK’S DELIGHT
(2007 13 B m Bettor’s Delight - Diamond Bright)
Career Earnings: $137,477
Group One: 2012 4YO Pacing Diamond
Offering: Lot 191, Sweet Lou colt
SPANISH ARMADA
(2013 7 Br m Bettor’s Delight - Galleons Supreme)
Career Earnings: $787,470
Group One: 2016 Caduceus Club 2YO Fillies Final,
2016 NZ Sires Stakes 2YO Fillies Final, NZ Sires Stakes
3YO Fillies Final, 2017 Nevele R Fillies Final, 2017 New
Zealand Oaks, 2017 3YO Fillies Diamond
Offering: Lot 234, Art Major colt
ARDEN’S CHOICE
(2012 8 Br m Panspacificflight - Winter Rose)
Career Earnings: $314,625
Group One: 2015 Caduceus Club 2YO Fillies Final
Offering: Lot 288, Bettor’s Delight filly
CHEER THE LADY
(2008 12 B m Bettor’s Delight - Galleons Cheer)
Career Earnings: $282,296
Group One: 2012 New Zealand Oaks
Offering: Lot 311, Art Major filly
JOANNE’S A DELIGHT
(2011 9 Br m Bettor’s Delight - Larissa Rose)
Career Earnings: $203,135
Group One: 2014 Sires Stakes 2YO Fillies Final
Offering: Lot 376, Art Major filly
LADY TODDY
(1999 21 B m Live Or Die - Tarantella)
Career Earnings: $175,059
Group One: 2004 NZ Standardbred Breeders Stakes
Offering: Lot 394, Vincent filly
MILLWOOD MEG
(2006 14 B m Mach Three - Millwood Pride)
Career Earnings: $415,667
Group One: 2010 WA & Queensland Oaks
Offering: Lot 417, Rock N Roll Heaven filly
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On account of Phillippa Hanley:

Two fillies that you HAVE to inspect!
Lot 212
American Rocker
American Ideal
x Sabellian Bay Filly
Lot 212 is a daughter of champion sire
American Ideal. She is out of a stakes performed
Art Major mare in Sabellian who was Group 1 placed and
the dam of the talented pacer, Slick Joe (4 wins) and the
lightly raced but very promising Angus (2 places).
2nd dam is the lightly raced daughter of
Christian Cullen in Sabine, a full sister to
dual Group 1 winner Roman Gladiator.
She herself is the dam of 3
winners including stakes
winning race mare,
Apassionato.

Her preparer Steven Boyd thinks there is a lot to like about this girl who has a large frame,
great confirmation and is beautifully mannered.

Lot 358
What A Minx
Art Major
x Hannah Sue Bay Filly
A beautifully bred daughter of siring superstar,
Art Major out of an unraced Bettor’s Delight
daughter of three time Group 1 winner, O’Baby. You will be
a long time looking for a weakness in this girl’s pedigree
with champion broodmare sires featuring in the maternal
pedigree. Bettor’s Delight, Cullen and Artsplace.
What A Minx’s dam Hannah Sue was unraced
but showed huge potential as a young
horse. This is her first foal and a
great opportunity to get
into a special
family.

Her preparer Steven Boyd says she is a precocious looking filly who is nice and compact,
and has a great temperament.

Both fillies have been nurtured and
raised on a grain free diet as well as
Hanley Formula, NZ’s original amino acid
concentrate assisting with the balanced
growth of weanlings and yearlings

Contact: Stephen Boyd
for inspections on 027 481 5045

Leading stallion a sales mystery
Brad Reid
PO Box 9289, Tower Junction, Christchurch 8149, New Zealand
Phone (03) 964 1186 www.nzsiresstakes.co.nz

Yearlings offered in this year’s NZB Sales catalogue may be
eligible to race in the following series as 2YOs & 3YOs
(Subject to sustaining payments being made)

N.Z. Sires Stakes Series No. 39
Nevele R Fillies Series No. 45
Look for the following codes at bottom of each page in catalogue so you can be
part of the exclusive series racing for exceptional stake money.

NZSS & Nevele R
Next sustaining payment due for the above-mentioned series is July 1st, 2021.
With a fully paid up option available.

N.Z. Sires’ Stakes Series have an estimated total stake pool
of $1,200,000 – be a part of it
2YO & 3YO C & G Pacers Finals $150,000 est. plus Heats
2YO & 3YO Fillies Pacers Finals $130,000 est. plus Heats

It is a well-known fact that prospective
buyers at the yearling sales in New Zealand
prefer to purchase stock by Sires who have
a history of producing classic winners.

Classics such as The Rowe Cup, Dominion Trot,
National Trot, Interdominion Finals, NZ Trotting
Derbies & Oaks, Trotting Rubies, Hambletonians,
Flying Miles & Breeders Crowns and such across the
ditch.

It is a complete contradiction to the North American
market where first season sires are supported not
only in the breeding barn, but in the sales ring with
great gusto.

Perhaps one of the early knocks on Majestic Son was
that his juvenile success had yet to translate into the
Open Class ranks. Rightly or wrongly that myth has
well and truly been put to bed on the back of some
stirring performances from Sundees Son, Winterfell
and the short course specialist, Majestic Man over
recent seasons.

There are exceptions to every rule and in New
Zealand we have a great anomaly.
We have a three-time national champion sire
who has left a bounty of classic winners both here
and across the ditch. These include back-to-back
national Trotters of the Year, Sundees Son and
Winterfell and multiple age group Horse of the Year
winners like Enhance Your Calm, One Over Da Moon
and Majestic Time and what do you have?
Majestic Son: a trotting stallion who deserves more
than a little respect, particularly where the yearling
sales are concerned.
What is it about this bloke that sees him continuously
overlooked when it comes to the parade ring?

2YO & 3YO Trotters Championship $60,000 est. plus Preludes

“For the life of me I don’t understand why they don’t
sell better at the yearling sales,” said Alabar New
Zealand principal, Graeme Henley.

Nevele R Stud Fillies Series – 3YO Filly Pacers

“I understand that Muscle Hill, Love You and Father
Patrick are fantastic sires, but it’s pretty hard to leave
horses that has more ability than the likes of Sundees
Son here or Majestuoso in Australia.

– 7 Heats, including 2 conditioned Heats, plus Final $120,000 est.

NEW DEVE LOPI NG RAC ES
Woodlands Stud Harness 7000, Garrard’s 3YO Sophomore Classic,
Nevele R Aged Mares Classic, Magness Benrow Aged Mares Classic,
Lone Star Aged Trotters Classic $40,000 est.
Lone Star 3YO Fillies Classique $20,000 est.
Uncut Gems - Entires & Geldings, Mares & Trotters $40,000 est.

“When he first stood in New Zealand his service fee
was $12,000 and frozen semen. The irony is that now
he’s the champion sire and he stands at $5000 so go
figure. If he was a pacing sire, he would be standing
at fifteen to twenty thousand and would be fully
booked. But in the trotting ranks it’s hard to do.
“He has left some phenomenal horses and done a
phenomenal job over a long period of time and the
number of classic races he has sired the winners of in
both New Zealand and Australia is incredible,” said
Henley.
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“He’s kind of got the Sundon syndrome where
Sundon was successful and served big books over a
long period of time, and there is not a lot of trotting
mares in total. So, by the time you have done four or
five years of being a commercial sire, a lot of people
have bred to you and you are competing against
your daughters,” said Henley.
Or in some cases, your sons.
In 2017 Majestic Son was almost outpointed by
his Group One winning colonial son, One Over Da
Moon. The latter averaged almost the same as his
father from two offerings.
In the last five years the highest price paid for a
Majestic Son yearling is $52,500 for a colt out of
Emma Hamilton and while that is good money for a
trotter, you have to go back to 2011 where $50,000
was paid for a colt out of Cyclone Vance at Karaka to
find a sale above the $40,000 mark.
Understandably with less opportunities, particularly
at two or three, the market for trotting yearlings has
never been a case of cashing in, and maybe twenty
thousand is reasonable money for vendors given his
service fee is still $5,000. However, I am sure vendors
would not complain if the hands around the sale ring
start to go up in a flurry!
In 2021 Majestic Son is represented by perhaps his
strongest draft and I say that solely on his numbers
and the strength of the maternal pedigrees that
headline his stock.
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HAVTIME BREEDING presents four outstanding yearlings
from it’s 2021 NZB National Yearling Sales Draft
For starters you have a colt out of One Over Kenny.
Don’t need to say much more and you can probably
book him on a flight to Melbourne now without being
too presumptive!

Somewhat serendipitously, Henley recently found
himself reviewing some of his earlier notes to the
owners of Majestic Son and discussing his future
prospects.

He also has yearlings out of mares such as
Shutterup, a half-sister to Sovereignty. Yankedoosie,
a full sister to I Can Doosit and Sno’s Big Boy. Another
notable being the stakes performed mare Hot
Chocolate Tart who was good enough to place in a
Harness Ruby at two.

“You obviously want the horse to have the success
he’s had, but it’s ironic reading back throug old
emails to the owners over the years where I was
communicating that his big crops were yet to come
and that he was likely to dominate on the back of his
earlier crops and we would be able to put the stud
fee up.”

Whatever the results may be, Majestic Son is a
much-loved stallion who just recently warranted a
call from Canadian racing journalists eager to learn
more about his down under career as they watch
on from afar, remembering a trotter who wire to
wire had the blazing speed that is prominent in his
progeny.
His owners however are still his biggest fans, win lose
or draw.
“The people that own Majestic Son raced him. They
just love the horse and are really interested in his
coming and goings. They love that he lives a great
life down here and is well looked after which is the
most important thing to them. They communicate
quite often with me, but they only ever ask how the
horse is – they are never concerned about anything
else.
“They know the trotters down here as well as I do
and watch a lot of the replays of Majestic Man and
Sundees Son. They were keen because of how well
the horse had been supported to do something for
the industry here, and it had filtered back to them
that things were looking pretty tough here over
Covid.
“They were keen to sponsor the Dominion which was
entirely their own decision and their own money, and
they were obviously thrilled to see the race won by
a son of their stallion. We got a big kick out of seeing
Colin & Nancy Hair win the Majestic Son Dominion
Trot,” he said.
A breeder once told me that the reason a car
windscreen was bigger than the rear-view mirror
was that it does not pay to look back as much as you
should look forward. I had a driving instructor as a
teen who disagreed with this sentiment somewhat,
but you get my drift.

“That turned out to be the case and he did dominate,
but because of the way the market is we never
had an opportunity to put his fee up to what it
probably warrants. It’s still great that he has been
so successful and hopefully he carries on for many
more years, but it always looks like he is going to lose
the commercial stakes to the big names coming out
of North America and Europe.
“We need horses like Majestic Son and What The Hill
who shuttle down here to do a good job. Without the
trotting stallions standing in the flesh we will never
really be in control of our own destiny. We would
be left reliant on frozen semen with availability
dependent on their popularity globally” he said.
It has been seven years since Majestic Son last
shuttled back to North America and the resident
stallion at the grounds of Alabar is not just a stud in
the breeding shed.
The now 17 year old stallion is a great foodie and like
a lot of men who get on in years, Majestic Son has
failed to realise he no longer has the metabolism to
match his inputs.
“He is such a cool dude of a horse, his favourite thing
in life is eating so the hardest thing to do is keep
condition off him,” laughed Henley.
“We broke him into the saddle this year just to ride
him and try and keep some of the condition off
him, and you wouldn’t want to try that with a lot of
breeding stallions but he’s just such a gentleman,” he
said.

LOT 186:
Bay Filly

Art Major –
One Christian
Half-sister to the smart four win
pacer, Christianshavtime. Second
dam a full sister to the champion
mare and producer One Dream.
This daughter of Art Major ticks
plenty of boxes.

LOT 236:

Bay Filly

Art Major –
Suvarno Hanover
Daughter of Art Major out of a
Group Two Southland Oaks winning
stakes performed mare who is now
the dam of five qualifiers and four
winners. A must inspect!

LOT 324:
Bay Colt

Rock N Roll Heaven
– Donthavtime
Donthavtime… you need to make
time to inspect this rock star! Bred
on the golden cross of Rock N Roll
Heaven x Mach Three, half-brother
to 23 win pacer Bettorhavetime.
Will attract plenty of interest.

LOT 331:
Bay Colt

Sweet Lou –
Dream Angel
This son of World Champion pacer
Sweet Lou is in turn out of a full
sister to the champion mare in One
Dream. A wonderfully put together
colt, and moves like real athlete.

Photos: Chelsea Faithful Photography
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Please contact MURRAY LITTLE: 021 221 7167 for inspections.
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All about the family for Dickie
Joshua Smith

HARNESS MILLION SERIES

John Dickie has fond memories of the
yearling sales, having purchased and
offered some of his best bloodstock
through the sales ring.
The South Auckland horseman will head to Karaka
next month where he will offer two yearlings at New
Zealand Bloodstock Standardbreds Auckland Sale.

ADMINISTERED BY THE NZ SIRES’ STAKES BOARD

All yearlings offered at NZB Standardbred’s
2021 National Yearling Sale are eligible for the exciting new
NZB Standardbred Harness Million Race Series.
$1,000,000 IN TOTAL WILL BE RACED FOR:
- 2YO Colts & Geldings, Fillies and Trotters
- 3YO Colts & Geldings, Fillies and Trotters
- 4YO & Older (conditioned) Entires & Geldings, Mares & Trotters.

It will be the first time in several years Dickie has
been a vendor and he is looking forward to the
experience.

Standardbred
ONE-TIME QUALIFYING FEE $700
ONE-OFF ENTRY FEE $2000+GST
ONE MILLION IN PRIZEMONEY

“One of them was Romper Stomper, he was bought
back for a couple of grand, and he ended up winning
us $200,000 and a Group One.

She has already left Group One performer Miss
Blissful and Dickie said her other progeny are
showing promising signs.

“The other mare, Howdoyoulikemenow, ended up
winning half a dozen races before we sold her.”

“An owner of mine bought her as a yearling and we
went 50-50 in her. She didn’t make it to the race
track, so now we breed alternate years,” Dickie said.

Dickie has also experienced plenty of success
purchasing from the sales, but highlights Paramount
Geegee and Last Sunset as two of his better buys.

“The owners bred a Pegasus Spur filly (Miss Blissful).
She won three in New Zealand and then Andy Gath
bought her.
“I bred the next one and she missed to Love You. In
desperation I sent her to Repeat Love and I got a filly
which I race. She is called Jay Rowe and she goes
really nice.
“The Davies’ then bred a Quaker Jet (Quik Barbie)
and she is going to the trials soon.

“We had sold Last Sunset to Canada and he was
claimed out of Canada and went to Australia and
served two crops, and he left a Group One winner.

“Paramount Bliss didn’t make it as a racehorse, but
she has got a great pedigree and she is going to be
a really good broodmare.”

“He died of cancer, they had to put him down.”

Dickie is also excited about his other yearling, lot 104,
Halberg, the Father Patrick colt out of Group One
performer Great Getaway.

While he left a good record on the track, Dickie said
the best was never seen from Last Sunset.
“He had ringbone. It is a disease one in a thousand
get,” Dickie said.
“He was way better than how he raced on the track.
He had to race Lyell Creek back then too, that didn’t
help him.”
Dickie has been an admirer of the families of both
Paramount Geegee and Last Sunset and he is

*Visit www.nzbstandardbred.co.nz for the full terms and conditions.

Dickie’s first yearling through the sales ring at Karaka
next month will be lot 5, the What The Hill colt out
of Paramount Bliss, a Majestic Son half-sister to
Paramount Geegee.

“I sold yearlings at the sales many years ago and I
bought both of them back,” he said.

“Paramount Geegee would be one of the better
ones, but Last Sunset would be the best horse I have
purchased,” Dickie said.

+GST

“Both yearlings that I have got in the sales are from
those maternal families. I have kept the families and
bred myself,” he said.

Paramount Bliss was purchased as a yearling by
Dickies’ clients, and friends, Jack and Jo Davies, and
while she didn’t make it on the track, she is starting
to leave an impression in the broodmare paddock.

Paramount Geegee went on to win five Group
Ones in Australasia, while Last Sunset won 12 races,
including the Gr.1 Trotting FFA, before being sold to
North America where he won a further five races.

NZB

pleased to offer yearlings from those dynasties at
Karaka next month.

BREEDING MATTERS JANUARY 2021

The family holds a lot of sentimentality for Dickie,
having bred Great Getaway, along with her brother,
Group One performer Real Deal Yankee, and trained
her older half-sibling Last Sunset.
“I bought Last Sunset as a yearling and when he was
an early two-year-old he had so much ability,” Dickie
said.
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the Inter Dominion Grand Final the year I Can Doosit
won it. She was the only mare to make the final that
year and she ran seventh.
“The Big Bird is a one-win trotter. Then she missed to
Love You, and now she has a beautiful Love You twoyear-old that is ready to go to the trials in a couple of
weeks.”
“Everything out of her just trots.”
Dickie is particularly excited about the prospects of
Halberg, her Father Patrick yearling he is offering at
Karaka.

Fortnightly online
Standardbred auctions.
$25,000

$27,000

“He is very well mannered and he is a beautiful
walking horse,” Dickie said.

Father Patrick x Great Getaway colt

“Dave Phillips advertised the mare, Catherine The
Great (dam), for sale in-foal, and I ended up buying
her.
“I never got a foal from her for about eight years, it
was a nightmare. I ended up having to do embryo
transfer through Bruce Taylor in Christchurch. I sent
her down there in desperation.

“I am not sure if he is a two-year-old type, but he will
definitely trot at three. A little bit of time and he will
be a lovely horse. He trots in the paddock, just like
the whole family.”
Dickie said he is a fan of his sire, Father Patrick,
and he believes the Nevele R Stud stallion has a big
future ahead of him.
“I think he is the bee’s knees now that Muscle Hill is
basically non-existent,” Dickie said.
“We have only had a sprinkling in New Zealand, but
they look to be going really good and obviously in
America they are just flying.

“Bruce got two embryos. He got a colt the first year,
which was Real Deal Yankee, and then the second
year he got Great Getaway.

“I have got a Father Patrick foal out of Great
Getaway and she is currently in-foal to Speeding
Spur.”

“Great Getaway was the last foal she ever had.

Dickie said he is proud to support Speeding Spur
at stud, a horse he trained to multiple Group One
victories when training in partnership with his son,
Joshua.

“The mare (Catherine The Great) only ever had four
live foals – Last Sunset, Great Getaway, Real Deal
Yankee, and Galleons Dream. I should have bought
her (Galleons Dream), but she was too expensive for
me as a weanling.
“She never raced, but she left the Inter Dominion
winner Galleons Sunset, that Derek Balle trained.
“It is a terrific family.”
Dickie said it was a pleasure to train Great Getaway
and now he is excited that she is kicking goals as a
broodmare.
She is now the dam of Group One performer Tricky
Ric, four-win trotter All American, and promising
one-win trotter The Big Bird.
“She was a bit below the best ones, but she made
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“He didn’t get many mares (this season) and it is just
one of those things, you need to have foals on the
ground,” Dickie said.
“He was a great horse and I would like to think that
he would breed on and put it back into his progeny.”
Dickie relinquished his training license at the start of
the season and has taken a backseat to son Joshua
at their Clevedon training base, however, he said he
is still there every morning helping out, and will be
for the next few years.
“I am basically working for Joshua now,” he said. “It
will be that way for a few years, and putting horses
in the sales, and put my feet up.”

SOLD on gavelhouse.com

$57,500

SOLD on gavelhouse.com

$50,000

SOLD on gavelhouse.com

SOLD on gavelhouse.com

Save money and time online with gavelhouse.com’s
bargain entry fee and 5% commission rate.

REGISTER NOW AND
GET READY TO SELL
YOUR BLOODSTOCK!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

E. INFO@GAVELHOUSE.COM P. +64 9 296 4436

2020-2021 STALLIONS:

Racing
Recovery
SPECIALS

Let’s face it,
it’s been a
tough year
and we want
to help you!

We have
unbelievable deals
on Service Fees on offer!

Buy Kiwi
Made
$1,500

Master
Glide
$2,500

One Over
da Moon
$2,500

+ GST POLF

+ GST

+ GST

NOW

NOW

NOW up to

$500

+ GST POLF

$1,250

40% discount
(contact us
for details)

+ GST

Sky Major
$2,500
+ GST

NOW

$500 + GST
(plus one off fee
of $300 for off
farm mares only)

TALK TO US TODAY
TO SECURE YOUR DEAL!

AUCKLAND SALE 13th and 14th February

QUAKER JET
49 Harpers Road, East Eyreton, Kaiapoi, RD2, 7692

LOT 13

Chestnut Colt

Rosemaryz Luck

Haras des Trotteurs
THANKS the breeders who
supported our stallions
with this OUTSTANDING
CROP OF YEARLINGS

Office: 03 312 6338 I Stud: 021 865 796 I Darryl Brown 0274 732 250
Email: admin@waieyrefarm.co.nz I

www.waieyrefarm.co.nz

CHRISTCHURCH SALE

R OYDON L ODGE S TUD
Proudly presents it’s draft for the 2021 NZB Standardbred Yearling Sale

CROWN JEWELS Lot 141

Muscle Mass – Roydon’s Jewel Bay Filly

MONARCH PRINCE Lot 178
Creatine – Lucky Monarch Bay Colt

15th and 16th February

LOVE YOU
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT
LOT

144
147
168
174
177

Chestnut Colt
Chestnut Colt
Bay Colt
Bay Filly
Chestnut Colt

ORLANDO VICI
Shell Seeker
Sunset Peak
Diedre’s Jewel
Ethereal
Focus On Me

LOT 162

Bay Colt

Chevron Express

Haras des Trotteurs has the HOTTEST BLOODLINES IN THE
WORLD. We have access to the World’s best trotting
genetics and frozen semen.
Be sure to check the photos for these four lots on the NZB website

HIGH NOON Lot 146

GOLD WATCH Lot 208

TRANSTASMAN BUBBLE Lot 156

THE TROPHY HUNTER Lot 285

Majestic Son – Summer Solstice Bay Colt
Aldebaran Eagle – Anguish Bay Filly

Gold Ace – Roydon Pulse Bay Colt
A Rocknroll Dance – Art Buyer Bay Colt

TO INSPECT CONTACT: Richard & Julia Aubrey. Phone 021 531 047

CONTACT:
Louise Toulmin
louise@harasdestrotteurs.com.au
0428 792 834

Jamie MacKinnon
021 380 588
jamie@harasdestrotteurs.com.au

HRNZ AT THE SALES
Harness Racing New Zealand will have a

“We are very keen to be accessible to people,”

beefed up presence at February’s yearling

says McDonald, “and what better place to

sales, at both Karaka and Christchurch.

meet people who are so heavily invested in

Dalgety on the hunt for next Krug
Jonny Turner

the game.”
There are 430 lots – including 39 siblings to
Group One winners – that will go under the

HRNZ will be in the marquees run

hammer on February 13 and 14 at Karaka,

by the North Island Standardbred

and from February 15-17 at Canterbury

Breeders’ Association and the Canterbury

Agricultural Park.

Standardbred Breeders’ Association which
will be set up just outside the sales rings at
both venues.

“It’s a massive week for the industry,” says
Harness Racing New Zealand Chief Executive
Gary Woodham, “even though the Australians

“They are a sanctuary really,” says NZ

won’t be there in person they will be bidding

Standardbred Breeders’ Association

on-line and as always there’ll be a who’s who

Executive Brad Reid, “a place for buyers to

of New Zealand racing there, with all the top

catch their breath.”

breeders, trainers and owners.”
Information about ownership, breeding and
“As an owner myself it’s always a week I really

pedigree will all be readily available and TVs

look forward to, and there has been a lot of

will be set up so that everyone can keep up

chat everywhere I go about the sales both at

with the latest happenings in the sales ring.

Karaka and in Christchurch.”
“In the past we’ve had a couple of hundred of
Woodham, along with HRNZ General Manager

people through there every day so they are

Racing, Catherine McDonald, will be at both

popular,” says Reid.

sales to meet key players in the industry and
answer any queries people have.

As each new year comes so does Cran Dalgety’s search for
his next racetrack star and there is only one place he looks.

Naturally, Dalgety is looking for the perfect specimen in
that regard, like so many other trainers.

Dalgety admits he does not just study the catalogue for the
NZB Standardbred National Yearling Sales each year, he
starts sleeping with it when the calendar turns to January.

One aspect of a horse’s confirmation that Dalgety puts a
strong amount of stock in is constitution.

The establishment of NZB Standardbred and its ability to
offer a high-quality product, combined with the trainer’s
excellent record of selecting quality racehorses from the
sale ring means there is nowhere else Dalgety will go to
look for his next equine star.

“The quality is there in terms of the
pedigrees and the horse constitution and
we can go to the sales knowing we will
come home with excellent stock.”
“There are plenty of variables and we don’t
always walk away with what we thought
we might be getting but every trainer is the
same.
“But the standard of horse available means
we can go there with a bit of confidence
that we will be bringing home some very
nice horses.”
It may sound simple, but of course, a lot of study and many
judgement calls that go into Dalgety going home from the
Karaka and Christchurch sales with the horses he wants.

SEE YOU AT THE SALES

Like any trainer, he has his own set of rules that a yearling
must be tested against.
The catalogue provides the starting point.

HRNZ will be at the North Island and South Island
Yearling Sales as part of ‘The Breeders’ tents.
Stop in for some refreshments
and have a chat to some of the team.

FIND US ON
www.hrnz.co.nz
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A yearling’s pedigree page must stack up for the horse to
be headed to Kentuckiana Lodge.

“We work on a bit of the Bart Cummings
theory that you are better to buy an ugly
one with a good pedigree than a flash one
with a poor pedigree,” Dalgety said.
A yearling’s skeletal and muscular confirmation is arguably
the most talked-about aspect of a yearling on sales day.
And deservedly so as the correct and powerful types with
pedigrees to back up their looks get knocked down for the
highest prices.

BREEDING MATTERS JANUARY 2021

That part of physically assessing a yearling does not get
as much airtime but is vitally important according to the
trainer.
And thankfully he will be bidding in a place in the world
where the country’s green pastures and rolling countryside
mean few horses miss out on the chance to develop into
strong and capable racehorses.

“Constitution is very important, in terms of
a horse’s nutritional background,” Dalgety
said.
“A yearling needs to present like it has had
every opportunity in the world.”
“It can’t have taken a backwards step in its
life because if you start on the back foot you
will never catch up.
“We are asking these animals to do some
powerful things and they need to be able to
stand up to them.
“The good thing for us is there are plenty
that measure up.”
Temperament is another aspect that Dalgety assesses
before deciding whether a yearling makes his buying list.
Krug passed that test with flying colours in 2019 and was
knocked down to Dalgety for $155,000 from the Smolenski
Stables draft.

“His top two inches were 12 months ahead
of anything else.”
“He had a wonderful temperament that was
going to stand him in good stead.”
Millionaire pacer Smiling Shard fitted into the same
category.

“He just had an incredible attitude, he was
almost human,” Dalgety said. “I have never
had a horse like him, he tried his guts out.
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Shard Farm Standardbreds Ltd

proudly present their 2021 NZ Premier Sales Draft

“He was up and going in the Young Guns as
a two-year-old and he was still going strong
in the Hunter Cup and the Interdominions.”
Size also matters, which is clear considering Bit Of A
Legend and Smiling Shard were not exactly towering
types.
Dalgety, like so many trainers, looks for early running types
and his success rate of producing two-year-olds suggests
he does a pretty good job.
Former leading filly and now top class North American
mare Bettor Joy is an example of that.

“She was a compact sort of filly and one
that we thought would get up and running
pretty early.”
“She ticked all the boxes, really.”
Though Dalgety clearly has a strong set of rules to
separate his purchases from the pack, rules are meant to
be broken.
That was the case when he bought star two-time group 1
Breeders Crown winner Bit Of A Legend.

“We are all trying to find the rule book for
buying yearlings, but it doesn’t exist.”
“I had had a lot of success with the family
and that was what drew me to Bit Of A
Legend more than anything else.
“He wasn’t your typical standout yearling. To
be honest, halfway through breaking him in
we would have liked to have sent him back.
“But it wasn’t long until he was away and
he went on to win two and a half million
dollars.”
Dalgety hopes his assessment of his six 2020 purchases is
backed up by their efforts on the track.
It is a case of so far, so good.
Casino Prince, a Bettor’s Delight colt from American Ideal
mare Super Deal, got the Kentuckiana Lodge Class of 2020
off to a perfect start when winning the first two-year-old
race of this season at Alexandra Park in January.

“He is in the well above average category,”
Dalgety said. “He is built like a bull, he is
made to be a racehorse.”

“He has a great constitution and we actually
have a good problem with him in that he
takes a little bit more work than usual to get
him fit and ready.”
Dalgety also stepped fillies Misti Gaynor and Chevrons
Bypass out in the first fillies events this season.
Misti Gaynor, a Sweet Lou Filly from Cyzani, impressed
with her runner-up effort behind Artisan.
Chevrons Bypass, a Captaintreacherous filly from Bettor’s
Delight mare Capture My Heart, ran fifth after a tough trip
sitting parked throughout.
Dalgety is not far away from stepping out Republican
Party at the races.
The standout colt by Bettor’s Delight from the American
Ideal mare Democrat Party has impressed in two trial
efforts.
Dalgety has also had Ajira, a Bettor’s Delight colt from
Christian Cullen mare Allura, at the trials.
The trainer will be ringside at Karaka and Christchurch as
he seeks out his next version of Krug, Smiling Shard or Bit
Of A Legend.

Lot 200: Bay Colt
Ideal Kingdom
American Ideal
– Queen Of The Crop

Third foal from race winning McArdle
mare, Queen Of The Crop, by
champion sire, American Ideal.
Colt is a full bro to recent debut winner, King of Trumps.

Art Major – Follow The Dream

Third foal from qualified daughter of
Christian Cullen, Follow The Dream
who is a full sister to stakes performed
and WA G1 winner, Western Cullen.

Lovely natured, straight and correct!

Related to champion mare Amazing Dream,
real two year old type, straight and correct!

Lot 370: Bay Filly
Allaboutlegs

Lot 396: Chestnut Colt
Cranachan

First foal from lightly raced American
Ideal mare who was race placed in
1:57.2. Dam a half-sister to 5 race wnrs
including stakes performed, Picobello.

Striking son of Sweet Lou out of race
winning Holmes Hanover mare,
Letatalk. He is a half to the stakes
performed Machtu & Eloquent Mach.

The trainer will be buying for his long-time clients as well
as holding shares for syndication.

“The countdown to the sales has well and
truly begun. We have been up north and all
over Canterbury and we have seen plenty
that we have liked.”
“It will be down to Southland next and then
we will have a pretty good picture of what
we are after.
“I will be buying for our existing clients but
we are getting enquiries from people all the
time. They can be looking for a good slice in
a horse or right down to owning a couple of
hairs in its tail.
“Syndicates are certainly a big factor these
days and we make a point of trying to
accommodate anyone regardless of their
budget.”

Bettor’s Delight – Ideal Legs

She is a lovely natured filly with good
conformation and plenty of scope!

For enquiries and inspections:
Phone Debbie Smith on 027 258 4687
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Lot 344: Bay Colt
Share a Dream

Sweet Lou – Letatalk

He is mischievous, beautifully put together
and a lovely correct colt!

Southern Bred Southern Reared

Jim Giumelli: Engineering a Path to
Success in Harness Racing
Peter Wharton
Western Australian owner-breeder and
businessman Jim Giumelli is making the
most of his accidental involvement with
harness racing.
The founding owner of a large civil engineering
construction business and a successful cattle
breeder, Jim was introduced to the sport after
marrying Willie Melvin eight years ago.

Other NZ-bred winners the couple have raced are
Gran Chico, a Bettor’s Delight gelding who has won
three races at Gloucester Park so far, Arma Indie
(by Well Said), who has totted up eight successes
including the Group Two WASBA Breeders Stakes,
Our Shelley Beach and the royally bred gelding
Beaudiene Western (Well Said-Beaudiene Babe).
Caveman, bought at the Australian Pacing Gold sale
at Perth in 2018, has won eight races to date.

“Our first visit together to Gloucester Park
resulted in Willie suggesting to me that we
should buy a horse together,” Jim said.

With the exception of Caveman, the Giumelli’s have
concentrated on buying ‘going’ horses from NZ since
their first foray into the sport in 2017.

Willie, the former partner of WA identity Joe Leahy,
the first president of the Caduceus Club in WA, had
been involved with horses most of her life. She had
been a proficient showjumping and cross-country
rider in her youth and later bred with Leahy the 1988
WA Pearl winner Don Athaldo.

However, last year they switched their attention to
the yearling sales in Auckland, Christchurch and
Perth. They shelled out a cool $540,000 for the
purchase of seven superbly bred youngsters in their
quest of building a racing empire.

The first horse Jim and Willie raced in partnership
was Our Angel Of Harlem, a New Zealand-bred
daughter of Mach Three who won eight races for
the couple including six at Gloucester Park and the
Group Three Dainty’s Daughter Classic at Pinjarra.
Now retired, Our Angel Of Harlem was prepared by
talented Henley Brook horseman Mike Reed, who
trains all the Giumelli team.
Following Our Angel Of Harlem, the Giumelli’s
continued their practice of buying almost exclusively
New Zealand bred stock specially selected by Mike
Reed and Willie.

“I believe their horses are better because
they’re raised on green grass and the
hilly terrain over there helps build up their
physique,” Jim said.
Another Kiwi-bred, Tiffany Rose, a
Somebeachsomewhere half-sister to the cup class
pacer Code Black, has won 10 of her 21 starts in WA
to date including the Group Three The Lombardo at
Gloucester Park and is rated one of the best mares in
the State.
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Jim and Willie outlaid the second highest price for
a filly at the Christchurch sale of $220,000 for Five
Bangles, a daughter of Bettor’s Delight and the fourtime Group winner Beaudiene Bad Babe.

“She’s a lovely filly. We have high hopes for
her,” Jim said
At Karaka, they secured three well-bred colts headed
up by Maddys Nino, by Art Major out of the NZ 2YO
and 3YO Filly of the Year Spanish Armada, for which
they outlaid $105,000.
Hoppys Way, an Art Major colt from the NZ Sires’
Stakes 2YO champion Joanne’s A Delight, was bought
for $65,000, while Miki Diamonds, by the world’s
fastest ever pacer Always B Miki from the top juvenile
filly Dancing Diamonds, went for $45,000.
The couple also bought two colts and a filly at the
2020 APG Perth sale including Dardy Boy, a Bettor’s
Delight colt from millionaire David Hercules’ halfsister Isabella Jane, for $70,000 – the equal highest
price at the sale.

Jim and Willie Giumelli at Gloucester Park

They also paid $30,000 for Mancave, a half-brother
by Well Said to Caveman, and $10,000 for Our Miki
Moto, an Always B Miki filly from Honey And Joy, a
half-sister to five sub 2:00 winners and two $100,000
earners.

“They’ve all been broken in and have had at
least one preparation and are nominated
for the Pearl and Diamond Classics,” Jim
stated. “Dardy Boy is the most forward
of our team. He’s racing at Pinjarra on
Monday.”

BREEDING MATTERS JANUARY 2021

Jim is enjoying his new found hobby of harness
racing and recently secured his driving stablehand’s
licence.

“I won’t be driving in races though. I’ll leave
that to Mark Reed and others,” Jim stated.
The Giumelli’s recently bought a 28 acre property,
‘Swandoo’, in the Swan Valley near Guildford, a
township where Willie grew up, and have started
building a new home, stables and trotting track.

“We might buy another yearling or two at
the New Zealand sales this year,” Jim said.
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EVERYDAY
EQUINE
SUPERFOOD.
Forage feed is the most essential part of any
equine diet and needs to be the foundation
ingredient in every horse’s meal, everyday.
When you feed your horse Fiber Fresh, you can
be assured that you are giving them the very
best for optimal health and performance.
For advice, or to find out more about Fiber Fresh’s
range of products, contact your local area
consultant.
Available from your nearest rural or
equestrian supplier.
www.fiber-fresh.com

BREEDERS CROWN

Yearlings offered
in current sales catalogues as

‘Aust Breeders Crown’
eligible can race as 2YOs & 3YOs in the

Australasian Breeders Crown – Series 25*
Heats, Semi-Finals & Finals will be held in Victoria.
At the 2020 Australasian Breeders Crown
the following prizemoney applied to the rich Saturday night finals:
Age

Pacers

Trotters

2YO

$300,000

$100,000

3YO

$200,000

$80,000

Applicable Futurity Fees

Please note all fees are approximate due to currency conversion rate changes.

31 August, 2021

Yearling (NZ$290) or Series Nomination (NZ$810)

1 February, 2022

2YO Age Acceptance (AU$451)
(Not payable if Series Nomination was paid as a yearling)

1 February, 2023

3YO Age Acceptance (AU$451)
(Not payable if Series Nomination was paid as a yearling)

*Subject to the payment of relevant futurity fees.
Visit www.hrvfuturities.com.au for details.

All Stars - Mark Purdon and
Natalie Rasmussen - Au Revoir
Neville Tilsley
On New Year’s Eve, at Alexandra Park,
the Auckland Trotting Club honoured the
Allstars training partnership by naming the
final race of the 2020 year the Mark and
Natalie “Au Revoir” Pace. Neville Tilsley, a
NZSBA member and race night Steward for
the ATC, delivered the following tribute as
part of the post-race presentation...
Mark, when Natalie sailed into your life she must
have seemed like some sort of SUPERSONIC MISS
or a GOLDEN GODDESS perhaps? Or maybe it was
more like the arrival of the SPANISH ARMADA!
You could have chosen to just FOLLOW THE STARS or
HUG THE WIND but, no, together the two of you set
out to CHASE THE DREAM and FIGHT FOR GLORY.
VINCENT wanted you to PARTY ON - party
on with all those goodtime girls like ELLE
MAC, LINDA LOVEGRACE and that fantastic
SUPERBOWLCHEERLEADER.
KING DENNY and his good mate, the JESSE DUKE,
were a bit more classy and wanted you to get
PRINCESS TIFFANY over. “I’m sure she’s SWEET ON
ME,” he kept saying, “but, just in case, you can put
the PICCADILLY PRINCESS on the emergency list.”
But, as WINTERFELL and things started to SMOLDA,
there was a much BETTOR TWIST. Natalie’s words
kept ringing in your ears - “I’m sure that, as a team,
we can SPANKEM and show that it’s not just an
AMAZING DREAM. IT’S ALL ABOUT FAITH!”
“We’re both SELF ASSURED and we don’t need THE
FIXER. but it certainly won’t be a CRUZ BRO. We’ll
need to make more than ONE CHANGE. In fact the
MORE THE BETTER. We can really TURN IT UP. And,
if we have to, we can bring in the ULTIMATE - a
MACHETE or a SNIPER!”,
“Wow!” said Mark. “Your idea of HEAVEN ROCKS.
Sounds like a SMOOTH DEAL to me. And, on top of all
that, you ADORE ME... you DREAM ABOUT ME... you
even ENHANCE MY CALM. And that guy LAZARUS
thought he had all the luck.”
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All nonsense aside, nothing says it better than
that last phrase... IT’S ALL BEYOND WORDS.
When I started looking around for some facts and
figures I was soon overwhelmed and searching for
superlatives.

So, it’s understandable that you need to take
a step back. Hopefully without the constant
pressure and the need to be forward-looking,
you will be able to look back and reflect and
get a real sense of the magnitude of what
you’ve actually achieved. I’m picking that
you’ve just been too damn busy and probably
exhausted to take it all in.

Natalie, you had already had phenomenal success
on your own account with Blacks a Fake the shining
star. We were simply in awe with what you achieved
with him. And, Mark, your previous success had been
just as phenomenal, firstly as a driver then, from
1996, as a trainer and driver. But together, the two of
you redefined the meaning of success. You went into
the stratosphere.

So a huge thanks for what you’ve given the
industry, both here in New Zealand and in
Australia. Thanks not just from us here at the
Auckland Trotting Club but thanks also from
the wider industry and all harness racing fans
who you’ve thrilled and entertained with the
expertly coached athletes you’ve produced for
our racetracks.

All of the horses mentioned in the celebration of
your partnership were Group One winners, with
many of them being multiple Group One winners.
Altogether, including tonight’s Auckland Cup win your
partnership has had 130 Group One wins... and that’s
just in New Zealand. Australia is a whole other story.
And we need to remind ourselves that this is racing
at its most elite level.

We’re not going to say farewell as in goodbye.
But we are going to say fare thee well as in we
hope all goes as you would like it in the next
phase you’re embarking on.

“Come on Nat. Let’s go and CHASE AUCKLAND. It’s all
BEYOND WORDS!”

From just under 2900 starts, horses under your care
have had 898 wins and your UDR rating is over .46
which, on that scale, is in a league of its own.
While playing around with all those names I had
the growing realisation that you knew each one
of those horses, and many others, intimately. Like
a good teacher or a good nurse, a good trainer
simply can’t apply a ‘one size fits all’ approach. Each
of the horses in your care came with its individual
attributes, qualities and potential and your combined
ability to manage and mould these in constantly
changing, and often, unpredictable circumstances
produced the results we saw on the track.
We can use words like skill, expertise, perseverance,
dedication and a host of others and they are all
warranted. However, I suspect that attention to detail
in a myriad of ways is at the core of it all. And that’s
an enormous task. What it all adds up to is sheer
hard work, and hard work in a context of relentless
and ever-changing pressure.

Anyway, goodbye is far too final. Along with
our thanks and congratulations we’ll simply
use the words used in naming the final race of
this extraordinary year...a race honouring your
unforgettable partnership...
AU REVOIR MARK AND NATALIE...till we see you
again.
The Allstars (NZ) Group One winners
LAZARUS (9)
Bettor’s Delight - Bethany
(Christian Cullen)
G. Chin, Studholme Bloodstock

SPANISH ARMADA (6)
Bettor’s Delight - Galleon’s
Supreme (Christian Cullen)
Woodlands Stud

DREAM ABOUT ME (8)
Bettor’s Delight - Splendid
Dreams (Dream Away)
C. Roberts

HAVE FAITH IN ME (5)
Bettor’s Delight - Scuse Me
(BG’s Bunny)
C. Roberts

AMAZING DREAM (7)
Bettor’s Delight - Christian
Dreamer (Christian Cullen)
V. & Mrs D. Devery

KING DENNY (4)
Majestic Son - Touch of Sun
(Simon Roydon)
D. Bennett, Mrs L. Joyce

ADORE ME (6)
Bettor’s Delight- Scuse Me (BG’s
Bunny)
C. Roberts

SPANKEM (4)
Bettor’s Delight - Crushem
(Holmes Hanover)
R. & Mrs G. Wah

ELLE MAC (6)
Bettor’s Delight Goodlookinggirl (Christian
Cullen)
Breckon Farms

ULTIMATE SNIPER (4)
Bettor’s Delight - Reality Check
(Armbro Operative)
G. & Mrs K. Walsh

WINTERFELL (4)
Majestic Son - Una Bromac
(Live or Die)
T. Casey

ENHANCE YOUR CALM (2)
Majestic Son - All Settled
Down (Sundon)
Mrs S. Smith

HUG THE WIND (1)
Bettor’s Delight - Dreaming
Spires (Dream Away)
A. & Mrs A. Parker

CHASE AUCKLAND (3)
Auckland Reactor - Delicata
(Falcon Seelster)
A. & Mrs A. Parker

FIGHT FOR GLORY (2)
Art Major - Breath of Life (
Village Jasper)
Mrs D. Cournane

HEAVEN ROCKS (3)
Rock N Roll Heaven Mendelico (Pacific Fella)
Benstud Standardbreds

IT’S ALL ABOUT FAITH (1)
Captaintreacherous- Veste
(Christian Cullen)
Hardwood Breeding
Syndicate

SELF ASSURED (2)
Bettor’s Delight - Star of Venus KAYLA MARIE (1)
Bettor’s Delight - Braeside
(Christian Cullen)
Star (Soky’s Atom)
R. Caldow
B. & Mrs C. Whitelock
SHEZ ALL ROCK (2)
LINDA LOVEGRACE (1)
Rock N Roll Heaven - Irish
Bettor’s Delight - Linda
Loch (Mach Three)
Grace (In the Pocket)
G. Tennent
Woodlands Stud
SWEET ON ME (2)
LUBY LOU (1)
Sweet Lou - Adore Me
Muscle Hill - Luby Ann
(Bettor’s Delight)
(Andover Hall)
C. Roberts
Breckon Farms
ULTIMATE MACHETE (2)
MISSANDEI (1)
Bettor’s Delight - Reality
Angus Hall - Pocaro
Check (Armbro Operative)
(Sundon)T. Casey
G. & Mrs K. Walsh

JESSE DUKE (3)
Bettor’s Delight - Daisy
Dundee (In the Pocket)
Woodlands Stud
MORE THE BETTER (3)
Bettor’s Delight - Lucky Pocket
(In the Pocket)
C. & W. Radford, Mrs D.
Richardson
ONE CHANGE (3)
Bettor’s Delight Changedown (Falcon
Seelster)
R. Carr, D. Kirkbride
PARTYON (3)
Bettor’s Delight - Beach
Parade (Beach Towel)
Woodlands Stud
PICCADILLY PRINCESS (3)
Bettor’s Delight - Hyde Park
Royal (Holmes Hanover)
T., K. & M. Patterson
PRINCESS TIFFANY (3)
Art Major - Dancing
Diamonds (Bettor’s Delight)
B. & Mrs C. Whitelock
TURN IT UP (3)
Courage Under Fire - O
Narutac Bella (Western Ideal)
B. & Mrs V. Edward
BETTOR TWIST (2)
Bettor’s Delight - Twist and
Twirl (Artsplace)
Breckon Farms
CHASE THE DREAM (2)
Bettor’s Delight - Christian
Dreamer (Christian Cullen)
V. & Mrs D. Devery
CRUZ BROMAC (2)
Falcon Seelster - Crown
Defender (Life Sign)
Bromac Lodge
EAMON MAGUIRE (2)
Art Major - Kim Maguire (In
the Pocket)
R. & Mrs D. Kennedy

VINCENT (2)
Art Major - Kept For Pleasure
(Safely Kept)
Slots Co. Pty Ltd

SMOOTH DEAL (1)
Bettor’s Delight - Linda
Grace (In the Pocket)
Woodlands Stud

ANOTHER MASTERPIECE (1)
Bettor’s Delight - Elegant Art
(Christian Cullen)
Woodlands Stud

SUPERBOWLCHEERLEADER
(1)
Sundon - Brite Paula
(Britewell)
I. & Mrs C.Cheesman

ARDEN’S CHOICE (1)
Panspacificflight - Winter
Rose (In the Pocket)
Estate Mrs N. Stiven
ASHLEY LOCAZ (1)
Bettor’s Delight - Ashley
Cullen (Christian Cullen)
P. & Mrs J. Van Beek
BEYOND WORDS (1)
Art Major - Quote Me
(Bettor’s Delight)
Studholme Bloodstock

SUPERSONIC MISS (1)
Mach Three - Bella Joy
(Village Jasper)
Roger Bazley Syndicate
THEFIXER (1)
Bettor’s Delight - Tosti Girl
B. & Mrs P. Hughes, J. Green
WILLOW (1)
Bettor’s Delight - Listen to
the Rhythm (In the Pocket)
Lauriston Bloodstock

CUSTODIAN (1)
Muscle Mass - Maia (Armbro
Invasion)
Mrs J. Butt
FOLLOW THE STARS (1)
Art Major - Smyrna
Duruisseau (Cam’s Card
Shark)
Lauriston Bloodstock
GOLDEN GODDESS (1)
Art Major- Localize (Christian
Cullen)
Weona Standardbreds, Elite
Bloodstock
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Thank You
Woodlands Stud would like to thank all breeders in New Zealand
who have supported our Stallion Roster in the 2020/21 season
despite it being a challenging year for all!
Without your support we would not be able to bring these world
class stallions to Australasia

